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We are the representatives of the cosmos;
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given 15 billion years of cosmic evolution.
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A B S T R A C T

At the mesoscale, molecular machines assemble structure and or-

chestrate the processes of life. It is a chaotic and alien world whose

scale makes communicating scientific findings a daunting challenge.

Scientific illustrators confront the challenges with static illustration

and video animations. With LifeBrush, a virtual reality tool, we bring

those static illustrations to life as interactive illustrative simulations.

LifeBrush is an illustrative simulation canvas, for sketching, simulating

and visualizing the biological mesoscale.

Like an artists paint palette, we design molecular arrangements, self-

assembly rules, and generative procedures in an interactive palette.

Then, we use our palette and generative algorithms to sketch illustra-

tive simulations. We developed a novel realtime algorithm for painting

and synthesizing element arrangements from a palette into virtual

worlds. Our synthesis algorithm has applications for virtual world

construction, and for interactively constructing illustrative mesoscale

simulations. We synthesize networks of interconnected proteins fila-

ments with sketch-based swarm grammars. To model macromolecular

self-assembly, and to interactively construct macromolecular structures

with our sketch-based system, we propose a realtime physics approx-

imation based on spatial rules designed in the palette. We use our

system to sketch and simulate cytoskeletal filaments in our illustrative

simulation canvas. With our system, we structurally recreate, simulate

and step inside some famous illustrations by the structural biologist

David Goodsell [67].
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1 https://www.rcsb.org/

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/2BG9
https://www.rcsb.org/


1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Organisms are composed of microscopic cells, and in turn, cells are

composed of molecules. At the mesoscale, molecular machines assem-

ble cellular structure and orchestrate the processes of life. Complex

system-level behaviour emerges from the local interactions between

numerous molecular machines. While Human machines are orderly,

nature’s molecular machines embrace the chaos of the molecular world.

Brownian motion drives interactions between molecules suspended

in a violent sea of water molecules. The interactions modify chemi-

cal compositions and morph protein structures. Proteins interact by

chance, for example, a protein in a bacterial cell interacts with every

other protein in the cell at least once every few seconds [67].

How can we understand the mesoscale when it is too small to see with

contemporary scientific equipment? The microscope revolutionised Bi-

ology. For the first time, scientists were able to see living cells. However,

proteins are smaller than the wavelength of visible light. With Watson

and Crick’s discovery of Deoxyribonucleic Acids (DNAs) helical struc-

ture via X-ray crystallography, the molecular world started to reveal

itself [218]. Today, scientists use techniques like X-ray crystallography

to determine molecular structure, and experiments and simulation to

unravel molecular interactions and behaviour. Still, communicating

mesoscale scientific findings remains a daunting challenge.

Scientific illustrators [87] confront the challenges posed by the mesoscale.

David Goodsell [67] uses 2D watercolour paintings to create incredibly

rich and expansive illustrations of dense mesoscale environments (Fig-

ure 1.1). Building on works like Goodsell’s, 3D modelling, illustrative

rendering, illustrative animation and biomolecular visualisation add

the missing temporal element, to create illustrative videos of mesoscale

systems—for example, Harvard’s BioVisions project [83]. However,

these illustrations are fundamentally static, we can’t look at them from

different perspectives to understand their complex 3D structure, and

1
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Figure 1.1: David Goodsell’s illustration of the mesoscale mitochondrion [67].
Used with permission (Appendix B).
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we can’t experiment with these dynamic systems. Static illustrations

are missing two critical elements: immersion and interactivity.

We think the next step is to bring static illustrations to life as fully

interactive and immersive illustrative simulations. An illustrative simu-

lation models natural complex systems while providing opportunities

for realtime interaction that execute on commodity hardware. Scien-

tific findings are embedded in the rules governing the simulation.

Thus a scientific narrative emerges through interaction, experimenta-

tion and observation. An illustrative mesoscale simulation is crowded

and chaotic. This style of illustration combines biology, traditional

scientific illustration, computer science and visual computing (i.e.,

computer graphics, visualisation, and human-data interaction).

Immersive, illustrative simulation of the mesoscale Among the

structures and processes in the Eukaryotic cell, the mitochondrion is

a small organelle for energy production. The mitochondrion synthe-

sizes Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) from Adenosine Disphosphate

(ADP)—see Figure 1.2. ATP is a molecule used by the cell to do work.

ATP Synthase is a macro-molecular motor that uses electrochemical

energy to assemble ATP. Imagine stepping into a dynamic mesoscale

mitochondrion illustrative simulation that is human-scale. Being so

immersed, we experience and interact with the mesoscale in a way

that is not possible with modern scientific instruments, static illustra-

tions or static videos. Furthermore, an illustrative simulation is fully

interactive. We can grab two molecular species, push them together

and find out what happens.

Scope Illustrative simulations are an emerging and ambitious vision.

Previous systems simulate interactive prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell

models [54, 233]. Recently Klein et al. [108] developed a system to

create dense mesoscale scenes instantly. We think these systems are

moving towards an emerging and multifaceted research question:

how to build illustrative simulations? The problem has three main com-

ponents: construction, visualisation, and simulation. Construction is

about assembling and filling mesoscale scenes with biomolecules and

biomolecular structures. Visualisation reveals the dynamic biomolecu-

lar structures, properties, and other dynamic aspects of the mesoscale.

Simulation brings our models to life.
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Scientists use a spectrum of construction techniques to build mesoscale

scenes, from automated to maual methods. At one end, algorithms based

on parameterised recipes automatically construct large-scale mesoscale

environments packed with molecules [100, 149]. At the other end, Yuen

and Jacob [233] and Esmaeili et al. [54] manually place critical struc-

tures and molecules in their scenes. Manual construction is tedious

and time-consuming, while automatic methods don’t give fine-grain

control—for instance, to create the intricate molecular arrangements

in Figure 1.1. We think interactive construction can achieve the best of

both worlds, to keep the human in the loop while assisting them with

automatic processes.

The components of our problem, construction, visualisation, and simu-

lation encompass large fields of research, including, but not limited

to, molecular biology, biomolecular visualisation, molecular dynamics,

systems modelling, automatic content generation, human-computer

interaction, realtime rendering and illustrative rendering. We explore

the following critical problem through the lens of immersion and

interactivity:

Problem How can we interactively construct biomolecular structures and

generate dense and intricate arrangements of interacting entities in a fully

interactive and immersive realtime illustrative simulation? One aspect of

this problem is finding methods for interactive generation of dense and

intricate entity arrangements. Another aspect is how to bring entities

to life. The final aspect is how to communicate molecular interactions

in a complex and chaotic environment. Immersion places us within the

illustrative simulation and, like the real world, we expect every aspect

to be interactive, from construction to reaching out and grabbing an

ATP molecule. Thesis: We can build an interactive 3D simulation canvas

to construct, simulate and visualise crowded, busy and dynamic mesoscale

biomolecular worlds.

Specifications The mesoscale is vast and rich in detail; for instance,

Goodsell’s [67] illustrations contain thousands of molecules. Further-

more, complex system-level behaviour emerges from local interactions

between numerous molecules. Therefore, we must support large-scale

simulations with (at least) tens of thousands of interacting entities, and

because we want our simulations to be interactive, we must achieve
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this in realtime. Furthermore, we want our simulations to be accessi-

ble, and hence we must achieve realtime simulation on commodity

hardware.

Static illustrations and videos are not interactive and are fundamen-

tally passive. Interactivity adds another dimension that we use to

explore and communicate complex system dynamics. With immersive

VR technology, we transport ourselves to impossible to visit worlds.

We use immersion in our illustrative simulations to bring the strange

mesoscale world to life at human-scale. Our use of VR further raises

our simulation requirements, and we must also achieve 90 Frames per

Second (FPS).

Challenges Our problem and specification raise the following signifi-

cant challenges:

1. Interactive construction How to interactively construct macro-

molecular structures and how to interactively fill illustrative sim-

ulations with dense and intricate arrangements of biomolecules?

Our goal is to bring traditional scientific illustration to a 3D

illustrative environment. Therefore, our generative tools keep

the human in the loop. Furthermore, we must find methods for

our tools to configure the rules and properties of the entities

they generate.

2. Visualization How to explore and understand crowded and

busy spatiotemporal systems like the mesoscale? What methods

can we use to make this complex space easy to understand?

How can we interact with the entities in our simulations and

understand their interactions?

3. Large-scale simulation How to execute large-scale mesoscale

simulations in real-time on commodity hardware? Large-scale

molecular dynamics simulations require supercomputers [193].

Can we use model abstraction to build tractable simulations that

run on commodity hardware?

Methodology Inspired by David Goodsell’s 2D illustration work, we

created LifeBrush [37]. LifeBrush immerses us in an interactive 3D sim-

ulation canvas. We create and configure molecular arrangements in a

palette and paint them in the canvas around us. Our creations come
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Creating a molecular arrangement

Example palette

(a) Creating and configuring a new
molecular arrangement in a palette.

Brush
path

(b) Painting the red agents from (a)
into an agent-based simulation.

(d) ATP Synthesis

(e) Proton pumping

ATP

Protons

Fig. d

Fig. e

(c) Stepping into an immersive simulation, the molecular-agents come to
life.

Figure 1.2: Immersive design and simulation in Virtual Reality (VR).

to life through fully interactive and immersive realtime simulation

(Figure 1.2). We probe and explore illustrative simulations with spa-

tiotemporal visualisations. Please watch our video overview1 of the

LifeBrush system and tools.

1 https://youtu.be/5LBHRyGxLGI

https://youtu.be/5LBHRyGxLGI
https://youtu.be/5LBHRyGxLGI
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Discrete element
texture synthesis

Swarm grammars

Molecular building
blocks

Geometry sculpting

Simulation: Graph entity component system

Construction algorithms

Interactive construction

Palette Sketch-based
simulation canvas

Spatiotemporal
visualization

Brush

Figure 1.3: Our LifeBrush system contains modules for interactive construction, simulation and visual-
ization (bold text). Inside our construction module, we developed construction algorithms that integrate
with our interactive example palette and our sketch-based simulation canvas. White lines point to
structures and molecular arrangements generated by our construction algorithms. Our framework is
built on top of our realtime large-scale agent-based simulation module, a ().

Our system consists of modules for interactive construction, simulation

and visualisation 1.3. Our construction module contains novel algo-

rithms for generating molecular arrangements, networks of proteins

filaments, macromolecular structures, and for sculpting 3D geometry.

Our construction algorithms integrate with our sketch-based simula-

tion canvas and palette. The construction and visualisation modules

build on top of our realtime, large-scale agent-based simulation mod-

ule, which we call a ().

Large-scale agent-based simulation Previous work has used model

abstraction to make molecular models tractable on commodity hard-

ware. For example, Esmaeili et al. [54] and Yuen and Jacob [233] model

eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells with Agent-Based Modelling (ABM),

while Flechsig and Mikhailov [57] model complex molecules with a

small number of particles in an elastic network. We address Challenge

3 with ABM. An agent in an ABM interacts with its environment

and other agents, and from these interactions, complex system-level

dynamics emerge. We model molecules as molecular-agents. We de-

veloped an agent-based framework with a unique graph-topology,

which we call a GECS, that enables large-scale realtime agent-based

simulations (Chapter 5). We introduce a map to transfer data between
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our discrete element synthesis system and our agent-based simulation

(Figure 1.3).

Generative brushes and sculpting Our generative brushes paint

element arrangements using our element synthesis system (Chap-

ter 7). With commodity VR headsets and controllers, our generative

brushes paint in 3D space. An interactive VR sculpting tool acts on

“virtual clay”. We use it to sculpt geometry, for example, molecular

structure representations interactively. Our sketch-based tools and VR

environment immerse the user in an interactive and malleable world

(addressing Challenges 1 and 2).

Element synthesis The world is filled with arrangements of discrete

elements, such as rocks on a beach or proteins in a mitochondrion.

To address Challenge 1, we developed a novel and state-of-the-art

interactive system to synthesize arrangements of discrete elements (see

Davison et al. [38] and Chapter 4). We demonstrate a general system

for virtual world construction with applications that include video

games and dense biomolecular environments like our mitochondrion

examples.

Molecular building blocks and procedural rule systems Macro-

molecular structures like actin filaments (the long blue structures

at the top of Figure 1.1) self assemble from smaller subunits. The sub-

units assemble according to geometric rules. We propose molecular

building blocks (MBB), a system that models macromolecular assem-

bly with small example rules (Chapter 6). A generative brush uses our

MBB rules to generate molecular-agents along the brush path.

Networks of interconnected protein filaments fill the mesoscale. We

grow those networks with swarm grammars [95]. Swarm grammars

model the growth of organic structures with generative rules (Section

5.9). Our swarm grammar brush generates molecular-agents along the

path by applying swarm grammar rules (Section 7.5).

Spatiotemporal visualization Visualization helps us understand com-

plex systems which increases immersion (addressing Challenge 2). We

developed an interactive visualisation technique that reveals the dy-

namic network of spatiotemporal interactions in dense and chaotic

scenes like our mitochondrion example (Chapter 8).
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Contributions Our main contribution is LifeBrush, an immersive and

interactive system for painting molecular arrangements. The critical

aspect of this contribution is that we keep the human in the loop,

with a 3D element arrangement metaphor for our paintbrush (see our

publication [39]). Our other major contribution is an interactive sketch-

based element synthesis algorithm and a system that demonstrates

fast synthesis and state of the art results for virtual world construction

(see our publication [38]).

Our other contributions are essential to the LifeBrush system. We

developed an agent-based simulation framework based on a novel

graph-topology. Our framework demonstrates large-scale and real-

time simulation for 12,000 molecular-agents in a mitochondrion. Our

mapping provides a simple way to express complex and sophisti-

cated agent data structures within our element synthesis system. Our

spatiotemporal visualisations use illustrative rendering techniques to

explore networks of spatiotemporal interaction events. Our sketch-

based generative brushes are, to our knowledge, the first for painting

arrangements of interacting entities in a simulation environment. Our

sculpting tool integrates with an interactive 3D canvas to sculpt com-

plex 3D geometry in realtime.

LifeBrush was built for to construct interactive mesoscale illustrative

simulations. It is a plugin for the realtime computer game engine, Un-

real Engine 4 [53] and our code is open source2. The source code repos-

itory includes instruction videos and documentation. Our YouTube

channel3 contains example construction sessions and simulation

recordings of our case studies (Chapter 9).

For the first time, we use our LifeBrush system to bring to life Good-

sell’s [68] illustrations of the neuromuscular synapse and cytoskeleton

as illustrative simulation prototypes (Chapter 9). These prototypes are

promising indications of what we can achieve in the future with accu-

rate and complete scientific simulations. Our neuromuscular synapse

illustrative simulation models the dominant molecular behaviours

that give rise to the neuromuscular action potential. Our cytoskeleton

illustrative simulation models the self-assembling structures of the

2 https://github.com/timdecode/lifeBrush
3 https://www.youtube.com/user/11011001/videos

https://github.com/timdecode/lifeBrush
https://www.youtube.com/user/11011001/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/11011001/videos
https://github.com/timdecode/lifeBrush
https://www.youtube.com/user/11011001/videos
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cytoskeleton and ribosomal interactions with Messenger Ribonucleic

Acid (mRNA) to synthesise polypeptide chains.



2
B A C K G R O U N D : S I M U L AT I N G , C O N S T R U C T I N G

A N D V I S UA L I Z I N G T H E M E S O S C A L E

Biological cells are tiny, and proteins and other molecules are smaller

still. The minuscule scale of the biological mesoscale poses significant

challenges for visualization, construction and simulation within illus-

trative simulations. Research across a variety of fields explore these

challenges, from molecular visualization to Agent-Based Modelling

(ABM) and simulation.

2.1 agent-based modelling , and biological modelling

Complex systems exhibit emergence, where system-level behaviour

arises from the interactions between simpler entities; it is where the

whole is greater than the sum of its parts. For example, the activation

of a muscle cell by a neuron is an emergent behaviour that arises from

the interactions between neurotransmitters, receptors and voltage-

gated ion channels (see our neuromuscular case study in Chapter

9.2). We can think about these interactions as a network, where the

molecular species are the nodes, and the molecular interactions are the

edges (Figure 2.1a). Diffrential Equation Modelling (DEM) explicitly

model biochemical interaction networks as an abstract mathematical

system [3]. ABM is an alternative method that models emergent system

dynamics from the bottom-up, through the interaction of many simpler

and smaller agents [17]. An agent is defined by the set of situations

that the agents can be in, its actions, its internal data and a decision

function that determines what actions to take, given internal data and

the current situation [2]. An agent interacts with other agents and the

simulation environment.

DEMs and ABMs are used to model and simulate systems in biolog-

ical cells and even whole cells. Loew and Schaff [138] model whole

11
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Figure 2.1: Loew and Schaff [138] modell whole cell behaviour with DEM. This network shows the
network for bradykinin-induced calcium release in differentiated neuroblastoma cells. (a) Molecular
interaction networks describe how molecules interact with each other, the products of those interactions,
and the reaction rates. (b) Spatial partial differential equation modelling models reaction rates and
diffusion within cellular geometry. Adapted from [138] and used with permission (Appendix B).

cell behaviour with ordinary differential equations, spatial partial

differential equations, and numerical solvers in their Virtual Cell sys-

tem. Spatial partial differential equations model reaction rates, and

diffusion within cellular geometry (Figure 2.1b). The system derives

differential equations from molecular interaction networks (Figure

2.1a). Meanwhile Andrews et al.’s [4] Smoldyn simulation environment

uses particle-based modelling (which for our purposes is ABM), to

model protein interactions over whole cells. The goal of this system is

scientific accuracy and modelling. Our goal with LifeBrush is scientific

accuracy, but we also want to illustrate cellular processes in realtime.

Therefore, we model small “dioramas” with thousands of interacting

agents, visualizing protein interaction networks, and enabling user

interaction with the system. We achieve macromolecular structural

detail not possible with this system. Chylek et al. [30] implement a

domain-specific rule-based modelling language for modelling local in-

teractions between proteins. There are two approaches for simulating

rule-based models, indirect and direct methods. The indirect approach

converts a rule-system into a mathematical system like an ordinary

differential equation system. Direct approaches model interacting en-

tities, such as with particle-based kinetic models or ABMs. Chylek

et al. [29] have collected an exhaustive list of rule-based modelling

approaches.
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Ribosome agent

mRNA agents

Polypeptide agents

(a) mRNA translation.

Passive particle systems

(b) Passive particle systems.

Figure 2.2: We model a prokaryotic cell using ABM [54]. (a) A ribosome
agent translating mRNA agents into polypeptide agents. (b) We fill empty
regions of the simulation with passive particle systems. The particles are 2D
glyphs representating molecules and proteins, and they do not interact with
each other or the environment.

Agent-based approaches have been used to model biological systems

like swarming insects and birds [180], without relying on purely math-

ematical models [80]. Jacob and Burleigh [93] use ABM to simulate

the Lactose operon inside E. coli bacteria and for gene regulation [96].

Pogson et al. [172] model intracellular molecular interactions in sig-

nalling pathways related to immune response regulation. Flechsig and

Mikhailov [57] model protein conformation changes, and interactions

with other molecules, with simplified mass-spring systems. Sarpe and

Jacob [189] model and simulate interactions between immune cells

infected by viruses. A distributed computational model simulates the

faraway immune response to the infection on another compute node.

Along the lines of mathematical whole-cell models [102], Yuen and

Jacob [233] model eukaryotic cells with agent-based models. We model

prokaryotic cells with a combination of differential equation models,

for whole-cell dynamics, and with ABM for individual protein interac-

tions [54] (Figure 2.2). We use passive particle systems, whose particles

don’t interact with each other or the environment, to fill space and

give a sense of a dense and crowded mesoscale environment (Figure

2.2b). In our previous work, we achieve simulations with several hun-

dred agents. With LifeBrush we simulate tens of thousands of agents

in realtime. Furthermore, our sketch-based simulation canvas enables

us to create dense and intricate molecular scenes that were impossible

or tedious to do previously.
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Richmond and Romano [182] achieve massive agent counts (65,000)

by simulating and visualizing agent-based simulations on the Graph-

ics Processing Unit (GPU). In comparison, we add a novel graph-

topology to agent-based simulations for modelling persistent agent-

relationships. We simulate on the CPU, where programming and

debugging is much simpler than on specialized hardware like the

GPU. However, we offload our rigid body physics calculations to

the GPU. Furthermore, LifeBrush’s integration with the Unreal En-

gine [53], enables additional features, such as sophisticated rendering,

serialization and property editing a Graphical User Interface (GUI).

Multiscale agent-based models simultaneously model cells and groups

of cells at different scales [97, 226]. Automatic abstraction reduces the

computational complexity of such models [196].

Boyd et al. [19] and Miner and Kasch [154] apply pathline visualiza-

tions to swarm systems. We follow a similar idea for path visualization,

but with the addition that the user can query events and agents from

a historical simulation timeline in VR. We have also added a novel

trace component to the visualization to trace dependencies between

molecular interactions.

2.2 molecular simulation

Quantum mechanical effects govern molecular interactions [199]. How-

ever, this is expensive to compute. Monte Carlo sampling and molec-

ular dynamics simulations are the most frequently used methods

[193, 199]. Shaw et al. [195] simulate ribosome-sized simulations on a

supercomputer. Coarse-grained simulations model groups of atoms

[31]. AutoDock is a software tool for predicting ligand interactions

with a larger molecule [72]. Molecular simulations are a bottom-up

method with powerful predictive properties. Unfortunately, they are

too expensive for realtime applications like LifeBrush. Instead, we

apply model abstraction using ABMs (Chapter 5).
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2.3 sketch-based modelling and interaction

Inspired by physical pencil-and-paper interactions, sketch-based in-

terfaces are used extensively for 3D modelling [163]. The challenge

with sketch-based interfaces for 3D data is how to embed what is

fundamentally a 2D curve generated by 2D input devices into a 3D

space. Traditional illustration strategies depict the fundamental geo-

metric forms of objects with a few key brusk-strokes. Cherlin et al.

[28] propose a sketch-based system for creating 3D models from key

brush-strokes. Chen et al. [27] use sketch-based tools for interactive

volumetric data segmentation, with applications for medical image

processing. Sketch-based interactions in this system reduce the amount

of time it traditionally takes to create 3D segments of volumetric data.

Reservoir models are 3D models of geological features, with applica-

tions for oil and gas. Jackson et al. [92] reduce the complicated and

time-consuming task of constructing and refining reservoir models

with sketch-based tools. Xu et al. [230] observed that designers favour

view perspectives that maximally reveal 3D shape information. With

this in mind, they evolve a 3D network of sketched curves regularized

relative to favoured viewing perspectives.

Discrete element texture synthesis (see Chapter 4) has been combined

with sketch-based synthesis to allow the user to guide the synthesis

process. Ijiri et al. [90] generate elements from an example element

texture along the brush path, aligning the synthesized elements to the

stroked curves. Emilien et al. [52] use a statistical synthesis system,

based on histogram matching, to synthesize element arrangements on

3D terrain. They store examples in a palette. We propose a similar sys-

tem for painting structured and stochastic arrangements of elements

on 3D surfaces[38]. We extend our sketch-based interface to 3D with

VR. We also add the novel ability to synthesize agent-arrangements

in a simulation by using a discrete element texture synthesis system

to generate their spatial arrangement and configure their attributes

and behaviours [39]. Roveri et al. [183] synthesize repetitive structure

arrangements along a brush path, from a single example.

Ketabchi et al. [106] and Samavati and Runions [187] apply interactive

3D content modelling to the digital earth project. Zhu et al. [240] use
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sketch-based interfaces to design and guide dynamic fluid simulations

[240]. Gu and Deng [76] sketch crowds of agents. Sketch-based inter-

action has been used in commercial VR applications to paint curves in

virtual space [74]. We add the ability to synthesize 3D arrangements of

elements along the curve. With our molecular building block system,

we also synthesize and simulate macromolecular structures stroked

along the brush path.

2.4 scientific and illustrative visualization

Scientific illustration predates computers graphics. There is a rich

history of techniques that scientific illustrators use to communicate

scientific findings. While photorealism is the goal of physically based

rendering, Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) and illustrative visu-

alization aim to reproduce artistic styles and illustration techniques

with computer graphics. The question, then, is whether illustrative vi-

sualization and NPR will replace the scientific illustrator? Rautek et al.

[177] suggest that the answer is no. Instead, NPR systems and tech-

niques will evolve to assist the scientific illustrator in communicating

scientific knowledge. Likewise, Isenberg [91] argue that NPR systems

have reproduced most of the significant illustrative styles and going

forward that systems should focus on how illustrators use and interact

with the systems. LifeBrush is a tool for creating scientific illustrations,

and critically, we keep the human designer in the loop, to sketch molec-

ular arrangements and macromolecular structures. We also explore

a different and emerging aspect of illustration, dynamic simulation.

Rather than just communicating information through static illustra-

tions and video, we aim to communicate scientific findings through

a combination of programmed dynamic behaviour and interactive

construction.

Scientific illustrators face a problematic challenge around artistic-

license. What amount of abstraction and liberty do they have in

creating their illustrations? As the amount of scientific knowledge

around a subject grows, the liberty that scientific illustrators have in

creating their illustrations deceases. Goodsell and Johnson [71] argue

that scientific illustrators must adhere to known biomolecular struc-
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Figure 2.3: Goodsell et al.’s [73] Illustrate web-based program uses illustrative rendering to create
cartoon images of molecules. These renderings are used in the RCSB PDB "Molecule of the Month"1

web series. The illustrative rendering style applies outlines, depth queus, and ambient occlusion to
highlight molecular structure. Show here are the different outline stages applied to the rendering. This
figure is by Goodsell et al. [73] and used with permission (Appendix B).

tures, symmetries and arrangements. While we are not publishing our

LifeBrush illustrations in molecular biology textbooks, it is still vital to

follow the scientific literature. For our case study prototypes, we fol-

lowed Goodsell’s illustrations [67]. However, while there is still much

to do to make our simulations entirely accurate, our prototypes are an

exciting indication of what may be possible with careful and accurate

modelling. Finally, we also explore concepts around sculpting specula-

tive molecular structures, we took some liberties with structures like

ATP synthase that have known structural information (Section 7.3).

Line drawings are one tool that scientific illustrators use to commu-

nicate structure. Computer graphics techniques mimic the style with

view-dependent lines [107] and suggestive contours [40], for example.

Panorama maps are stylized paintings of terrain that are both artistic

and based on geographic data. Heinrich Berann painted 2D panorama

maps, with paint and canvas, for famous locations around the world.

Brown and Samavati [22] bring his artistic style to life as interactive,

stylized 3D panorama maps that we can view from any direction.

Likewise, our goal with LifeBrush is to bring static illustrations, like

those by Goodsell [67], to life as illustrative simulations. However, we

have not yet addressed the NPR side of this problem. Goodsell et al.

[73] developed a program for producing non-photorealistic renderings

of molecular structures (Figure 2.3). The renderings feature cartoony

https://pdb101.rcsb.org/motm/motm-about
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outlines and shading. David Goodsell uses the tool to produce illus-

trations for the RCSB Molecule of the Month and in the book, the

book Machinery of Life [67]. Currently, LifeBrush uses physically-based

rendering techniques. The next step is to apply illustrative visualiza-

tion and NPR to our simulations to bring them closer to achieving

Goodsell’s style.

Scientific illustration has focused on the static aspects of molecular

structures and mesoscale scenes. Meanwhile, video animation reveals

the dynamic aspects of these systems. We think dynamic, immersive

and interactive illustrative simulation is the next step, and tools like

CellPaint and LifeBrush [39] are moving in this direction. Jenkinson [98]

proposes a set of molecular animation principles, for creating 3D video

animations—their website contains excellent video examples of these

principles2. We apply these principles to our illustrative simulations.

For instance, molecules move through random collisions and are in

constant motion, and many instances of molecules and events exist.

One of the powerful aspects of illustrative simulation is that we get

these principles for free when we program our systems with the

correct behaviours.

Brosz et al. [20] use non-linear projection to render hidden aspects of

3D models and scenes. Hsu et al. [88] extend this idea for rendering

multiscale views of 3D models. For example, to illustrate macroscopic

to microscopic levels of detail in a single stylized rendering. Packer

et al. [165] deform 3D geometry along snaking paths, to create 3D

multiscale illustrations and visualizations. For example, to show the

connection from macroscopic muscle to sub-cellular fibres.

Scientific illustrators use computer software to composite multiple 2D

image layers into a final image. Bruckner et al. [23] bring the layer

metaphor to interactive 3D composite renderings, with a layer-based

masking and compositing system. Our event-trace visualization and

pathline visualize system implement a related two-layer approach to

visualizing complex agent interaction networks. We borrow two ideas

from this work, masking, for removing distracting background details,

and layering, for visually separating the background details from the

foreground agents.

2 https://bmcresearch.utm.utoronto.ca/sciencevislab/index.php/portfolio/molecular-
visualization-principles/index.html

https://pdb101.rcsb.org/motm/motm-about
https://bmcresearch.utm.utoronto.ca/sciencevislab/index.php/portfolio/molecular-visualization-principles/index.html
https://bmcresearch.utm.utoronto.ca/sciencevislab/index.php/portfolio/molecular-visualization-principles/index.html
https://bmcresearch.utm.utoronto.ca/sciencevislab/index.php/portfolio/molecular-visualization-principles/index.html
https://bmcresearch.utm.utoronto.ca/sciencevislab/index.php/portfolio/molecular-visualization-principles/index.html
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2.5 the protein data bank

Resources like the Protein Data Bank3 are collections of structural

data for various proteins [11]. Many of the 3D structures come from

X-ray crystallography experiments. X-ray crystallography determines

the atomic and molecular structure of crystals by measuring X-ray

diffraction signals. An X-ray beam source moves in arcs over a sample,

while a detector measures diffraction signals from the beam interact-

ing with the crystallized samples. Salts are one type of crystal, but so

too are many biological molecules. Molecular biologists use X-ray crys-

tallography to determine the molecular structure of proteins isolated

from biological systems. Protein Data Bank (PDB) files are a standard

format for storing the positions and species of atoms determined by

X-ray or other experimental methods. Molecular visualization is a tool

to render molecular structure datasets in 3D.

2.6 molecular visualization

Molecular visualization helps us understand the invisible world of

molecules, by visualizing their properties, structure and interactions.

Kozlíková et al. [115] provide an in-depth overview of visualization

techniques.

Ball-and-stick visualizations show atoms as spheres and the bonds

between them as sticks. Molnar et al. [155] render ball-and-stick models

using image composition. Sigg et al. [197] developed a technique to

ray cast quadratic surfaces like ball-and-stick models on the GPU.

Visualizing the accessibility of a molecular surface to another molecule

helps us understand molecular interactions (Figure 2.4). The van der

Waals Surface (vdWS) is a space-filling model where the radii of atom

spheres are proportional to their atomic van der Waals radii [63, 181].

Grottel et al. [75] raycast van der Waals surfaces on the GPU. The

Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS) is the space accessible by a solvent.

Lee and Richards [127] find the Solvent Accessible Surface (SAS) by

rolling a virtual sphere over the van der Waals surface, the centre of

3 https://www.rcsb.org/

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
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(a) vdWS (b) SES (c) LES (d) MSS (e) Gaussian

Figure 2.4: Various molecular surface visualization methods for the protein
isomerase in blue (PDB-1ogz). The ligand equilenine (red) is shown as a stick
model (a), as a ball-and-stick model (b), and as a van der Waals surface (c).
We use SES within LifeBrush. This figure is adapted from Kozlíková et al.
[115].

the sphere lies on the SAS. The Solvent Excluded Surface (SES) gives

a better indication of the size of the van der Waals Surface (vdWS)

while still visualizing the SAS. Rolling a ball over the vdWS carves

out the Solvent Excluded Surface (SES) along the sphere’s path [181].

Can et al. [24] and Yu [232] extract triangulated molecular surfaces

from discretized scalar fields. Lorensen and Cline’s [140] marching

cubes algorithm marches through a scalar field cell by cell, creating

triangles that cross iso-surface values. It is a common method to

extract triangular surfaces from a scalar field. However, it creates non-

manifold triangular meshes. Schaefer and Warren’s [192] manifold

dual-marching cubes create manifold triangular meshes from a scalar

field, with the additional benefit of more visually appealing geometry.

LifeBrush requires

manifold triangular

meshes for its

sculpting tool and

discrete element

texture synthesis

system.

Edelsbrunner [49] shrinks a Molecular Skin Surface (MSS) around

a set of atoms. Fast Molecular Skin Surface (MSS) triangulation is

possible [41]. Similar to the SES, the Ligand Excluded Surface (LES) is

carved out by the shape of the ligand, which helps us understand how

the ligand can form a complex with a biomolecule [136]. Blinn [15]

implicitly model molecular surfaces via a Gaussian convolution kernel

that blends atom potentials to describe the electron density function.

Krone et al. [116] perform fast discretization to recover triangulated

surfaces on the GPU [116].

PyMol is a molecular visualization software suite that implements

many of the visualization techniques we just described [42]. The

embedded Python Molecular Viewer (ePMV [99]) runs molecular-

modelling software, including molecular visualization and molecular

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1OGZ
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dynamics simulations, in 3D applications like Blender [14] and Maya

[7]. With ePMV biological illustrators create sophisticated and accurate

3D animations and illustrations. Molecular Maya is a plugin for the

3D application Maya for converting PDB files into 3D SES geometry

[43]. We used Molecular Maya for producing most of the molecular

surfaces in this thesis.

Resources like the Protein Data Bank4 are vast but incomplete. One

reason is that it is challenging to extract samples from living systems

to put in an X-ray diffractometer. While it is useful to have the shape

of a protein in isolation, proteins change their shape and conformation

when they interact with other molecules. To fill in these gaps, LifeBrush

includes a tool for sculpting speculative geometry for proteins without

PDB data, or with incomplete data. For example, we use it to sculpt

a voltage-gated sodium channel based on cryo-electron microscopy

images [190] and David Goodsell’s illustration of one in a neuromus-

cular synapse [68]. Our tool uses implicit surface modelling based on

dual marching-cubes [192].

Gillet et al. [64] use computer-aided algorithms to fabricate 3D physi-

cal, tangible molecular structures. Tearing open a DNA double helix

held together by magnets reveals its two strands. Augmented reality

overlays detailed structural information. A 3D printer manufactures

the models.

2.7 mesoscale biomolecular visualization

Biological cells span down to the mesoscale and further to molecules

and atoms. The E. coli bacterium contains 15 billion atoms, not count-

ing hydrogen atoms. Multiscale modelling and visualization tackle the

massive number problem through spatial and temporal abstraction

across scales [153]. Labels are applied based on the scale of features

visible to the camera [162]. LOD is commonly used in molecular vi-

sualization to dynamically adapt geometric detail based on distance

from the camera to improve performance [147]. Tarini et al. [206] use

procedural imposters to reduce the number of triangles rendered by

the GPU to represent molecules. Metaballs [15] can be applied to many

4 https://www.rcsb.org/

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
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atoms and molecules to reduce them to a single mesh. Lampe et al.

[121] playback molecular simulations on the GPU.

Figure 2.5: Kouřil et al. [113] dynamically label multi-scale crowded
mesoscale environments. This method reduces visual clutter and respects
a hierarchy of biological structures in the scene. Adapted from Kouřil et al.
[113].

Cutting planes and cutting objects cut away portions of the scene

so that we can see its interior structures. Le Muzic et al. [126] use a

visibility equalizer graphical user interface to control the number of

molecular structures removed by cutting objects, for example, to keep

critical illustrative details while cutting away incidental background

details. Waldin et al. [216] dynamically adapt the colouring scheme

applied to molecules in a multiscale mesoscale scene as the camera

zooms in to discriminate structures and regions. Kouřil et al. [113]

apply dynamic labelling to dense multiscale mesoscale environments

(Figure 2.5).

Tarini et al. [206] use ambient occlusion and edge cueing to enhance

depth perception in molecular visualizations. Le Muzic et al. [124]

apply Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO) and LOD to improve depth

perception and manage geometric complexity, in realtime (Figure

2.6). They render molecules as spheres. To achieve LOD rendering,

the number and size of the spheres is dynamically adapted on the

GPU according to the camera distance. SSAO is not accurate when

objects are partially occluded. Therefore, we apply Kaplanyan’s [101]

Light Propagation Volumes (LPVs) for realtime GI in our LifeBrush

system (Chapter 5.7). Parulek et al. [167] seamlessly transition between

different molecular visualizations while enhancing depth perception

with contours. Lindow et al. [135] visualize complex scenes with

billions of atoms on the GPU by exploiting repetitive biomolecular

substructures and LOD techniques. Le Muzic et al. [123] visualize

stochastic reactions sequences that would usually be far apart in time
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Le Muzic et al. [124] use level-of-detail rendering to visualize
massive biomolecular datasets. (a) Molecules are rendered using spheres at
the atom positions. To adapt the LOD, the size and number of spheres is
modulated. (b) In comparison to molecular surface visualization (b-right), the
technique (b-left) generates pleasing smooth molecular shapes that approxi-
mate Goodsell’s illustration style (see Figure 1.1). Adapted from Le Muzic
et al. [124].

and space. Their system also adapts the geometric LOD of molecules

by their distance from the camera. In LifeBrush [39], we visualize the

path of molecular agents through time and space, and allow the user

to trace sequences of molecular interactions interactively (Chapter

8). In contrast to Le Muzic et al. [123], we do not manipulate agents

positions or interactions to move them closer in time and space. With

LifeBrush, we visualize chaotic networks of molecular interactions.

Mesoscale spaces are inherently multiscale, and so multiscale visual-

izations have been explored from the cellular level down to the atomic

scale [153]. Koch et al. [110] reduce visual clutter arising from ambient

occlusion artefacts in 3D multiscale visualizations of molecular scenes,

while Kouřil et al. [114] address the problem of label placement in

dense 3D molecular scenes. CellView [158] is an interactive visualiza-

tion tool for exploring multiscale visualizations of structures in the

cell down to the molecular level. Miao et al. [153] further expand on

molecular visualization with multiscale molecular visualization.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: Johnson et al. [100] use recipes to automatically pack molecules
into mesoscale scenes. (a) The autoPack algorithm packs objects into spaces
to satisfy provided constraints (recipes). (b) cellPack is an extension to pack
molecules into biological volumes. Adapted from Johnson et al. [100] and
used with permission (Appendix B).

2.8 mesoscale construction

To create molecular scenes, Packmol [149] and CellPack [100] randomly

pack proteins and molecules onto surfaces and regions inside of a

virtual cell according to user-created recipe files (Figure 2.7). Klein

et al. [108] accelerate the packing process with GPUs (Figure 2.8).

In LifeBrush [39] we introduce a sketch-based VR interface for paint-

ing molecular arrangements from a customizable palette that comes

to life around the user. Gardner et al.’s [59] CellPAINT is a similar

system to LifeBrush developed and published at nearly the same time

as LifeBrush. Users create molecular recipes and paint molecules into

a 2.5D scene. The painted actors (agents) move by Brownian motion.

Physical interactions use the PhysX rigid body physics engine [160]. A

few other behaviours are hardcoded, including RNA interaction with
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Figure 2.8: Klein et al. [108] generate massive crowded biological environ-
ments on the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) nearly instantaneously. Their
method is based on parameterized recipe files, similar to Johnson et al.’s
[100] method. Adapted from Klein et al. [108] and used with permission
(Appendix B).

an HIV nucleocapsid protein. The strength of this system is its impres-

sive illustrative visualization style and playful and interactive painting

system. In contrast, we achieve large scale molecular-agent simulations

with tens of thousands of agents with a novel graph-entity-component

system. We also programmed molecular agent-behaviours to model a

variety of molecular systems: ATP synthesis, neuromuscular synapse

activation, and DNA translation (Chapter 9). LifeBrush includes novel

tools for interactively painting protein networks, based on a subset

of Swarm Grammars [214] (Chapter 5.9). MBB are a novel and in-

teractive spatial rule system for molecular self-assembly (Chapter 6).

Sketch-based tools integrate the rule system to guide self-assembly—

the structures can self assemble on their own, too. We can sketch and

simulate actin filaments and microtubules (Chapter 7.4). Our code is

open source5, so that tools like CellPAINT can integrate our systems

and algorithms.

CellPack [100], PackMol [149] and Klein et al.’s [108] methods are au-

tomatic construction methods. They do not give the user fine-grained

control over scene construction. Esmaeili et al. [54] and Esmaeili et al.

[54] use tedious manual construction methods and passive particle

systems. LifeBrush and CellPAINT [59] achieve the best of both worlds

with interactive, sketch-based construction. Our method keeps the

human in the loop, with the ability to create intricate structures, while

automatic processes eliminate tedious element placement. A drawback

5 https://github.com/timdecode/LifeBrush

https://github.com/timdecode/LifeBrush
https://github.com/timdecode/LifeBrush
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Figure 2.9: Gardner et al.’s [59] CellPAINT program is a 2.5D interactive
sketch-based mesoscale illustration tool. Molecules are rendered as 2D glyphs.
Molecular behaviours, like Brownian motion are implemented. Adapted from
Gardner et al. [59] and used with permission (Appendix B).

of our method is that we cannot achieve the exact concentrations of

molecular species possible with recipe based construction methods.

However, our example discrete element texture synthesis system en-

ables us to create a variety of element arrangements not possible with

recipes based methods, from stochastic to structured element arrange-

ments. In future work, we plan to integrate CellPack and Packmol

algorithms as interactive and generative tools.
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B A C K G R O U N D : AU T O M AT I C C O N T E N T

G E N E R AT I O N

Constructing crowded and intricate mesoscale scenes is challenging.

Manually placing a vast number of molecules in our scenes is tedious

and time-consuming, while fully automatic processes lack fine-grained

control. With LifeBrush, we keep the human in the loop with inter-

active construction tools. The interactive component of these tools

builds on related work in sketch-based modelling. Our tools generate

molecular arrangements and mesoscale structures using algorithms

that we developed in the area of automatic content generation. We

use automatic content generation as a broad term to cover techniques

in computer graphics used to generate geometry, textures and scenes

with automatic algorithms. Systems built with these algorithms fall

on a spectrum from fully automatic, to ones controlled by a human.

Our generative brushes synthesize dense molecular arrangements

using an algorithm for discrete element texture synthesis (Chapter

4). We grow self-assembling macromolecular structures using a novel

spatial rule system that builds on related work in procedural modelling

(Chapter 6). Finally, our tools for growing networks of interconnected

proteins builds on related work in procedural modelling (Chapter 5.9).

27
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3.1 texture synthesis

(a)

(a1) (b1)

(b2)(a2)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Textures versus general images in computer graphics. (a) A gen-
eral image. (b) A texture. Notice that windows (b1) and (b2) are perceptually
similar, while windows (a1) and (a2) are not, this is a key difference be-
tween textures and general images, and this property is called stationarity.
Stationarity is where any two windows in a texture are perceptually similar.
Locality says that each pixel in a texture is only related to a small set of
neighbouring pixels. This figure was adapted from Wei et al. [225] (an Open
Access publication).

In computer graphics a texture is a special type of image (Figure 3.1).

The key property of texture images is that different windows into

the texture are perceptually similar, though not necessarily identical.

When we look at a general image (Figure 3.1a), two windows are

not perceptually similar [205]. Textures range from stochastic (e.g.

sand) to repetitive (e.g. a tiled floor). The Markov Random Field

(MRF) model is the most commonly used method for texture synthesis

applications [225]. A MRF is a set of random variables that have the

Markov property. The Markov property describes stochastic processes

that have no memory of prior state. A MRF texture model is one that

is a local and stationary process. Locality states that the colour of a

texture pixel depends only on some neighbouring pixels. Stationairty

states that locality is independent of pixel location. We can see these

properties at play in Figure 3.1. The pixel values of the sand are

not influenced by far away pixels, only local pixels (e.g. locality).

Furthermore, local windows into the sand are perceptually similar,

and they do not widely vary over the texture (e.g. stationarity). Texture

synthesis is the process of algorithmically generating a large texture

image with the locality and stationarity texture properties.

Texture synthesis is composed of two main steps—analysis and synthe-

sis (see Figure 3.2) [225]. Analysis estimates the underlying generation
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process of the example texture to model the stochastic and structural

parts of the texture. Synthesis uses the analysis model to synthesize a

larger texture.

Analysis Synthesis

Example

Output

Analyzed model

... ... ...

Figure 3.2: Texture synthesis is broken into two main steps, analysis and
synthesis. Illustrated here is the analysis model of Kwatra et al. [119], which
organizes similar pixel neighbourhoods in the example texture into a tree
structure that is used during the synthesis step (see Section 3.1.2 for details).
This figure was adapted from Wei et al. [225] (an Open Access publication).

Early work by Schachter and Ahuja [191] generate 2D images using

randomized mosaic models. Monne et al. [156] synthesize textures

with Markov Chains. Perlin et al. used coherent noise functions to

synthesize images and objects ([169] and [170] respectively). Ashlock

and Davidson [6] synthesize black and white textures using Markov

models generated by a genetic algorithm and a small example image.

Chaudhuri and Kundu [26] synthesize large scale textures with neural

networks and texture propagation. Example-based texture synthesis uses

a small example texture to synthesize a large perceptually similar

texture [225], and Efros and Leung [51] revolutionized example-based

texture synthesis with their neighbourhood matching algorithm (see

Section 3.1.1). We use example-based texture synthesis, and neighbour-

hood matching, to synthesize element arrangements (see our system

in Chapter 4).

3.1.1 Pixel-based texture synthesis

Pixel-based texture synthesis generates output images pixel-by-pixel—for

example, with scan-line algorithms [225]. Pixels within the grid have

red, green and blue colour components.
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Efros and Leung [51] revolutionized example-based texture synthesis

by modelling the MRF of the example and output texture with pixel

neighbourhoods. Their algorithm assigns pixels to the output, outward

from a seed, in rings, via neighbourhood search (Figure 3.3). Neigh-

bourhood search finds the most similar example neighbourhoods to

the current output neighbourhood and copies the central pixel of one

neighbourhood to the output. The key advantage of this work is its

intuitiveness and simplicity. Neighbourhood-matching is the basis of

many modern example-based texture synthesis algorithms. Our algo-

rithm for synthesizing element arrangements is related to pixel-based

synthesis, except we work with elements that have a position and

attributes and that do not form a neat grid of pixels (see Section 3.4

for an overview of related works in discrete element texture synthesis).

Similar to pixel-based synthesis, we add elements to the output one

by one along a region-growing front (Chapter 4).

Example Output

Unsynthesized
pixels

Pixel to be 
synthesized

Figure 3.3: Efros and Leung’s [51] texture synthesis algorithm works via
neighbourhood matching and per-pixel synthesis. The algorithm has gone
through many iterations to produce the current state of the output texture,
and the highlighted pixel (red) is about to be synthesized. The algorithm
chooses one of the similar neighbourhoods(blue) and copies the centroid
pixel to the output texture.

3.1.2 Acceleration

Wei and Levoy [222] accelerate Efros and Leung’s brute-force neigh-

bourhood matching—an O(n) in the size of the example texture—with

fixed L-shaped neighbourhoods and a tree-based data structure over

the example texture, reducing neighbourhood matching to an O(log n)

operation. They also extend their approach for texture synthesis over

arbitrary manifold surfaces [223].
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Input texture
Source pixel for output pixel

Output texture

New output pixel 
(colour to be determined)

Coherent
neighbours

Add the 3 predicted pixels
to the candidate set of pixels

{ ...}
?

Figure 3.4: k-coherence search [207]. We are deciding the colour of the black
outlined pixel. The dashed pink outlines are the k most similar neighbour-
hoods to the bottom left pink outline input pixel. When we synthesize pixels,
we memorize the source pixel that generated it, for example, here we show
the source pixel for the pink outline pixel in the output. We choose the
colour of the current pixel (with a question mark) from a candidate set. The
candidate set is created by considering each pixel in the neighbourhood of
the black pixel (dashed grey outline). For example, these three candidate
pixels come from the k-coherent neighbours of the pink outline pixel. The
full candidate set includes the k-coherent neighbours of the five dashed grey
outline pixels.

The locality property of MRF textures implies that pixels together in the

input texture have a high probability of being together in the output

texture; this is coherence. Ashikhmin [5] use pixel coherence to reduce

Wei and Levoy’s [222] neighbourhood matching to an O(1) operation.

The main idea is to memorize the example pixel that generated each

output pixel. Memorized pixels constrain neighbourhood search to

a small set of example pixel candidates. In k-coherence search, Tong

et al. [207] analyze the example texture pixel-by-pixel to find the

k most similar neighbourhoods of each pixel. The search space is

small because it is constrained to the k-coherence example neighbours

of each output pixel. Zelinka and Garland’s [237] also analyze the

example texture to find similar neighbourhoods, except they also

weight those neighbourhoods by similarity. During synthesis, they

copy strips from the example texture and occasionally make a new

weighted selection from the example. Our realtime algorithm for

discrete element texture synthesis (Chapter 4) exploits coherence to

accelerate neighbourhood search as does related work by Ma et al.

[143].
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3.1.3 Texture optimization

Kwatra et al. [119] reframe texture synthesis as an energy optimization

problem. Rather than synthesizing pixel-by-pixel (e.g. pixel-based

synthesis), Kwatra et al. [119] begin with a randomly generated output

texture and optimize it to match the example. Kwatra et al. [119] use a

least-squares optimization procedure to reduce the difference between

small output windows relative to similar example neighbourhoods.

Kwatra et al. use an Expectation Maximization-like algorithm [150].

The expectation step fixes the set of matching example neighbourhoods

and finds new pixel values via least-squares optimization while the

maximization step finds new best matching example neighbourhoods.

Kwatra et al.’s [119] algorithm is a continuous solver, it has two issues:

1) the least-squares solver in the expectation step results in blending

of pixel values and 2) the algorithm has O(logN) complexity in the

number of neighbourhoods visited in the maximization step. Han

et al. [82] address both of these issues with a discrete solver that

uses k-coherence search (immediately reducing the complexity of the

maximization step). Instead of blending pixel values, Han et al. [82]

choose the final pixel value from among the coherence candidates.

3.1.4 Patch-based texture synthesis

Pixel-based synthesis adds pixels to the output one by one. Patch-based

synthesis successively adds patches of pixels to the output (Figure 3.5).

Patch-based synthesis tends to be faster, and the output has higher

quality because the individual pixels within a patch have high pixel

coherence. With patch-based synthesis, neighbourhood matching selects

patches to copy from the input to the output. The neighbourhood is a

band of pixels around the patch.

Guo et al. [79] tile the output texture with the input texture, then they

select patches in each tile using deterministic-chaos and copy them to

different locations in the output. To remove irregularities at the patch

borders, they use Efros and Leung’s [51] texture synthesis method.

Praun et al. [175] identify irregular patches in the example texture

and repeatedly copy them to an output surface or texture until it is
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Search

Input image Input image Output imageOutput image

Search

Patch-basedPixel-based

Figure 3.5: Pixel-based versus patch-based synthesis. The grey regions in
the output texture show previously synthesized regions. The shapes in both
examples show the shape of the neighbourhoods. Patch-based synthesis
copies the inner region (orange) to the output. The outer band (between
black and orange) illustrates the scope of the patch’s neighbourhood.

covered. For some textures, the borders of the copied patches do not

align. Therefore, Liang et al. [133] consider the overlapping borders of

two patches and blend them. Rather than blending, Efros and Freeman

[50] use dynamic programming to find an optimal cut between two

overlapping borders that minimizes local energy around the cut, as

measured by neighbourhood similarity relative to the example texture.

Kwatra et al. [118] reformulate the border cutting problem as a graph

cut problem to find optimal cuts between more than two borders.

Cohen et al. [32] use Wang tiles as a fast way to synthesize large

non-repeating textures composed of tiles with precomputed edge

compatibility rules.

3.1.5 Runtime texture synthesis and texture tilings

An advantage of texture synthesis is that programs need only store the

small example texture. However, most texture synthesis algorithms

generate a large output texture offline. The output texture is used in

other programs as is, just like a normal texture. For a large texture,

there is a memory and storage penalty. Peachey et al. [168] procedu-

rally generate pixels on-the-fly during rendering without a memory

penalty. On-the-fly methods require spatial determinism and local eval-

uation. The colour of a pixel is spatially deterministic if the texture

synthesis process always produces the same colour for the location of

that pixel. Local evaluation means that the colour should only require

knowing the colour at a limited number of other locations.
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Wei et al. [220, 224] randomly and deterministically initialize the

output texture colours. The key idea is to successively improve the

quality of the output with calculations that use neighbourhood match-

ing against the previous step. A GPU method based on Wei’s [220]

method achieves on-the-fly and real-time performance [130]. The main

idea is to copy pixel coordinates from the example texture to the

output instead of pixel colours and finally render the corresponding

pixels to the screen. The algorithm synthesizes in a coarse to fine

process. At each step, the algorithm upsamples coarse pixels, applies

jitter to the pixel coordinates, and refines the texture with calculations

based on neighbourhood matching.

Tilings are used in texture synthesis to pave small texture tiles over a

large output. Periodic tilings have obvious repetition while aperiodic

tilings do not. Stam [201] precompute the edge compatibility of tiles

and choose tiles, during paving, so that their edges are compatible

with their neighbours. Cohen et al. [32] use a similar scheme but

with improved construction rules. Analysis generates Wang Tiles by

copying patches of the example into a set of aperiodic tiles in a way

that respects the edge compatibility rules. Efros and Freeman’s [50]

cutting algorithm for texture synthesis combines patches along the

borders. Peytavie et al. [171] apply a similar idea to synthesizing rock

piles in 3D.

Lefebvre and Neyret [129] procedurally determine the texture value

at a surface location by aperiodically combining input patterns. User-

defined controls, such as probability distributions, affect the choice of

input pattern applied to the output pixel. Wei [221] combine this with

Cohen et al.’s [32] method, where edge colour constraints are chosen

pseudo-randomly. A recursive extension subdivides tiles into smaller

and smaller tiles while preserving edge compatability [111].

Generative adversarial neural networks teach one network to generate

an image while another network learns to identify whether a given

image is synthesized or from the training set [66]. Li and Wand [131]

train adversarial generative neural networks to decode blue noise (or

other input textures) to an output texture. Their network captures the

feature statistics of Markovian patches in the training example. Adver-

sarial training improves the output of the network. Li and Wand’s [131]
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method achieves texture synthesis, style transfer and video stylization.

Once trained, the output from the network is nearly instantaneous.

Karras et al. [104] train networks that automatically learn high-level

attributes (like pose) from a training dataset of faces. The user feeds

those attributes into a generator to produce high quality synthesized

faces. The major limitation of these methods is the large image datasets

required for training and the long training times.

3.1.6 Terrain synthesis

Example-based texture synthesis techniques have applications for

synthesizing terrain data. Brosz et al. [21] analyze an existing terrain

model to extract details that they then apply to other terrains to

increase detail. Their texture synthesis approach is an adaptation of

Efros and Leung [51]’s image quilting method. Meanwhile, Wecker

et al. [219] patch up missing data in digital elevation models with

texture synthesis.

3.1.7 Multi-scale synthesis

Han et al. [81] synthesize multiscale textures with exemplar-graphs

(Figure 3.6). The nodes of an exemplar-graph are example textures,

and the edges are scale relationships. Their algorithm synthesizes from

coarse to fine pixels using comparisons between Gaussian stacks. The

Gaussian stacks relate pixels at different scales in the output to pixels

in the exemplar graph. Vanhoey et al. [212] use tiles for synthesizing

multiscale textures on the GPU. However, in their method, each spatial

scale is limited to a single texture example.

3.2 solid-texture synthesis

Solid texture synthesis extends pixel-based texture synthesis to vol-

umetric pixels (voxels). Perlin and Hoffert [170] use random noise

functions to synthesize procedural 3D objects. Combining spectral
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Input: exemplar graph

33 33 3

Output: multiscale texture

Figure 3.6: Multiscale texture synthesis. Han et al. [81] synthesize large
multiscale textures from example textures connected in a graph. The example
texture nodes are related to eachother by scale relationships. The exemplar
graph here, goes from course (top) to fine (bottom). This image is adapted
from [81].

analysis and random noise is a method to synthesize the surface of

volumetric objects [61, 62]. Procedural texturing is another method for

solid texture synthesis [48].

Heeger and Bergen [84] use pyramid histogram matching as the basis

for the first example-based solid texture synthesis system. Wei extends

his 2D neighbourhood matching method [223] to solid-textures [220].

In Wei’s method, the value of a voxel is the average pixel value of the

most similar neighbourhoods in three different example textures. The

example textures are each aligned to a different axis-aligned plane.

Kopf et al. [112] improve upon this scheme with a global optimizer

that also ensures all areas of the example receive equal attention.

Du et al. [46] extend the 2D cross-section approach of Wei [220] with

binary image masks. The image masks isolate the shape of embedded

objects, such as a brick in mortar. Du et al. [46] use the masks to

generate and stack 3D particles, layer-by-layer, in the final solid texture.

Dong et al. [45] lazily generate slices into the solid texture on-the-fly

as the user cuts into the solid object.
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3.3 surface synthesis

Texture maps are used in computer graphics to wrap a flat 2D texture

onto a 3D curved surface. However, this has the problem of projection

distortion and seams. With texture synthesis, it is possible to synthesize

a texture tailored for a particular surface, and one of the most common

methods is to use orientation fields [225]. The orientation field tells us,

for any point on the surface, what the tangent and bitangents are. With

tangents and bitangents for the entire surface, we can extend ideas

from planar texture synthesis to surface synthesis. In other words, an

orientation field describes how the synthesized texture should flow

over the surface (Figure 3.7). Ideally, we want textures to flow smoothly,

with minimal discontinuities and distortion. We use orientation fields

to synthesize elements along surfaces in LifeBrush (Chapter 4.3.5). We

compute orientation fields using Crane et al.’s [34] trivial connection

algorithm.

Figure 3.7: To specify an orientation field for texture synthesis the user
provides constraints (left, in red). Next, a system finds tangent vectors to
interpolate those constraints (right). The tangent vectors (and derived bitan-
gents) describe how the texture should flow over the surface. This image is
adapted from [225].

Now we look at methods for generating orientation fields for a given

surface. Parallel transport is a way of moving a vector along a path

on a surface so that the vector remains parallel to the surface. Praun

et al. [175] used parallel transport in their lapped texture system.

Turk [209] treat the problem as a vector diffusion problem. Fisher

et al. [56] formulate the problem using discrete exterior calculus to
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Figure 3.8: Crane et al. [34] efficiently generate smooth, user-controllable
orientations fields over manifold surfaces. The user controls the orientation
field by placing singularities on the surface (the coloured spheres). This
image by Crane et al. [34] is used with permission (Appendix B).

interpolate the user-provided constraints smoothly, they solve the

formulation using a linear system. More recently, a fast approach

to finding a globally optimal direction field for a given mesh has

been demonstrated [109]. In the latter, Crane et al. [34] introduce a

very fast and easy to compute linear optimization problem (Figure

3.8). We use an orientation generated by Crane et al.’s [34] method

to walk elements along a surface during the region growing step

of our algorithm (Chapter 4). We chose this algorithm because it is

swift to compute, and allows fine control over the orientation field

by identifying where singularity points should appear on the surface.

Singularity points are points where tangents are undefined, and they

are an unavoidable property of generating direction fields for manifold

surfaces.

Wei et al. [225] identify three general approaches for surface synthesis.

In the first, pixel-like approach, the methods generate a large number

of points on a surface. Turk [208] generate these points randomly and

then allow them to repel each other to create a semi-even spacing.

With a large number of semi-evenly spaced points, texture synthesis

proceeds as usual, with the points acting as pixels. This approach has

been used by Turk [209] and Wei and Levoy [223]. We take a similar

approach with our algorithm, synthesizing elements directly on the
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surface, with their relative arrangement guided by an orientation field

(see Chapter 4.3.5).

The second approach for surface synthesis maps a plane onto the

surface. Synthesis is carried out on the plane and then transferred

to the surface. Ying et al. [231] decompose the surface into regions

with overlapping bands, and synthesize within the regions before

transferring them to the surface. Lefebvre and Hoppe [128] extend the

latter idea with fast GPU synthesis operating purely in appearance-

space. The key to this approach is an indirection map connecting

neighbouring pixels in different regions.

The third surface synthesis approach treats collections of triangles on

the surface of a mesh as patches inside the example texture. Soler et al.

[200] select large triangle patches and use texture mapping to map the

2D example onto the selected triangles. Soler et al. break large triangle

patches down, identify poor quality areas, and identify better example

locations.

Meanwhile, the jump-map approach of Zelinka and Garland [235] and

Zelinka and Garland [237] can also be applied to surface synthesis

[236]. The idea is to treat each triangle as an output texture and map

pixel strips to it using (u, v) coordinates.

3.4 discrete element texture synthesis

Discrete element textures are similar to pixel-based textures but instead

of pixels on a grid, a discrete element texture is composed of separate

elements positioned in space. A discrete element has a position, orienta-

tion and system-specific attributes (for example, colour or shape).

Some methods use discrete elements to synthesize raster textures.

For example, Dischler et al. [44] decompose an example texture into

representative texture particles that are duplicated and recombined

to create larger textures. Texture bombing splatters small texture

elements at random into a large texture [65]. Texture sprites are small

representative texture elements that are splatted and combined over

a surface to create complex textures that are efficiently encoded and
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rendered on the GPU [130]. Texture bombing on the GPU enables

on-the-fly texture generation [217].

Other methods directly synthesize arrangements of individual ele-

ments using the elements directly and without rasterizing them to a

pixel buffer. For example, we use our method for discrete element tex-

ture synthesis to generate arrangements of molecules on a mesoscale

surface or to generate arrangements of glass tiles on a bottle (Figure

4.17).

Barla et al. [9] synthesize strokes patterns by incrementally adding

stroke elements along a path. Ijiri et al. [90] synthesize 2D arrange-

ments of elements by incrementally growing elements out from seed

elements (Figure 3.9). Their method relies on topology generated by

Delaunay triangulation, and therefore, they are limited to synthesizing

texture structures that can be described by 1-ring neighbourhoods.

Furthermore, Ijiri et al. [90] require a set of heuristic rules to resolve

ambiguities and artefacts. Their method is limited to 2D surface syn-

thesis. Our method works in 3D, and it does not have a topology

requirement, and therefore supports a much larger variety of textures.

Figure 3.9: Ijiri et al. [90] synthesize new elements (red) around seed elements
(green) to generate elements in the output domain. Elements are synthesized
based on elements in an example. Delaunay triangulation is used to create
a topology over the elements. Synthesis is based on 1-ring neighbourhoods
around the seed elements—for example, the six neighbouring elements in
the reference example.

Ma et al. [143] extend Kwatra et al.’s [119] expectation-maximization

framework to discrete element textures. A small example discrete ele-

ment texture is used to synthesize elements in the output (Figure 3.10).

The output texture is initialized by copying patches from the example
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to tile the output. Then, Ma et al. match similar geometric neighbour-

hoods (for example, square neighbourhoods) between the output and

the example texture. Based on pairings between similar example and

output elements, Ma et al. use a least-squares optimization to improve

the similarity of the output to the example. However, this method is

too slow for realtime interactive applications and suffers from poor

initialization. We address limitations in Ma et al.’s [143] method with

a realtime and interactive region growing algorithm, that iteratively

adds elements to the output (Chapter 4). Ijiri et al. [90] are limited to

synthesizing textures representable by 1-ring neighbourhoods. Our

method supports arbitrary neighbourhood sizes. We achieve results

not possible with Ma et al.’s [143] and Ijiri et al.’s [90] methods (Section

9).

Figure 3.10: Ma et al. [143] synthesize the sculpture on the right using the
example block of discrete pebbles on the left. The sculpture is volumetric,
and it is composed of discrete pebble elements. This image is adapted from
[143].

Ma et al. [144] incorporate an additional temporal dimension to syn-

thesize dynamic discrete element textures, such as swimming schools

of fish. Xing et al. [229] propose an autocomplete tool for artistic draw-

ings that can fill in empty regions based on previous strokes. Roveri

et al. [183] reframe discrete element texture synthesis as a continuous

signal synthesis and optimization problem. They use gradient descent

optimization on an example and output signal for repetitive 3D struc-
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ture synthesis. This method achieves higher quality than previous and

recent methods (including ours) on repetitive structure textures, but

its stochastic gradient descent optimizer gets stuck in local minima

on textures without the necessary repetition—we demonstrate some

failure cases in Section 4.4.2.

Peytavie et al. [171] precompute a large set of volumetric aperiodic

rock tiles based on Corner Cubes [120]. They fill the output with rocks

by tiling the cubes. Corner cubes extend Wang Tiles to 3D with corner

compatibility rules in addition to edge compatibility rules.

3.4.1 Statistics-based discrete element texture synthesis

Statistics-based discrete element texture synthesis algorithms build a

statistical model from the example texture and synthesize with that

model. These algorithms are good at synthesizing textures that respect

the original density and distribution of distances between elements

in the example. They are generally not good at synthesizing more

complicated structures.

Hurtut et al. [89] analyze artistic strokes in an example texture to

categorize the stroke shapes into appearance categories and to train a

statistical model of their spatial arrangement. Markov Chain Monte-

Carlo Simulation is used to synthesize the shape categories into the

output. While Hurtut et al. [89] only consider the bounding box of the

artistic strokes, Landes et al. [122] also consider the shape of elements

in the example.

The density of trees in a forest varies over the landscape. Öztireli and

Gross [164] synthesize multi-class point distributions, like clusters of

trees in a forest, based on statistical pair correlation functions. They

analyze an input example to determine the distribution of distances

between pairs of points and synthesize an output with a similar dis-

tribution. Roveri et al. [184] extend this idea to adapt correlation and

(newly) the density of points over the output—for example, to synthe-

size tight and loose clusters of trees that diminish at a forest’s edge.

Emilien et al. [52] analyze a palette of example element distributions

to build a histogram of their pairwise spatial relationships. They use
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Monte-Carlo sampling to synthesize output element arrangements

that respect the learned histograms. Interactive brushes allow the artis-

tic painting of elements on landscapes. Gain et al. [58] also consider

topological features in their landscape painting system.

3.5 geometry synthesis , model synthesis and procedural

modelling

Bhat et al. [13] apply example-based geometric textures to 3D surfaces,

for example, to cover a bunny in bricks. They work on a voxelized

output domain, and a user-defined orientation field guides synthesis.

We also use a user-defined orientation field to guide synthesis [37].

Zhou et al. [239] grow periodic and non-periodic geometric textures

over a surface. The main idea is to copy and align geometry patches

from the example to empty areas adjacent to previously synthesized

geometry. Next, they deform and merge the geometry so that it flaw-

lessly aligns with previously synthesized results. Yuksel et al. [234]

synthesize yarn-level detail for modelling 3D knitted clothing. They

take an input model and assemble a stitch mesh, a high-resolution

polygonal mesh where each face corresponds to a particular type of

stitch. A relaxation algorithm is used on this mesh to estimate physical

deformations of the stitching process. An algorithm knits the yarn

over the stitch mesh, and a yarn-level relaxation produces the final

state of the clothing.

Model synthesis generates entire meshes, for example, a model of a

space station. Merrell and Manocha [151] analyze an example mesh

and divide it into parallel planes. Geometry from the example mesh is

copied to the output at the plane intersection points using neighbour-

hood matching and geometry constraints. Bokeloh et al. [16] analyze

an example model to create a shape grammar that describes its ge-

ometry (Figure 3.11). The shape grammar is composed of pieces of

the model and rules that describe the docking compatibility between

pieces. Executing the shape grammar synthesizes new models.

Lu et al. [142] developed an example-based system for sketching

structured decorative patterns. In response to a user edit, Guerrero

et al. [78] generate proposed pattern variations of the original pattern
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(a) Input model (b) Symmetric area (c) Docking sites (d) Insert and delete

Figure 3.11: Bokeloh et al. [16] generate large output models based on an input example model. The
input model (a) is analyzed to identify symmetric regions in red (b) and to identify docking sites (c).
The resulting shape grammar synthesizes new models through insert and delete operations around
docking sites (d).

that preserve its structure. Tangles are a recursive and repetitive pen-

and-ink 2D art style. Santoni and Pellacini [188] define a grammar for

procedurally generating tangles within arbitrary polygons. Finally, Loi

et al. [139] propose a scripting language for technical artists to design

a variety of procedural discrete element textures.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Jacob and Von Mammen [95] synthesize organic structures with
swarm grammars. Construction agents interact with each other and their
environment while executing a swarm grammar. (a) Construction agents
interact with a wall, to grow a tree near the surface. (b) The construction
agents grow a structure towards a goal point at the top of this image. We
adapted this figure from Jacob and Von Mammen [95].

Procedural modelling methods execute rules to generate geometric

structures. Lindenmayer Systems (L-Systems) consist of symbol strings

and rules that expand the symbol strings, along with a mechanism

for translating the symbol strings into geometric structures. L-Systems

have been effectively applied to plant modelling [176]. Runions et al.

[185] synthesize forests with space colonization algorithms. Palubicki
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et al. [166] grow trees by modelling the competition of buds and

branches for light and space. Sketch-based brushes allow artistic con-

trol over the synthesized trees. Li et al. [132] guide the growth of

shape grammars over a surface with a user-defined tensor field. Ja-

cob and Von Mammen [95] synthesize organic 3D structures with

swarm grammars. Swarm grammars are an extension of L-Systems

that add construction agents. Construction agents interact with each

other and their environment to create complex structures (Figure 3.12).

We introduce novel sketch-based tools to guide swarm grammars to

create intricate networks of interconnected protein filaments (Chapter

7.5). Our tools add fine and interactive human control over otherwise

automatic procedural modelling.



4
D I S C R E T E E L E M E N T T E X T U R E S Y N T H E S I S W I T H

R E G I O N G R O W I N G

How can we interactively construct mesoscale scenes filled with

molecules? David Goodsell’s mitochondrion illustration (Figure 1.1), is

filled with arrangements of molecules. Regions of the illustration con-

tain different molecular arrangements; some are on surfaces, some in

space, some arrangements are stochastic, while others are structured.

Our idea is to design example molecular arrangements representative

of the various regions of the mitochondrion in a palette and use an

interactive synthesis system to paint similar molecular arrangements

into our illustrative simulations. This chapter describes our algorithm

for discrete element texture synthesis, and it was published in [39]. In

the next chapter (Chapter 5), we describe how we bring our painted

molecular arrangements to life.

Example palette

Full view bunny planet

Figure 4.1: A bunny-planet synthesized with LifeBrush’s sketch-based tools
and our algorithm for discrete element texture synthesis [39]. (bottom left) A
full view of the bunny-planet. (top left) A palette of example arrangements
that we designed and then painted on the Stanford bunny. This figure is the
result of the design session in our YouTube video1.

The world is filled with repeating and semi-repeating arrangements

of discrete elements, at different scales, from cobblestone pathways to

clusters of trees. We even find discrete element arrangements at the

46

https://youtu.be/L482dpH9S8o
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mesoscale. For instance, the mitochondrion is filled with molecular

arrangements. Synthesizing virtual worlds composed of discrete ele-

ments is a significant problem that has applications for video games,

film and illustrative simulation (Figure 4.1). Manual element place-

ment is tedious while automatic discrete element texture synthesis is

challenging to control finely. Is there a middle ground, with the best of

both worlds? LifeBrush keeps the human in the loop with sketch-based

tools that synthesize element arrangements.

We motivated this thesis with illustrative simulation. However, the

synthesis component of our LifeBrush system is general and applicable

to a variety of domains. The target for our synthesis component [37]

was a computer graphics audience, without a biology background,

and therefore many of the examples and results around this system are

for virtual world construction, such as in video games. In particular,

we use our system to generate a bunny-planet that one might see

in a children’s video game (Figure 4.1). The bunny-planet shows

the generality of our system outside of a biological context, and it

contains a variety of stochastic and structured element arrangements.

Furthermore, we synthesize element arrangements that we would not

expect to find in biological systems, such as the glass tilings in Figure

4.17.

Our work belongs to the area of example-based discrete element tex-

ture synthesis [225]. Example-based discrete element texture synthesis

uses a small example to synthesize a large output element arrange-

ment. The output arrangement is locally similar in small windows to

the example without being repetitive.

Specifications An interactive system must be realtime. Therefore, we

must synthesize at rates suitable for realtime interactive painting (e.g.

thousands of elements per second). Our algorithm should support a

variety of element arrangements, from stochastic (e.g. sand) to struc-

tured (e.g. cobblestone). Finally, we must synthesize on 3D geometry

and directly in 3D space.

The challenges are:

1. How to synthesize at rates suitable for interactive real-time

applications? Previous state-of-the-art methods are too slow for

the interactive applications we have in mind [143, 183]. What
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algorithmic strategies and optimizations can we apply to achieve

realtime synthesis?

2. How to synthesize worlds assembled from several discrete ele-

ment texture examples? Previous methods work with a single

example texture [90, 143, 183], however, we want to synthesize

worlds like our bunny-planet, composed of many element ar-

rangements. Ijiri et al. [90] are limited to simple textures2, while

Roveri et al. [183] require carefully created repetitive structure

examples. Ma et al. [143] have difficulty with complex texture

examples3 and their method is too slow for interactive applica-

tions.

3. How to synthesize multiscale worlds composed of elements and

arrangements at different scales? Consider the small mushrooms

versus the large trees in Figure 4.2. Such mixed multiscale arrang-

ments are not possible with previous methods [90, 143]. How can

we synthesize multiscale elements and multiscale arrangements?

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Multiscale arrangements. The mushrooms and the trees in this
figure have different scales. How can we synthesize multiscale arrangements
like this?

2 Ijiri et al. [90] use 1-ring neighbourhoods during synthesis. Therefore, they cannot
synthesize textures with larger-scale structures.

3 Ma et al. [143] use random patch-based initialization, with poor quality output, that
is impossible for their optimization procedure to recover from (see Section 4.4.3).
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4.1 methodology

To address Challenge 1, we propose a realtime discrete element tex-

ture synthesis system for interactive applications based on the concept

of region-growing (Figure 4.3). We synthesize new elements along a

region growing front with two steps. The generation step iteratively

synthesizes new elements along the front, sampled from the example.

An optional optimization step relaxes the position and attributes of

newly synthesized elements relative to the example, further improving

the results. The optimization step is closely related to Ma et al.’s [143].

We design multiple example-arrangements in an example palette, and

use sketch-based tools to paint with those arrangements (see Chapter

7 for a description of our sketch-based tools). We efficiently synthesize

new elements along the horizon by tracking free-space points. Our

system is multiscale and supports synthesizing discrete textures with

different spatial scales. We support synthesizing in 3D space and on

surfaces. Please see our YouTube video4 for a system overview.

FrontPreviously synthesized elements

Free-space
points

Figure 4.3: We synthesize new elements along a region-growing front. Free-
space points track where new elements can be synthesized, and new elements
cannot overlap previously synthesized elements.

Free space We track where to synthesize new elements with free-

space points (Section 4.3.1). We find free-space points by analyzing

the example-palette. We use free-space points as an efficient method

to keep the active problem small, achieving high rates of synthesis.

Palettes To address the challenge of synthesizing worlds with a

variety of element arrangements, we introduce an example palette.

The palette is space where we create example arrangements. Our

region-growing algorithm uses those examples to synthesize output

4 https://youtu.be/624F5iaCKco

https://youtu.be/624F5iaCKco
https://youtu.be/624F5iaCKco
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arrangements (addressing Challenge 2). The user informs the system

what to synthesize by selecting a subset of elements from the palette.

Multiscale To synthesize elements and arrangements at different

scales, we propose per-element texture synthesis parameters. Ma

et al. [143] and Ijiri et al. [90] parameterize their algorithms based

on the size of features in the example texture. Furthermore, they

support only a single texture example. In contrast, we parameterize

our algorithm on a per-element basis to synthesize the large tree

arrangements and the small mushroom arrangements in Figure 4.2

within the same world (addressing Challenge 3). Such multiscale

synthesis is not possible with Ma et al.’s [143] and Ijiri et al.’s [90]

methods.

Synthesizing on surfaces We use an orientation field to guide syn-

thesis over a 3D surface. We use the field to map from the example

palette’s Cartesian coordinates to a curved 3D surface. We interactively

design the orientation field and generate it using Crane et al.’s [34]

method.

4.2 neighbourhood similarity

The goal of example-based image texture synthesis models that follow

the Markov random field model (see Chapter 3.1) is to generate a

texture where the neighbourhood of the pixels is similar to at least one

example texture neighbourhood [225]. With discrete element textures,

the goal is the same, except we are comparing element positions and

attributes in a neighbourhood [143].

We use the standard neighbourhood distance measure introduced by

Efros and Leung [51] to measure the perceptual similarity between

example and output elements neighbourhoods. This measure has a

low value when two-element neighbourhoods are similar. We copy

elements from the example to the output that minimizes the neighbour-

hood distance measure between the two. To measure the similarity of

two elements neighbourhoods, we adapt Ma et al.’s [143] point-based
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measure because it is fast and produces sufficient quality results5.

The measure aligns two neighbourhoods, pairs corresponding ele-

ments, and compares the difference between the paired positions and

attributes (Figure 4.4).

align

Figure 4.4: The similarity between two neighborhoods is found by first
aligning those neighborhoods at their centroids pe and po. Then, we sum
the distance between pairs of elements and compare the attributes of those
elements (in this case shape-type, as given by stars, circles, and squares).

Let e ∈ E be an element in the example-palette and let o ∈ O be

an element in the output domain. The output domain is where we

synthesize new elements. An element e has a position pe ∈ R3, an

attribute vector ae and a bounding radius re ∈ R. The components of

the attribute vector are customizable; in our examples, they include

shape and colour. The position and radius define a bounding sphere

used to check for element overlap.

Figure 4.5: The neigbhorhood n(e) (green circle) around pe
is determined by the neigbhorhood radius r̄e. The bound-
ing sphere (orange circle) around pe with radius re is used
to check for overlaps with other elements.

Let n(e) (where n(e) ⊂ E and e′ ∈ n(e) is an element in the neighbor-

hood of e) be the geometric neighborhood of e, it includes all elements

within radius r̄e of position pe. r̄e is the neighborhood radius of e

(Figure 4.5), it is different than the bounding radius re, which is used

to check for collisions or overlaps between elements. The distance

5 Roveri et al. [183] use a continuous function representation to compare neighbour-
hoods. However, their use of gradient descent is too specific to repetitive structure
synthesis and produces poor results on non-repetitive textures (see Section 4.4.2)
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between an output neighborhood n(o) and an example neighborhood

n(e) is given by:

|n(o)− n(e)| = ∑
o′∈n(o)

|(po′ − po)− (pe′ − pe)|2 + ω(o′, e′). (4.1)

ω is a function that compares the attributes of two elements. o′ is an

element in the neighborhood n(o), the pair for that element in n(e) is

denoted with e′.

Alignment Pair assignment

Figure 4.6: We align two neighbourhoods n(o) and n(e) at their centroids
and find pairings between their elements. Next, we find the full pairings
pairs f (n(o), n(e)) between elements that are close enough and we are left
with the partial pairings pairsl(n(o), n(e)), pairsr(n(o), n(e)).

Our generation and optimization steps rely on the notion of full and

partial assignment of pairs of points between two neighborhoods n(e)

and n(o) (Figure 4.6). A partial assignment occurs when we cannot

form pairs between all of the elements in n(e) and n(o). There are two

sets of partial pairings, the left-partial pairings pairsl(n(o), n(e)) with

the form {(o′, 0)} and the right-partial pairings pairsr(n(o), n(e)) of

the form {(0, e′)}). The set of full pairings is pairs f .

Unlike Ma et al. [143] we use a greedy pair assignment algorithm

instead of a Hungarian pair assignment [117]. First, we align the input

and output neighbourhood. For each element in the output neighbour-

hood, we find the nearest input element that has the same attributes.

We do not pair elements that are too far apart. Our motivation for a

greedy algorithm that excludes points is because example elements

that do not have an output pairing are excellent candidates to copy to

the output.

In detail, for two neighborhoods n(o) and n(e) aligned at po and pe, we

sort elements in the output neighborhood by distance from po. Then,
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for each sorted element o′ ∈ n(o) in the neighborhood of the output

element, we find the closest element e′ ∈ n(e). If this element is within

a certain threshold distance do′ , where |(po′ − po) − (pe′ − pe)|2 ≤
do′ , then we form the full-pair (o′, e′) and remove e′ from further

consideration. Otherwise, we form the left-partial pair (o′, 0). The

remaining elements in the exemplar neighborhood e′ ∈ n(e) form the

right-partial pairs {(0, e′)}. Typically, the threshold distance de of an

element e is twice the bounding radius, de = 2re.

In our implementation, we construct a k-d tree (Bentley [10]) for the

output O and input E domains. During pair assignment the cost to

find the nearest element e′ ∈ n(e) to an output element o′ ∈ n(o) is an

O(log n) operation in the size of E . The cost of our pair assignment

algorithm is O(m log n), where m is the largest neighborhood size in

O or E .

4.2.1 Per-element parametrs

Consider the trees and the cobblestone in Figure 4.7. The tree, cobble-

stone, and grass discrete element textures have different scales. The

elements are different sizes (e.g. the trees are large compared to the

individual grass blades), and the neighbourhood sizes necessary to

synthesize these textures are different. How can we support multiscale

textures with our system? Our solution is to synthesize textures at

different scales in the same scene. We parameterize the texture syn-

thesis system on a per-element basis. Different sized textures interact

with each other—for example, grass-blades interact with cobblestone

in Figure 4.7.

The per-element texture synthesis parameters for an element e are

its bounding radius re and neighborhood radius r̄e. For example, the

neighbourhood size of cobblestone in Figure 4.7 is different than the

neighbourhood size of a house. Likewise, the bounding radius of

cobblestone is much smaller than the bounding radius of a tree. When

we synthesize a new element, we copy these parameters to the output.
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(d)

(e)

(c)

(a) Output

(b) Example palette

Figure 4.7: Per-element parameters. (a) Per-element parameters enable synthe-
sizing textures at different scales in the same scene. (b) The neighbourhood
size (white dashed line) for each arrangement in the palette. Notice, the
vegetation mixed with the cobbleston (c)e, the small mushrooms among the
large trees (d), and the cobblestone between the houses (e).
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(a) Seed Selection We selects seeds such that
they have nearby free-space points and are
away from other seeds. The output is currently
small, and there is room for only one seed.

Exemplar Output

(b) Generation For each seed element, we
find the most similar neighbourhood in the
example-palette selection whose elements over-
lap with the free-space points. We copy the
overlapping elements to the output domain
and add them to the horizon. We remove the
overlapping free-space points.

Exemplar Output

(c) Optimization For each element in the hori-
zon, we find the most similar neighbourhood
in the example-palette selection and align
them with the horizon element neighbour-
hoods (here only one aligned neighbourhood
is shown). After pairing the elements in the
horizon, we use the direction vectors between
pairs (arrows) to optimize the positions of the
horizon elements relative to the exemplar.

Exemplar Output

(d) Free-Space Updating We prune elements
from the horizon and find new free-space
points.

Exemplar Output

Output Horizon 
Free-space point

Exemplar 
Seed point Prediction vector

Figure 4.8: This figure shows one round of region growing and optimization. The exemplar is composed
of the orange elements in the column on the left. The output is the right column, with blue elements.
The objective is to expand the output elements to the right, past the rightmost light-grey dotted line.
We show matching neighbourhoods between the example and output as large grey circles. See the
legend above.
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neighborhoods in the selection S (this energy minimization problem

is related to Kwatra et al. [119] and Ma et al. [143]):

E(O,S) = ∑
o∈O
|n(o)− n(e)|, e ∈ S . (4.2)

We approach this problem by greedily generating new elements that

minimize Equation 4.2. Next, we relax elements in the horizon through

re-assignment of positions and attributes. Our region-growing algo-

rithm (Figure 4.8 and Algorithm 1) consists of three main steps: 1) seed

selection and generation, 2) optimization, and 3) free space updating.

For interactive applications, fast texture synthesis is critical. Therefore,

during synthesis, we consider a small active subset of the output

domain, the horizon H ⊂ O, rather than the entire output domain.

The horizon is a region containing recently synthesized elements.

We generate new elements around seed elements (Figure 4.8a). Seed

elements are a small subset of previously synthesized elements in the

horizon H that can generate new elements. We quickly determine if a

seed can generate new elements by checking if it has nearby free-space

points.

During generation (Figure 4.8b), we visit each seed in the horizon

and search the example-palette selection for a neighbourhood that is

maximally similar to the seed’s neighbourhood. We align the example

neighbourhood to the output and copy elements to the output, that

overlap with output free-space points.

During optimization (Figure 4.8c), we visit each element in the hori-

zon and find the most similar neighborhood in the example-palette

selection. We align example neighbourhoods with similar output

neighbourhoods and pair elements between the neighbourhoods. The

difference in positions and attributes between element pairs are used

by the optimization step to adjust the output to look more like the

example-palette selection.

Finally, we update the free-space points (Figure 4.8d). We add new

free-space points, derived from an analysis pre-processing step on the

exemplar, to the output around the newly synthesized elements. Then,
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Algorithm 1 O ← RegionGrowing(E)
.

H ← copy central patch of the selection S
O ← H
while target region is not filled do

// Generation
select seeds from H
for s ∈ seeds do

candidates← {c ∈ co(s)|pc intersects a free-space
point v ∈ F}

e← min
e
|n(s)− n(e)|, e ∈ candidates

G ← copy elements in pairsr(s, e) not intersecting O
H ← H∪ G
// Expand free-space
F ← F ∪ { f ree(g)|g ∈ G}

end for

// Optimize the horizon
O ← O ∪H
minimize E(H,S)

// Update free-space and prune the horizon
remove freespace points in F intersecting O
remove all h ∈ H where ph is too far from all pv, v ∈ F

end while

we remove the free-space points that now overlap with the newly

synthesized elements. We discard elements from the horizon that are

far from free-space points. The next iteration of our algorithm starts

back at the seed-selection step.

4.3.1 Generation and free-space

In the generation step, we select a set of seed elements Seeds ⊂ H that

can generate new elements overlapping with nearby free-space points.

Seeds are selected so that they do not overlap with other seeds.

We track where to generate new elements with a set of free-space

points F. A free-space point v ∈ F has a bounding radius rv and a

position pv.

For each seed s ∈ Seeds, we find the most similar example element

se such that n(se) contains elements overlapping with a free-space
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point, that is ∃e′ ∈ n(se) that overlaps with a free space point v ∈ F.

Next, we copy each of those overlapping elements to the horizon

as oe′ and remove v from F. Intuitively, the new position of oe′ is

found by transforming the neighborhood of se to align with s and

assigning oe′ that transformed position. The new position of oe′ is

ps′e = mps(pse − pe′) + ps. Here, mps is a mapping at ps that can be

used to map example space onto a 3D surface at that point (Section

4.3.5).

Sometimes, the most similar neighborhood that can generate elements

is not the best one to pick—we need to ignore bad suggestions. Let

e0 be the most similar neighborhood to a seed s and ei is another

similar element neighborhood. If e0 cannot generate elements, then

we consider ei. However, we need to ignore bad suggestions, so we

compare the two neigborhoods e0 and ei. If |n(o) − n(e0)|/|n(o) −
n(ei)| > c for all ei and for some ratio constant c, we abandon the seed

element without adding the found elements.

To keep the size of the optimization and generation problems small, at

the start of the generation step, we prune elements that cannot predict

new elements from the horizon. We prune an element in the horizon,

h ∈ H, when there are no free-space points in F that overlap with a

bounding sphere around ph of radius rh.

Rather than a brute-force search of E to find the most similar example

element to an output element, we take advantage of the properties of

Markov Random Field textures, namely coherence and locality (Efros

and Leung [51]). Locality states that the position and attributes of an

element relative to other elements depends only on nearby elements.

Stationarity states that locality is independent of element position.

The locality property implies that elements that are close together in

the exemplar are also close together in the output domain, which is

coherence (Ashikhmin [5] and Tong et al. [207]). As in Ma et al. [143],

we use the idea of k-coherence search to reduce the size of the search

space to a user-defined k.

For each example element e ∈ E , k-coherence search caches the k most

similar examples to e as co(e). oe is the example element that generated

output element o. During synthesis, instead of a brute-force search of

E for the most similar example element to o, we search through co(oe).
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The idea is to exploit the coherence of elements in the output domain.

A major benefit of k-coherence search is that increasing the number

of elements in an example does not decrease the rate of synthesis. A

typical value of k in our system is between 3 and 5, recall that every

element in the output has its own set of k-coherent neighbours in the

example, so this provides sufficient variation in the search space.

We need to determine where to place new elements. We generate new

elements in empty regions, and at positions determined by element

arrangements in the example. We accelerate this decision with free-

space points. The idea is to reduce the number of example-palette

neighbourhoods that our generation step has to search through. In a

pre-processing step, we perform clustering on the neighbourhoods in

co(e) for each example-palette element e to reduce the set to a single

set of free-space points. This set of free-space points describes where

we can synthesize elements in the output for output elements derived

from that element. We use free-space points to search for where to

generate output elements, but also to efficiently spatial prune elements

from the horizon.

Free-space points are generated by a pre-processing step on the

example-palette that exploits the concept of coherence. We consider

each example element e in turn, then for each c ∈ co(e) we take all

of the positions of the elements in the neighborhoods of each n(c) to

get the set of vectors f ree(e) = {pc′ − pc|c′ ∈ n(c) and c ∈ co(e)}. To

reduce the number of vectors in f ree(e) we use density based cluster-

ing (Ester et al. [55]), replacing the points with the centroids of each

resulting cluster.

After the optimization step, we update the free-space points relative to

the output elements. We derive the free-space points from the relative

offset of the free-space vectors from their respective elements. We

rebuild the set of all free space positions F in the output domain by

offsetting all of the free space vectors for all elements by the position

of those elements:

F = {mpo(v) + po|v ∈ f ree(oe) and o ∈ O}. (4.3)
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If a free-space point v ∈ F overlaps with an element at pv we remove

v from F. As an implementation detail, we keep track of free space

positions in a k-d tree to enable efficient queries (Bentley [10]).

4.3.2 Optimization

The optimization step reduces the energy of recently synthesized

elements in the horizon relative to the example-palette selection. The

optimization problem consists of elements in the horizon and nearby

elements within a small distance of the horizon (by default, this

distance is the size of the largest neighbourhood radius in the example-

palette). Expanding the horizon improves coherence between horizon

elements and frozen elements in the output domain. We call this

expanded horizon H̄, and H ⊂ H̄.

We minimize the energy function E(H̄,S) by arranging the elements

in the expanded horizon so that the neighbourhood of each element

aligns as closely as possible with the similar example-palette selection

neighbourhoods. Each of these corresponding exemplar neighbour-

hoods provides predicted positions for the elements in the output

domain. Each element in the horizon has multiple predictions. We

use Ma et al.’s [143] least-squared optimization method to find new

positions for these elements from their predictions.

For each h ∈ H̄ we find the nearest example-palette selection element

e = nearest(h,S). The full pair assignments pairs f (h, e) = {(h′, e′)}
provide us with a prediction vector p̂(h, h′) = pe′ − pe for each

h′ ∈ n(h). The new predicted position of each neighboring horizon ele-

ment is p′h′ = ph′ + p̂(h, h′). We end up with many such new predicted

positions for each element. We solve this overdetermined optimization

problem using Ma et al.’s [143] least squares optimization method cou-

pled with the Sparse Cholesky Decomposition module implemented

in the Eigen matrix library (Guennebaud et al. [77]). In the next section

we will look at the weights that are applied to each prediction vector

to improve the output results.
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4.3.3 Prediction vectors

A tug-of-war occurs when two neighbourhoods provide two different

prediction vectors for the position of an element; the result is an

averaging of the two predictions. Ma et al. [143] solve this problem

by weighting prediction vectors by their length, but this means that

when a very good prediction vector has a long length, it receives a

low weight in the optimization. In contrast, we solve this problem by

considering the distribution of prediction vectors in the neighborhood

of h ∈ H̄ using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Figure 4.9).

PCA is a statistical procedure to convert a set of possibly correlated

point observations, into a set of linearly uncorrelated vectors. The first

vector has the most significant variance, and subsequent vectors are

orthogonal to the first. For example, given a 3D set of points stretched

out along the x-axis, with some points above and below the xz-plane,

the principal component points along the x-axis.

PCA on the prediction vectors in an element neighbourhood, gives

us three orthogonal vectors that along with the centre of the distri-

bution, we use to weight the prediction vectors. Specifically, we use

a multivariate Gaussian function to weight the prediction vectors in

a neighbourhood. If X̄ is the mean of the prediction vectors p̂(h, h′)

for h and C = X̄T × X̄ ∗ 1/m, the weight αi that we give to one of the

prediction vectors p̂i for h is

αi = exp
(

p̄i
T × C−1 × p̄i

−2

)
. (4.4)

Predicted positions
Original element

Multivariate Gaussian

Principal component
vectors of predicted
positions

Figure 4.9: Prediction vectors for an element are weighted by a multivariate
Gaussian distribution (the gray function in the background) for the set of
predictions. The basis for this Gaussian function is found through principal
component analysis on the set of prediction vectors.
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To maintain coherence with output elements not in the horizon, we

give low weight to predicted positions for elements not in the horizon

while also giving their previous positions a high weight. Weighting

allows old elements to move but otherwise constrains the prediction

vectors to work on horizon elements.

4.3.4 Voids in the exemplar

(a) No voids. (b) With voids. (c) Voids hidden.

Figure 4.10: Synthesizing textures with voids. (a) Our region-growing algo-
rithm greedily fills gaps. (b) Using the modified apple example in Figure
4.11b our algorithm synthesizes the correct arrangement, with the void
elements shown here for illustration. (c) Void elements are hidden by default.

A problem with our region growing algorithm, on example textures

with gaps is that it greedily fills them (Figure 4.10. To counter this,

we use our sketch-based tools to paint void elements into the gaps in

the example texture (Figure 4.11). Void elements are normal elements,

except we don’t render them. We describe our sketch-based tools in

Chapter 7.

Painting voids

(a) Painting void elements to fill gaps. (b) A palette with void elements.

Figure 4.11: Painting void elements (aqua) into gaps in the example-palette.
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4.3.5 Surface synthesis

With surface synthesis, prediction vectors tell us in which direction to

‘walk’ across the mesh. We use Crane et al. [34] to find an orientation

for the output domain mesh. Crane et al.’s method is closely related to

Ray et al.’s [178]. The user controls the orientation field by specifying,

with a mouse click on the mesh, where the singularity points should

be. Alternatively, Crane et al.’s [34] algorithm automatically chooses

singularity points.

For an element h ∈ H̄ and a prediction vector p̄ in its neighbourhood,

we assume ph is already on the surface of the mesh. We look up the

orientation at that point o(ph) and walk along the integral curve on

the surface passing through ph and in the direction o(ph)× p̄ until we

have travelled | p̄| units along that curve. We use this integral curve

walking for mapping new elements, prediction vectors, and free-space

points onto the surface—this is a similar idea to the orientation fields

in Bhat et al. [13]. It is also similar to Wei and Levoy [223], except

we do not compute the orientation field on-the-fly as we synthesize;

instead, we design it ahead-of-time.

4.3.6 View-based synthesis

To improve the performance of our fill tool, we prioritize synthesizing

visible elements over occluded elements. In our implementation, we

make use of the GPU depth buffer to test whether a free space point

is occluded or visible. If a free-space point is occluded, the generation

step can skip generating a new element from that free-space point

(Section 4.3.1). We synthesize new elements at nearby occluded free-

space points after we finish synthesizing the visible elements.

4.4 results and comparisons

In this section, we compare our discrete element texture synthesis

system to other related synthesis algorithms. We also show a few

examples of virtual world construction not related to structural biology.
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Figure 4.12: View based synthesis. We prioritize synthesizing elements on
visible surfaces over occluded surfaces. In the mirror, we see that the backside
of the bunny does not have any elements synthesized on it yet.

Our method achieves state of the art performance and quality. The

source code and assets used to create the results in this section are

available on our GitHub code repository6. However, a more recent

and robust version of our discrete element texture synthesis system is

available in our LifeBrush code repository7.

The element bounding radius re defines a bounding sphere around

an element e and is used to check for overlaps with other elements.

We control the neighbourhood size around elements with r̄e, and it

should be large enough to capture patterns in the example (Figure

4.7 contains some example neighbourhood radii). A too-large neigh-

bourhood radius impacts performance. In general, we found a 3-ring

neighbourhood or less sufficient for our results. A low value for k

in k-coherence search increases the rate of synthesis while reducing

variation in the output. We use k = in most of our results. Five may

seem like a low value, but recall, every element in the output has its

own set of k-coherence candidates in the exemplar, in practice this

leads to sufficient variation. The constant c (Section 4.3.1) improves

output quality by rejecting poor candidate neighbourhoods in the

generation step; it should be greater than one, the default is two (in

Figure 4.15 we used a value of 1.4).

6 https://github.com/timdecode/InteractiveDiscreteElementPalettes
7 https://github.com/timdecode/LifeBrush

https://github.com/timdecode/InteractiveDiscreteElementPalettes
https://github.com/timdecode/LifeBrush
https://github.com/timdecode/InteractiveDiscreteElementPalettes
https://github.com/timdecode/LifeBrush
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4.4.1 Comparisons

Previous offline processes ([143] and [122]) take minutes to generate

a few hundred elements. Our method synthesizes thousands of ele-

ments per second. Unlike Landes et al. [122], our method is not robust

for complicated element shapes. Landes et al. carefully consider the

geometry of the elements and the distributions of distances between

geometry types. Our method reduces complicated shapes to a collec-

tion of point samples. In Section 4.4.3 we demonstrate the limitations

of patch-initialization as used by Ma et al. [143]. In comparison to

Roveri et al. [183] we support a wider variety of textures with superior

runtime performance (Section 4.4.2). We also demonstrate some fail-

ure cases for Roveri et al. [183] on textures without repetitive enough

features.

Ijiri et al. [90] employ a fast region-growing method that relies on

regularity in the topology of a network of elements (found through

Delaunay triangulation). However, their approach is limited to textures

expressible with 1-ring neighbourhoods. In contrast, we support larger

neighbourhoods without regularity in the example texture. We also

do not maintain a network topology over the generated elements. In

general, we support a wider variety of texture examples.

Emilien et al. [52] have a similar example-palette idea for synthesizing

distributions of elements on virtual-world terrains. However, they

apply techniques from statistical synthesis rather than example-based

texture synthesis. Their system learns the spatial distribution of points

with multiple histograms of the pair-wise distance between points.

These histograms are used for Metropolis-Hastings sampling (Geyer

and Møller [60] and Hurtut et al. [89]) to synthesize new elements.

A limitation of this sampling approach is high point density and

synthesizing densely packed element textures. Histograms have dif-

ficulty capturing relationships between more than two elements (the

histograms are pair-wise), in contrast, a neighbourhood similarity

measure like Ma et al.’s [143] (which we also use in Section 4.2) can

capture those relationships. For these two reasons, synthesizing the

tightly packed glass tilings in Figure 4.17 would be difficult with Emi-

lien et al.’s statistical synthesis method. A limitation of our method in
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comparison to Emilien et al. is that we cannot easily adapt the density

of our synthesized arrangements relative to terrain features.

4.4.2 Comparisons to repetitive structure synthesis

We compare our work in detail to Roveri et al.’s [183]8. We used a

single core on an Intel 5960x processor (3.0 GHz) to compare our

algorithm to Roveri et al.’s [183] implementation on the examples in

Figure 4.13. We stop each algorithm once it fills the output region, and

we record the results in Table 4.1. We gave their system additional time,

up to twenty minutes, to compare their best result against the best

result achieved by our algorithm (which stops when it has filled the

output). We found that our algorithm can synthesize a wider variety

of discrete textures that do not have a repetitive enough pattern for

Roveri et al.’s [183] algorithm (Figures 4.13a and 4.13b). On repetitive

structure textures, Roveri et al. [183] achieve higher quality results

than our method (Figure 4.13c). In each test, we have significantly

better runtimes than Roveri et al. [183] (Table 4.1).

Roveri et al. mention that their example textures require a repetitive

enough pattern to avoid bad local minima which would distort the

synthesized structures (Roveri et al. [183] Section 7.4 paragraph 4). The

texture in Figure 4.13a is a pathological input for Roveri et al.’s [183]

algorithm. There are numerous local optima in which their gradient

descent based neighbourhood matching step (between the example

and the output) can get stuck (the rings of the texture). We selected a

small neighbourhood from the centre of the output (left result in Figure

4.13a) and traced the path that matching neighbourhoods took (Figure

4.14). Many of those paths travel a short distance before getting stuck

in local minima. The result is a garbled output that lacks coherence.

Even on a simple vertical stripe pattern (Figure 4.13b), there are too

many local optima (Figure 4.14). We even tried a very high number

of random starts for the initial positions in their gradient descent,

without any improvement in the results, but with significantly worse

8 The techniques have different applications, one for synthesizing repetitive structures,
and the other for discrete element texture synthesis. However, Roveri et al. [183]
continuous function representation is a promising future direction for discrete element
texture synthesis. We include this comparison because a reviewer requested it of our
journal article [38], and the reader may find it useful.
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(a)

Roveri et al. (2015)

Exemplar

Ours

9.5s1,200s50.1s

(b)
227s 1,200s 4.2s

Roveri et al. (2015) Ours

Exemplar

(c)
1,200s13.5s 0.7s

Roveri et al. (2015) Ours

Exemplar

(d) 1,200s 8.7s26.5s

Roveri et al. (2015) Ours

Exemplar

Figure 4.13: A comparison of Roveri et al.’s [183] repetitive structure synthesis algorithm to our
algorithm. The timings show how long it took each algorithm to fill the output. We gave Roveri et al.
[183] an additional twenty minutes (middle) to compare their best results to ours.
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Figure 4.14: Limitations with Roveri et al.’s [183] gradient-descrent-based
optimization method for texture synthesis. Tracing Roveri et al.’s [183] match-
ing example points to some output quadrature points over twenty minutes
of optimization for the results in Figures 4.13b and 4.13a, respectively. The
matching points get stuck in local optima on the rings and stripes. We observe
this as poor coherence in Figures 4.13b and 4.13a.

runtimes. Our region-growing algorithm combined with k-coherence

search (Ashikhmin [5] and Tong et al. [207]) selects output element

neighbourhoods that have good coherence on these examples.

Random sampling control for synthesizing new elements is another

limitation of Roveri et al.’s [183] method in comparison to our algo-

rithm. First, multiple false starts that result in discarded elements

reduce the speed of their method. Second, randomly chosen posi-

tions throw off the alignment of subsequently synthesized elements—

manifesting as the branching artefacts in 4.13b.

Roveri et al. [183] designed their method for synthesize repetitive 3D

structures. Not surprisingly, when we give their method a repetitive

enough structure, they achieve higher quality results than our method

(Figure 4.13c). However, their output lacks the variation of our method.

However, it achieves a more accurate distribution of element densities—

we have gap and alignment artefacts in our output. On Figure 4.13d,

we achieve more variation, but once again, Roveri et al. [183] achieve

a better distribution of element densities. On these results, we achieve

significantly faster runtimes.

In general, our system is a robust and comprehensive system for syn-

thesizing element arrangements on 3D surfaces. We support multiple

textures at multiple scales. Furthermore, we allow the interactive de-
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Example
Time
Roveri et al.

# output
Roveri et al.

Time
Us

# output
Us

Glass tiles
Figure 4.13a

50.1s 6143 9.5s 6451

Grid
Figure 4.13c

13.5s 765 0.7s 789

Stripes
Figure 4.13b

200.6s 6083 4.2s 6241

Apples
Figure 4.13d

26.5s 1142 8.7s 1154

Table 4.1: The timings and number of elements to fill the output regions in
Figure 4.13 for Roveri et al. [183] and our algorithm.

sign of new discrete texture exemplars in an example-palette and the

interactive design of our surface orientation fields. In contrast, Roveri

et al.’s [183] realtime interactive system is designed for synthesizing

a 3D object from a single repetitive structure texture. They support

generative brushes (seen in many other works, such as Ijiri et al. [90],

Ma et al. [144], Lu et al. [142] and Emilien et al. [52]), but lack features

like an example-palette and support for textures at different scales

that are critical for building virtual worlds like our bunny-planet. To

support large orientation fields, they either use the principal curvature

direction of the underlying mesh (without user control) or allow the

user to place control points to define the orientation field, for a large

output this is tedious and time-consuming.

On an algorithmic level, we have demonstrated superior performance

and support for a wider variety of texture examples. While in principle,

it might be possible to add multiple texture support to Roveri et al.’s

[183] method, supporting textures at different scales, with per-element

parameters, is a challenge. It is not immediately apparent how this

would affect the derivation of their gradient functions; it would also

have implications for the sample density of their background grid. We

suspect these changes would be non-trivial and would need further

research.
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Figure 4.15: A comparison of Ma et al.’s [143] patch-initialization as implemented in our system versus
global, local and no optimization with region-growing. We show the exemplar on the left of each row,
and a plot of the average neighbourhood similarity (Equation 4.4.3) on the right. In the bottom of each
screenshot, we provide the final number of elements generated along with how long generation took
or how long the algorithm was given to run, in the case of patch initialization. Lower values mean that
the output is more similar to the exemplar.

4.4.3 Comparisons to global optimization and patch initialization

In this section, we explore our decision to use local horizon opti-

mization and region-growing versus patch-initialization and global

optimization (Figure 4.15). In general, we find that region-growing

alone generates results superior to Ma et al.’s [143] patch-initialization.

When coupled with local optimization of horizon elements or global

optimization on all elements, the empirical quality of the results is

further improved.

To evaluate our method against Ma et al.’s [143], we implemented

their patch-initialization scheme in our system. Patch-initialization as

described by Ma et al. [143] divides the example-palette and output

domain into a grid of fixed size cells. Cells are selected randomly from

the example-palette and copied to empty cells in the output domain.
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To measure the empirical quality of an output arrangement of ele-

ments relative to an example-palette, we track average neighborhood

distance:

∑o∈O |n(o)− n(e)|
|O| . (4.5)

Tracking average neighbourhood similarity over time, allows us to

compare patch-initialization (where the output is already generated)

to region-growing (where elements are generated incrementally over

time). A perfect system would see this distance remain constant, or

decrease, over time.

In our experimental setup, we compare patch-initialization, region-

growing with global optimization, region-growing with local optimiza-

tion and region-growing without any optimization on three different

exemplars (Figure 4.15). We restrict each output domain to a fixed

region. Region-growing terminates when the specified region fills

up. We give patch-initialization as much time as the longest-running

region-growing variant.

We chose the three exemplars in Figure 4.15 to include a complex semi-

repeating arrangement of elements (the glass tilings in Figure 4.15a) to

a more stochastic arrangement of elements derived from an example

by Ma et al. [143] (the apples in Figure 4.15c). Artefacts are left present

in the following results for comparison purposes—however, we can

correct these with our sketch-based tools.

We found that for each exemplar, patch-initialization starts with a high

average neighbourhood distance that improves and levels off. The

final average neighbourhood distance is significantly higher than the

region-growing variants. We attribute this to how optimization works;

it is essentially a blending of greedy predictions that can get stuck in

local optima. Patch-initialization can make abysmal choices (random)

that are impossible for the optimization steps to correct (it gets stuck in

local optima). Therefore, a high-quality initial configuration (as created

by region-growing) is critical. Furthermore, the regular cell shape used
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by patch-initialization cannot capture the underlying patterns found

in many of our exemplars.

Meanwhile, region-growing adds new elements before each optimiza-

tion step, using greedy choices. Therefore, the starting configuration

for optimization is better (it is not random), and so the local minima

that optimization converges on should also be better.

Initially, region-growing can make some perfect decisions (so average

neighbourhood distance is near zero). Eventually, we run out of perfect

greedy and local choices and so the average neighbourhood distance

increases. The dips in average neighbourhood distance are the result of

local choices in the region-growing step. A generation algorithm that

made global decisions (across the horizon) would avoid this problem.

In the examples that we explored, we observe that the average neigh-

bourhood distance for region-growing (without optimization) had

not levelled off yet (the orange plots in Figure 4.15). Poor choices

accumulate, eventually the coherence between neighbouring elements

becomes low, and so the choices found by neighbourhood matching

become poor. For other settings (with optimization) an equilibrium

was eventually found sooner, and the average neighbourhood distance

levelled off.

Optimization helps prevent the accumulation of poor choices and

prevents a loss of coherence between neighbouring elements. We see

this in the levelling off of the local and global optimization curves.

However, as we observe in Figures 4.15a and 4.15b, local optimization

leads to higher average neighbourhood similarities than does global

optimization. We attribute this to ‘shearing’ artefacts between the

horizon elements and ‘frozen’ elements. Shearing artefacts occur when

elements are generated locally in the horizon, without interacting

with previously synthesized frozen elements. During optimization, we

combat shearing by expanding the horizon to include elements near

the horizon.

The last exemplar (Figure 4.15c) is interesting. Local optimization

produced the lowest final average neighbourhood distance. We suspect

that global optimization was overfitting to a single region of the

example-palette. Indeed, in some of our experiments, we found that

letting global optimization run for too long can produce very long
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artefacts running through the entire output domain. From the narrow

and greedy view of the optimization problem, those long straight

neighbourhoods are the best fit in many situations.

Our conclusion from this analysis is that patch-initialization can pro-

duce weak initial configurations that are impossible for the optimiza-

tion step to recover. Furthermore, it is not possible to align patch-

initialization cells to some of our examples, such as in Figure 4.15.

An interleaved region-growing and optimization strategy consistently

produce arrangements that have high-quality average neighbourhood

distance. This analysis demonstrates a significant improvement in

quality over Ma et al. [143] with our interleaved generation and opti-

mization method.

4.4.4 Synthesizing multi-sample elements

To synthesize arrangements of more complicated shapes, we use multi-

sample elements (as described by Ma et al. [143]). However, our greedy

region-growing algorithm copies all of the samples at once into the

output, leaving no room for better choices. In Figure 4.16, the vertically

oriented logs dominate as they tend to get copied first and then there

is no room to copy horizontal logs. We experimented with Monte-

Carlo Tree Search, which can backtrack, to solve this combinatorial

problem. However, this method was too slow for realtime interactive

applications.

4.4.5 Example objects and virtual worlds

Our system has applications for the design of virtual worlds, such as

those used in film or video games. We have designed a scenario with a

large example-palette and a big world. Our bunny-planet is composed

of 30 element types (Figure 4.1). In the final scene, there are 24,063

elements, which took 45 minutes to design. Rates of synthesis vary

between 2,050 elements/s (e.g. the groves of trees) to 3,200 elements/s

(e.g. stone walk-way). To accommodate differences in scale, elements in

the palette have different neighbourhood radii. For example, trees have
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Figure 4.16: Synthesizing logs with multiple samples has a bias for synthe-
sizing vertical logs. The logs are composed of multiple samples to capture
their long shape (as described in Ma et al. [143]). The example is inset left.

a large neighbourhood while the rocks have a small neighbourhood

(see Figure 4.7).

We used our system to design a virtual object inspired by a photo of

a glass-tiled bottle (Figure 4.17). Ma et al. [143] demonstrated their

method to change the attributes of the glass tiling, however with

evidence from Section 4.4.3, we suspect that patch-initialization cannot

synthesize the initial state of the bottle. Our bottle contains 21,806

elements synthesized at an average rate of 1,100 elements/s. It took

about 30 minutes to design. We capture the circle patterns using 3-ring

neighbourhoods. There are 1,061 elements in the example-palette.

4.5 summary

In this chapter, we introduced a realtime algorithm for synthesizing

element arrangements based on examples designed in a palette. Our

algorithm is general and has applications for virtual world construc-

tion, such as in video games and film. Our audience for this algorithm

is the computer graphics and texture synthesis communities, who

do not have a biology background, and therefore our results and

examples are related to video game world construction. However,

we developed our synthesis algorithm for interactively constructing
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(a) Real-life bottle

(b) Palette (c) (d)

Figure 4.17: (a) Photograph of glass tilings on a bottle by Flickr user Laras
Anjung. (d) We reproduce the photo using our interactive sketch-based
system and the exemplar in (b). (c) An under construction view.

illustrative mesoscale simulations filled with intricate molecular ar-

rangements. Two key features make our synthesis algorithm suitable

for this scenario, its interactive speed and the flexible example palette

with support for a variety of structured, stochastic and multiscale

texture examples. Yet, there are two missing pieces before we can

construct an illustrative simulation: 1) an interactive and sketch-based

environment that uses our synthesis algorithm to generate element

arrangements, and 2) how can we synthesize molecular-agents with

our element synthesis framework?

In Chapter 5, we introduce our system for large-scale agent-based

modelling in illustrative simulations. In Chapter 7, we describe our

sketch-based simulation canvas environment for interactively con-

structing illustrative simulations.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/larasanjung/3114532989/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/larasanjung/3114532989/


5
L A R G E - S C A L E A G E N T- B A S E D S I M U L AT I O N

David Goodsell’s static illustrations of the mesoscale reveal an ex-

pansive and detailed world. We take the next step and bring these

illustrations to life with illustrative simulation. An illustrative simula-

tion communicates scientific findings by programming those findings

into the rules and behaviours that govern a simulation. Illustrative

simulations are interactive: we inspect them from any perspective, and

we interactively manipulate and observe them.

How can we compute expansive and richly detailed simulations on

commodity hardware in realtime? For example, our mitochondrion

simulation contains more than 12,000 molecules, which is a great many

to render and simulate in realtime and VR. How do we program these

simulations? What software design techniques can we utilize to create

rich, expansive and realtime simulations? How can we interactively

create, arrange and configure such a large number of molecules?

5.1 challenges

Our simulation component addresses these challenges:

1. How can we simulate so many molecules in realtime? A su-

percomputer is required to simulate an extensive system like

the mitochondrion with molecular dynamics. Can we leverage

model abstraction to speed up our simulations? Simulating so

many entities efficiently on commodity hardware requires care-

ful system design and optimization. How can we optimize our

data structures and system architecture to exploit the significant

processing power of contemporary CPUs? Can we use the GPU

to accelerate some calculations?

76
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2. How can we model the relationships between molecules within

our simulations? A chemical bond is a relationship between two

molecules. A molecule embedded within a membrane is a rela-

tionship between the membrane and the embedded molecule.

How can we model relationships within our simulations and

can we use that model to compute simulation state?

3. How can we realistically and efficiently render so many molecules?

Many of the molecules that we render share similar visual repre-

sentations. How can we exploit GPU hardware features to render

tens-of-thousands of molecules in realtime for VR efficiently?

What lighting and rendering techniques can we leverage to im-

prove scene understanding and realism [206] that is also suitable

for high-performance realtime VR?

5.2 methodology

Molecular dynamics [193] is a bottom-up approach that simulates the

interactions between atoms in molecules and molecular systems. At

the level of David Goodsell’s mesoscale illustrations [67], and with bil-

lions of atoms, these models require supercomputers. We address the

challenge of simulating large-scale mesoscale illustrative simulations

on commodity hardware (Challenge 1) with model abstraction. Two

common approaches for complex system abstraction are DEMs [3] and

agent-based models (ABM) [94]. Previously, we used a hybrid model

that combined both a DEM for whole-cell dynamics and an ABM for

individual molecular interactions, in a model of the E. coli (Escherichia

coli) bacterium lactose metabolism system [54]. With LifeBrush, our

goal is to bring mesoscale illustrations to life, and therefore we con-

struct ABM models with tens-of-thousands of agents, and at this time

without DEM for whole-cell modelling.

The main challenge with building mesoscale models in silico is to

capture the emergent properties of the system. ABMs do this by

modelling local agent interactions, which give rise to global emergent

patterns [17]. In our system, we model molecules with agents, and

we embed scientific understanding in the rules and behaviours that

govern interactions between molecular-agents. From these interactions,
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system-level behaviour, like ATP synthesis (Case study 9.3.1) and

neuromuscular synapse activation emerge (Case study 9.2).

We developed a realtime simulation graph data structure (Section

5.5.2), that we call a GECS software framework to simulate large-

scale ABMs on commodity hardware (addressing challenges 2). The

simulation graph enables us to model relationships between molecules.

In our framework, agents are graph vertices, and the relationships

between agents are edges. For example, we model relationships like

molecular bonds with edge object data structures. We embed scientific

findings in rules and behaviours that operate on graph vertices (agents)

and edges (relationships).

Simulating tens-of-thousands of agents in realtime was not possible

with our previous simulation environment [97]. It is not even possible

with the actor-component model of the Unreal Engine 4 game engine

that our system is built with [53] (see Section 5.5). The former and

latter simulation environments were designed around object-oriented

design principles, and make poor use of contemporary CPU cached

memory architecture. Therefore, to achieve realtime simulation, we

designed our GECS framework to efficiently arrange and sort the

graph data in memory to exploit CPU cached memory architecture.

We also offload rigid-body physics calculations to the GPU with the

Flex particle physics library [159]. With our framework, we achieve 90

FPS with 12,000 molecular-agents.

We address the challenge of rendering large-scale simulations (chal-

lenge 3) by using GPU hardware instancing and realtime lighting

techniques. Hardware instancing is an efficient GPU programming

technique to render a large number of objects with identical mesh and

material properties.

We use molecular structures from the protein data bank1 and visualize

them as molecular surface meshes. To build these meshes, we use a

plugin for Maya 3D [7] called Molecular Maya [43]. To improve the

depth and realism of our scenes, we leverage Unreal’s sophisticated

lighting and rendering systems. GI is a model for how indirect light

bounces off surfaces onto other surfaces, and it dramatically improves

realism and depth understanding. However, it is costly to compute in

1 https://www.rcsb.org/

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
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realtime. We use Unreal Engine’s LPVs [53] to approximate GI in our

realtime scenes (Section 5.7).

We model molecular-agents with our GECS; however, their represen-

tation is separate from the elements in our element synthesis system

is different. Therefore, we developed a mapping to convert between

these two representations. The mapping enables our LifeBrush system

to simulate with molecular-agents and paint with elements, seamlessly

mapping between the two as needed (Section 5.8.1). In Chapter 7, we

introduce our sketch-based tools for painting molecular arrangements.

Our simulation graph framework is the foundation for our realtime

historical visualization tool and data structures. In Chapter 8, we

use our visualization to illustrate a richly detailed and expansive

mitochondrion. The contents in this chapter were previously published

in [37] and [39].

To design and assemble illustrative simulations, we need a simula-

tion engine and editor. A simulation engine includes components

for rendering, user interaction, and systems like rigid-body physics

simulations. Previously we built our own simulation engine [97] for

our E. coli model [54]. However modern AAA game engines, like the

Unreal Engine 4 [53] are now free for scientific use.

LifeBrush is a plugin for the Unreal Engine 4 AAA computer game

engine and editor [53]. It adds a VR illustrative canvas for sketch-

based construction, our GECS for simulating tens-of-thousands of

agents in realtime, tools for describing and simulating molecular self-

assembly (Chapter 6), and a tool for painting protein networks with

swarm grammars (Chapter 7.5). Our plugin adds property editors for

our GECS. We also integrated our GECS with Unreal’s serialization

system.

5.3 agent-based modelling

Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) consist of agents that interact with each

other in an environment. An agent is defined by the set of situations

it can be in, the actions it can execute, and a decision function that

considers the current situation and the agent’s internal data to deter-
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mine the next action to take [2]. For example, in the situation that an

ATP synthase agent is near an ADP molecular-agent and its rotor is

spinning (an internal data state), its decision function acts to convert the

ADP agent into an ATP agent (we will describe this in more detail in

Section 5.4 and Figure 5.2).

(a) Alignment rule. (b) Separation rule. (c) Cohesion rule.

Figure 5.1: Boid agent flocking behaviour follows three simple rules. Boids
interact with other boids that fall within their zone of interaction. Here, the
blue boid interacts with its green neighbours in its grey zone of interaction.
(a) A boid aligns its trajectory relative to the trajectory of its neighbours. (b)
A boid maintaines some separation distance from its neighbours to avoid
crowding. (c) A boid steers towards the average position of its neighbours.

A swarm system is a type of MAS in which swarm agents interact

with other nearby agents within their zones of interaction. For exam-

ple, Reynolds [180] model the flocking behaviour of birds and other

creatures with boid agents. Boids follow three simple rules: 1) a boid

aligns its trajectory with its neighbours, 2) a boid maintains some sep-

aration from its neighbours, and 3) a boid steers towards the average

position of its neighbours (Figure 5.1). Swarm systems model swarms

of insects, birds, and even biomolecules within a cell [93, 95, 96].

Swarm systems exhibit emergence, where complex system-level be-

haviour emerges from simple local interactions between individuals.

Biomolecular systems like the mitochondrion show emergence, where

cellular metabolism is an emergent property of the interactions be-

tween molecules. Molecules interact over short distances. Therefore,

we model biomolecular systems with the swarm system model.

5.4 mitochondrial molecular-agent behaviours

Consider ATP synthase. It is composed of an F0 region embedded in

the inner mitochondrial membrane, an F1 region where ADP attaches
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F0 region
Axle

Stator

Membrane

F1 region

Interaction cone

Symbol legend: Interaction sphereHydrogen ATPADP

(b) ATP synthase motor
behaviour

(c) ATP synthesis
behaviour

(a) ATP synthase regions

Figure 5.2: ATP synthase regions and behaviour. (a) ATP synthase is a com-
posed of the subunits labelled here. (b) The ATP synthase motor behaviour
causes ATP synthase to spin when a hydrogen agent enters its interaction
cone. (c) ADP is converted into ATP by a spinning ATP synthase agent.

to a phosphate molecule, an axel that connects the F0 and F1 regions,

and a stator (Figure 5.2a). As hydrogen ions flow through the F0 region,

they cause the F0 and axle to mechanically rotate [203]. The rotation

of the axle within the F1 region induces conformational changes that

allow it to bind ADP and phosphate, producing ATP. The stator holds

F1 in place while the axle and F0 region rotate.

We model ATP synthase as a swarm-agent. When a hydrogen agent

enters its F0 base zone of interaction, we transfer the hydrogen through

the F0 base and set a spinning internal state on the F1 head and rotor

(Figure 5.2b). When an ADP enters the F1 head’s zone of interaction,

and its internal spin state is set, we replace it with an ATP (Figure

5.2c). Phosphate is such a tiny molecule, and there are so many of

them in the mitochondrion, that we do not simulate them directly.

Instead, our simulation assumes that they are readily available. Our

mitochondrion simulation does not yet model ADP binding to sites

on the F1 head, we will add this to a future version of our simulation.

We model free-floating protons with hydrogen agents; each agent

represents many protons. Hydrogen agents, ADP, ATP and the other

molecules in our mitochondrion example have a random-walk be-

haviour. The random-walk behaviour approximates Brownian motion

by randomly changing direction at random intervals (Figure 5.3b).

Our mitochondrion illustrates the maintenance of a proton gradient

with proton-pumping agents. A proton pumping agent moves hy-
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Hydrogen
Interaction cone

Proton pump

(a) Proton pump agent behaviour. (b) Random walk agent behaviour.

Figure 5.3: Other agent behaviours in our mitochondrion example. (a) Proton
pumping agents move hydrogen agents across the inner mitochondrial mem-
brane when they enter their interaction codes. (b) The random-walk agent
behaviour simulates Brownian motion by randomly changing the agent’s
velocity at random intervals.

drogen agents across the inner mitochondrial membrane when they

enter its zone of interaction (Figure 5.3a). There is no such thing as

the proton pump that we depict in our mitochondrion. Instead, they

are an abstract representation of molecular players in the electron

transport chain. The result of the electron transport chain is to move

protons across the inner mitochondrial membrane into the cristae. A

future version of our simulation could include a full simulation of the

electron transport chain.

Illustrative simulations are as detailed as we want them to be. It

would not be difficult to model the ADP binding locations, or different

conformational states as an ATP synthase spins (for example, with

the states found by Zhou et al. [238]). Future work could even adapt

the behavioural level of detail, for example, when seen from far away,

we could use basic behaviours and increase the sophistication of the

interaction rules as we get closer to the agents. Illustrative simulation

is not about predicting new scientific findings. Instead, we intend to

illustrate scientific findings in an interactive and exciting environment.

Instead of reading text or listening to audio recordings, the user

obverses emergent system behaviour first-hand.

With a few interaction rules, our illustrative mitochondrion simulation

shows emergent behaviour. For instance, proton pumps maintain a

steady gradient of protons that drive ATP synthase activity, while ATP

synthase depletes the gradient. ADP depletes as ATP accumulates
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in matrix space. Near the inner mitochondrial membrane, we see a

complex network of interactions (Chapter 8).

Our mitochondrion example illustrates a general framework for mod-

elling interactions between molecular species. Molecular-agents inter-

act with other molecular-agents in a small neighbourhood. The action

that the agents take depends on their internal state and the state of

their surrounding environment. We apply this general framework for

our other case studies: 1) an agent-based model of neuromuscular

activation (Chapter 9.2) and 2) translation of mRNA into polypep-

tide chains by ribosomes (Chapter 9.4), 3) it is also the basis for

molecular-agents interacting with each other according to our rules in

our molecular building block system (Section 6).

We have described how we model the mitochondrion at an abstract

level. However, with so many agents, realtime simulation becomes a

challenge on commodity hardware. In the next section, we introduce

our software framework for large-scale agent-based simulation.

5.5 large-scale agent-based simulation

Game engines are complex pieces of software that encompass render-

ing, physics simulation, multiplayer networking, state serialization,

and scene editing. In the past, commercial game engines were expen-

sive, and therefore we previously developed our realtime simulation

engine for ABM from scratch [97]. However, our realtime simulation

engine did not have all the features of a commercial game engine.

Recently, commercial game engines like Unreal Engine 4 and Unity3D

have become free for scientific applications. We use the Unreal Engine

4 [53] to simplify the difficult task of building illustrative mesoscale

simulations. LifeBrush is a plugin that extends the engine and its editor

to efficiently and intuitively assemble large-scale illustrative mesoscale

simulations that run on commodity consumer hardware.

The Unreal Engine 4 [53] was designed for multiplayer games with

up to a few hundred interacting players and simulated entities. How-

ever, we want to simulate rich and expansive interactive simulations

with thousands of molecules. Out of the box, we were not able to
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achieve this goal with Unreal Engine’s actor-component architecture.

Our solution is to design our simulation and data structures around

contemporary CPU cached memory architecture to achieve maximum

performance. In this section, we describe how contemporary a CPU

cached memory architectures work, how to utilize them efficiently,

and our graph-based framework for efficiently computing tens-of-

thousands of agents in realtime with Unreal Engine 4.

5.5.1 Central processing unit memory architecture — exploiting the cache

To implement a high-performance framework for ABM, we carefully

consider CPU cached memory architecture. For details on how CPUs

cache and fetch memory, see Appendix A. The central processing unit

(CPU) executes instructions that manipulate data in main memory

through read-write operations. Contemporary CPUs operate at fre-

quencies that are orders of magnitude faster than main memory. CPUs

achieve high performance by caching small chunks of main memory

in fast, but small, memory caches. In the time it takes for the CPU

to execute a memory read request and the time it takes for the main

memory to satisfy the request, the CPU can waste hundreds of cycles

waiting for the memory (Figure A.1). Hardware streaming prefetch-

ers recognize sequential memory access patterns and fetch data into

fast CPU caches ahead of time. One of the easiest ways to achieve

maximum performance is to sort and process data in sequential order.

Data-Oriented Programming (DOD) exploits cached memory archi-

tectures to achieve high-performance [1, 152]. DOD avoids random

memory access patterns, and cache misses that deteriorate perfor-

mance. Fields are separated and sorted according to how they are

accessed and processed. DOD has become popular in the design of

game engines, where careful optimization and design is essential to

achieving realtime results. In practice, Object-Oriented Programming

(OOP) is about organizing source code around data types, and it of-

ten hides data structure layout behind abstraction layers, making it

difficult to process data efficiently [137]. However, for performance,

it is crucial to think about how to process data efficiently, and hiding

data behind layers of abstraction makes that task difficult. OOP design
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L1 cache 1ns

= 1ns

4ns

100ns

L2 cache

Main memory

Time to fulfil memory read/write

Figure 5.4: Memory latencies for L1 cache, L2 cache and main memory. A
reference to L1 cache takes approximately 1ns to fulfil, very close to how long
it takes a CPU to execute an instruction. It takes about 4ns to reference the l2
cache. It takes more than 100ns to reference main memory. These numbers
are from Colin Scott’s website (2019).

principles can lead to code with random access memory patterns, and

cache misses. With DOD, the programmer thinks foremost about the

data and how to process it.

The Unreal Engine 4 is highly optimized; however, because it is a

general-purpose game engine, the data structures that it uses to repre-

sent entities within a game world contain properties and data struc-

tures that we never utilize. These data structures have poor locality

in memory. Furthermore, it is challenging to avoid random access

memory patterns, and cache misses when working with this model

because we have little control over the order in which Unreal Engine

processes and accesses data. Therefore, we designed an ABM software

framework, following DOD principles, that carefully arranges and

sorts data in memory to achieve high performance. Our framework

keeps frequently accessed data, which we call hot data, separate from

infrequently accessed data, cold data, increasing cache utilization. Cold

data is infrequently accessed data, such as agent properties that we

do not update each frame. We describe our software system in Section

5.5.2.

5.5.2 A graph entity component system

Entity Component Systems (ECSs) are a DOD software architecture

gaining popularity for game engine architecture [179, 211]. ECSs are a

https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~rcs/research/interactive_latency.html
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method for composing game objects, such as a game character, out of

smaller software objects. An ECS represents entities—or interchange-

ably, agents in our ABM—as a composition of smaller component

objects. ECSs achieve high CPU performance through efficient data

organization. However, the ECS software architecture does not model

agent relationships. How can we model agent relationships and can

we use relationships as an additional way to compute and store simula-

tion state? Our answer to this question is the graph-entity-component-

system (GECS) that builds on the ECS software architecture.

Within our LifeBrush system we model an ABM, including agents and

relationships with a graph (Figure 5.5). We represent agents with agent-

nodes—the vertices in our simulation graph. An agent-node is a compo-

sition of smaller sub-objects called node-components. Node-components

are data structures that store properties and label the agent-node with

behaviours. We represent relationships between two agent-nodes as

undirected relationship-edges. An agent relationship is the composition

of sub-objects called edge-components. Edge-components are a data

structure that stores properties about a relationship and label the

relationship with behaviours. Following DOD design principles, the

GECS groups chunks of similarly typed data in main memory and

transforms the data in a predictable order—this allows the CPU hard-

ware prefetchers to stream main memory into the fast CPU caches

efficiently, avoiding caches misses.

We represent molecular-agents as a composition of node-component

data structures. Some of those node-components contain hot data,

while others contain cold data. For example, an ATP molecular-agent

has the following node-components:

• A rigid body physics particle node-component (cold data) that

identifies it as having rigid body physics properties like collision

and inertia.

• A linear velocity node-component (hot data) that stores the

current velocity of the particle.

• An ATP molecular species node-component (cold data) labelling

the molecular-agent as belonging to the ATP molecular species.
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A0 A1

A4

A2 A3

Node-agent

Node-components

Relationship-edge

Relationship-component

Figure 5.5: An abstraction example of our simulation graph for agent-
based simulation. Agents are agent-nodes (grey circles) and agent rela-
tionships are relationship-edges (black lines). Agent A0 is composed of
node-components—a blue cross, a green square, and an orange triangle.
Node-components are sub-objects that contain data about aspects of the
agent-nodes. Relationship-edges are composed of edge-components. For
example, the relationship between A0 and A1 contains a green filled circle
and doughnut edge-components. Edge-components store data about aspects
of the edge-relationship.

• A mesh node-component (cold data) that specifies its 3D mesh

and render material properties.

• A Brownian motion node-component (hot data) that updates

the linear velocity node-component at random time intervals

with a random velocity vector.

Each node-component type captures a small aspect of the agent. To

modify the agent, we modify its node-component, or we add or remove

node-components. For example, we transform the behaviour of our

agent when we replace the ATP molecular species node-component

with an ADP molecular species node-component. This model is power-

ful because we can dynamically modify agent-behaviour by modifying,

adding or removing components.
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A0, A1
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A1, A2
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Figure 5.6: The graph-registry data structures for the graph in Figure 5.5.
We store agents and agent relationships in a graph registry. Components
are stored in contiguous arrays (the sequence of coloured shapes) and a
two-way map associates those components with corresponding graph-node
handles, for example A0. Edge-components are also packed in contiguous
arrays, and a two-way map associates edge-to-edge pairs (like < A0, A1 >)
to edge-components. For example, we see that A0 has cross, triangle, and
square node-components and is related to agent-node A1 with a circle and
doughtnut edge-component.

We store GECS data in our graph-registry (Figure 5.6). The graph-

registry stores node-component data structures in contiguous arrays,

and this naturally separates hot and cold data and enables us to

stream data to the fast CPU caches efficiently. In our implementation,

we reference node-components in the array by agent-node handles or by

their position within the array. Agent-node handles are 32-bit integer

identifiers, and each agent-node has a unique handle. We store edge-

component data structures of the same type in contiguous arrays.

Edge-components connect two agent-nodes. Edge-components are

indexable by their associated edge-node handles (an edge connects

two edge-nodes) or by their position within the arrays. Deleting an

agent-node from the graph-registry automatically deletes adjacent

relationship-edges and edge-components.
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Figure 5.7: A system pipeline in our GECS. Systems transform node-
components and edge-components to update simulation state. Here, System0
is updating the circle and doughnut edge-components from Figure 5.5.
System1 transforms the square and cross node-components. System2 sorts
the square node-components relative to the order of the triangle-node com-
ponents. Next, System2 transforms the triangle node-components using the
triangle node-components and associated square node-components. Without
first sorting the square-node components we would would access them out
of order.

Systems in our system pipeline (Figure 5.7) implement the rules and

behaviours of our GECS. Following DOD software design princi-

ples, we organize systems as a pipeline of data transformations over

node-component and edge-object arrays. Node-components and edge-

components only hold data; they do implement behaviour with in-

stance methods, and instead, systems implement the rules and be-

haviours of the GECS. We design systems and node-component data

structures around minimally small data transformations. For example,
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the Brownian motion system operates on the linear velocity node-

component array and the Brownian motion node-components that

store timing information. Breaking a complicated system like the mi-

tochondrion into many small data transformation operations makes it

easy to arrange our data in main memory performantly.

Some systems access multiple node-component arrays at the same

time, to support this, the graph-registry has a random access interface

for retrieving node-components by their graph-node handle. Random

access operations result in cache misses. Therefore we allow systems

to sort node-component arrays to minimize cache misses. For example,

in Figure 5.7, system2 sorts the square node-component array relative

to the triangle node-component array before accessing information

from both arrays to update the triangle node-components. Without

sorting, we would access the square node-components in random

order. The sort operation incurs cache misses, but the next time we

sort, the data is likely to be in the correct order. The sort operation has

very little overhead when operating on sorted data since sorted data

is cache-friendly. We process and sort edge-components in a similar

manner as node-components.

5.5.3 Aggregate agents

Relationships allow us to create aggregate agents by linking several

agents together with relationship-edges. Agents in an aggregate agent

have different roles. For example, consider a nicotinic acetylcholine re-

ceptor aggregate agent from our neuromuscular illustrative simulation

(Chapter 9.2). The receptor allows Na+ ions to flow bi-directionally

across the membrane when two acetylcholine neurotransmitters bind

to its two receptor sites. We model the receptor as an aggregate agent,

with two acetylcholine binding site agent-nodes and a Na+ channel

agent-node. We link the nodes together with rigid-body connections

edge-components. With our neuromuscular synapse example (Chapter

9.2), we use aggregate agents to link proteins filaments into proteins

networks.
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Acetylcholine binding sites agent-nodes

Na+ channel agent-node

Nicotinic acetylcholine receptor
Membrane

Figure 5.8: An nicotinic acetylcholine receptor aggregate agent from our
neuromuscular synapse case study (Chapter 9.2). The aggregate agent is
composed of an Na+ channel agent-node that allows Na+ ions to flow through
the receptor, and two acetychole binding site agent-nodes.

5.5.4 Comparisons to entity-component systems

Recently the Unity 3D game engine has implemented an entity-

component system [211] and can now achieve impressive performance

for large-scale simulations like our mitochondrion. Our system is

one of the only implementations of an ECS within Unreal Engine

4. However, it is more potent because of its graph topology. Our

graph topology enables us to efficiently model agent relationships as

relationship-edges and edge-components. Our graph enables interest-

ing constructs, like aggregate agents composed of sub-agents.

5.6 realtime large-scale rigid body physics with flex

Rigid body physics engines model the kinetics of moving objects

(integrating their position and velocities over time) and their rigid body

dynamics when they collide with other objects or the environment.

We use rigid-body physics to contain molecular species in different

regions of the cell and as a component in modelling Brownian motion—

where molecules bounce off each other and invisible water molecules.

Flex is a realtime rigid-body and fluid particle physics library that
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executes on the GPU [145, 159]. Flex represents fluids and rigid-bodies

with particles. Flex particles have a fixed radius and interact with

neighbouring particles. Rigid-body particles collide with each other. Tunnelling is where

high-speed particles

tunnel through solid

surfaces or other

particles due to too

large integration

steps.

Rigid body particles interact with fluid particles and enable rigid-

body fluid interactions. With Flex we can achieve realtime large-scale

rigid-body physics simulations running on the GPU. At this time,

our mitochondrion does not use fluid particles. The particle-based

approach for rigid body interactions is not as accurate as other rigid-

body physics engines (like Bullet [33]). However, it is much faster. In

our simulations, we found that we do not need the increased accuracy

when we choose large particle radii to minimize tunnelling.

Figure 5.9: To create a rigid body in the Flex particle physics engine [159] we
fill a triangular mesh (left) with particles and connect them with rigid-body
connection edge-components in LifeBrush so that they move as one.

Flex approximates complicated rigid bodies, such as a Bunny mesh,

with particles distributed uniformly throughout the interior of the

mesh (Figure 5.9). To specify rigid bodies within our LifeBrush sys-

tem we connect them together in our graph-registry with rigid body

connection edge-components. A rigid-body constraint in Flex treats the

collection as one object. Collisions between rigid bodies happen be-

tween the particles belonging to the bodies.
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Distance constraint

Agent-nodes pivot around each other

Figure 5.10: Distance constraint edge-components link two particles together
so that they can pivot around each other at a fixed distance.

Distance constraint edge-components connect two agent-nodes within

Flex so that they can pivot around each other. However, the distance be-

tween them remains constant (Figure 5.10). We use distance constraints

to create networks of interconnected protein filaments (Chapter 9.1).

5.6.1 Neighbourhood queries with bounding volume hierarchies

Efficiently finding nearby agents in our mitochondrion is critical for

our realtime ABM simulation. Therefore, our early experiments used

neighbourhood information calculated on the GPU by the Flex physics

library (version 1.2). However, we determined that there are bugs in

the library and that the neighbourhood information is incorrect—for

example, incorrect neighbourhood information was the source of the

teleportation bug in Figure 8.3. Therefore, we use a Bounding Volume

Hierachy (BVH) data structure to perform neighbourhood queries on

the CPU [105]. A BVH is a spatial (3D) data structure to find objects

overlapping a query point efficiently, answering such questions in

O(log n) time. Future work could implement the BVH construction

on the GPU [103].

5.7 rendering thousands of agents in realtime

In large-scale ABMs, rendering many agents on the GPU is a challenge.

The Unreal Engine sends draw-calls from the CPU to the GPU to

render objects. Draw calls are expensive because the GPU has to

load and change internal state to process the draw call. In Unreal

Engine (version 4.18) drawing many dynamic entities with the same
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material and mesh properties results in many draw calls. Hardware

instancing is a way to draw thousands of objects efficiently, that share

the same material and mesh properties, with a single draw-call. The

draw-call includes a data buffer, sent to the GPU, containing the

world transform of the objects to be drawn. Mesh node-components

specify the material and mesh properties of molecular-agents. We

automatically group mesh node-components with the same material

and mesh properties into a single buffer and use Unreal Engine’s

UInstanceStaticMeshComponent to render them.

Unreal Engine’s GI is a lighting technique that simulates indirect

lighting effects, such as objects illuminated by light bouncing off

a wall. GI enhances realism and the perception of depth within a

scene. Ray-tracing is an expensive technique that can achieve GI by

tracing how rays of light bounce off objects within a scene. Even with

realtime ray tracing GPU hardware released in 2019, this is still too

expensive for VR. Therefore, we experimented with several out-of-

the-box techniques that approximate GI included with the Unreal

Engine.

Distance Field Global Illumination (DFGI) approximates complex ob-

ject geometry with coarse, low resolution, volumetric distance fields.

Distance fields are ray-traceable in realtime. However, hardware limita-

tions around the number of distance-fields that can be on screen at the

same time made it impossible to use this technique for GI in LifeBrush.

The technique that we chose is the Unreal Engine’s LPVs. Initially

developed for the Crytek 3 game engine [101], LPVs approximate how

light propagates through a small region of the scene, it models light

within a scene as a grid. The algorithm starts by injecting light at the

light points and propagates it cell by cell through the grid. LPVs are

capable of realtime GI effects in VR. However, they exhibit significant

light bleeding artefacts and require low-resolution grids for realtime

effects. For our purpose, the implementation of the technique included

in Unreal Engine 4 was a satisfactory tradeoff between performance

and quality (Figure 5.11). We also considered Nvidia’s voxel cone trac-

ing technology for GI [35] which is much higher quality than LPVs;

however, it was too slow for VR.
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(a) LPV off. (b) LPV on.

Figure 5.11: Realtime LPVs approximate GI to improve realism. (a) Without
LPVs we see lighting artifacts (white dotted lines), such as highlights where
there should be none. (b) With LPVs objects are more accurately illuminated.

5.8 synthesizing molecular-agents

LifeBrush uses our discrete element texture synthesis algorithm de-

scribed in Chapter 4 to generate molecular-arrangements. Agents are

not elements. We paint with elements, and we simulate with agents.

We use a map to convert back and forth between agents and elements

(Figure 5.13).

We customize the element attribute vector from Equation 4.1. The

attribute vector consists of two node-components, an appearance identi-

fier and a behaviour identifier. We set the vector components when we

map from agents to elements. The appearance identifier is a unique in-

teger for the combination of mesh and material properties of an agent.

When two agents have the same mesh and material, they also have the

same appearance identifier. The behaviour identifier is an integer for the

unique combination of node-components attached to an agent. When

two agents have the same set of node-components, they have the same

behaviour identifier.

Let a and b be elements, with attribute vectors [αa, βa] and [αb, βb]

respectively, where αa is the appearance identifier for a and βa is its
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behaviour identifier. The similarity measure between a and b is given

by the equation:

|a− b| = ω0(αa, αb) + ω1(βa, βb), (5.1)

where ω0 and ω1 are customizable functions comparing two attributes.

In our implementation, ω0(αa, αb) = 0 if elements a and b have the

same appearance identifier, and 1 if not. Likewise, ω1(βa, βb) = 0 if

the elements have the same behaviour identifier, and 1 if not. In other

words, two elements are similar when they have the same appearance

and behaviour. Our discrete element texture synthesis algorithm uses

the element similarity measure to match elements that are the same

(by appearance and behaviour) in the output and example [38]. With

two attribute node-components, it is possible to synthesize two agents

that look the same, but have different behaviours—we exploit this

ability to paint new behaviour onto previously synthesized agents (see

Chapter 9.3.1).

5.8.1 Mapping agents to elements and vice versa

map

Agent

components
position

mapElement

attribute vector

additional
data

appearance id mesh and
materialbehaviour id

position

...
Brush
path

agents

agents

elements

elements

SimulationPainting

Figure 5.12: Our generative tools synthesize elements. When we simulate,
we map elements into agents. When we paint again, we map the agents
back into elements. The additional data area of the element stores the agent
state and configuration. The position maps to the element position. Each
unique combination of agent appearance and behaviour gets a unique integer
identifier. We store the appearance identifier and the behaviour identifier in
the element attribute vector, which we use to compare the similarity of two
elements during element synthesis.

We paint with elements, and we simulate with agents. When we switch

between painting and simulating, we map elements to agents, and vice
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versa (Figure 5.12). An element in LifeBrush contains an additional data

area. To map an agent to an element, we copy the agent agent-node,

and adjacent-nodes in aggregate, into the additional data area. Then,

we set the appearance identifier and the behaviour identifier of the

element’s attribute vector. Now represented as elements, the element

synthesis framework can use the neighbourhood similarity function

(Equation 5.1) to generate new elements along the brush-path. Figure

5.13 contains an example mapping for our ATP synthase agent.

Our element-synthesis framework (Chapter 4) is a separate plugin to

LifeBrush. Its representation of an element is compact, efficient and

separate from an agent. In future work, we would like to include

other element synthesis algorithms along with their internal represen-

tations. Mapping allows us, and other users of LifeBrush, to keep the

representation of elements separate from our agent representation.

Element
position

attribute vector:
appearance id: 23
behaviour id: 42

additional data:
mesh and material
ATP synthesis
rigid body particle

ATP Synthase Agent
position

components:
mesh and material
ATP synthesis
rigid body particle

to id

copy

copy

to id

Figure 5.13: Mapping an ATP synthase agent to an element. An ATP synthase
agent has a node-component for ATP synthesis behaviour, a node-component
for rigid-body interaction through the Nvidia Flex particle physics engine
[145, 159], a mesh node-component with associated material, and a static
position node-component to keep it anchored to the membrane surface. The
unique combination of these node-component classes gets an identifier (for
example, 42), which we map to the behaviour identifier of the element. The
mesh and material properties get another unique identifier (for example,
23) that maps to the appearance component of the element. We copy node-
components to the element additional data area. Mapping the element to an
agent copies the additional data area node-component back to the agent.

5.9 swarm grammars

Subunits combine to form macromolecular structures at the mesoscale.

For example, the neuromuscular synapse is densely packed with a

network of protein filaments, that branch and connect, creating a
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thick mesh that holds the presynaptic and postsynaptic cells together

(Figure 9.1). Procedural rule systems excel at generating such organic

structures (Section 3.5). We use a simple and powerful procedural rule

system, swarm grammars, for the protein networks in our simulations

[95].

Swarm grammars build on Lindenmayer systems (L-systems [134]) to

evolve 3D structures in time and space [95]. Swarm grammars extend

the L-system string interpretation system from a single turtle to con-

structor agents that execute the grammar and swarm behaviours. For

example, a constructor agent might execute a simple string grammar

that creates a long filament while randomly walking through the sim-

ulation. We implement a simple swarm grammar system in LifeBrush

to generate protein filament networks.

Our swarm grammar implementation operates on strings of symbols,

for example, AAAA. At each time step, we expand the string of

symbols with production rules. For example A = B, replaces each A

with a B. At time step t0 we have the string, t0 : A. With the production

rule A = B, B, B, B at the next time step we have t1 : B, B, B, B—we use

commas to separate the symbols in the string. We can create branching

strings. For example, we have the rules C = C, D, C and D = D, D.

We initialize our string at the first time step t0 : C, at the next time

step we have t1 : C, D, C, and then t2 : C, D, C, D, D, C, D, C and so on.

Symbols in swarm grammars have a corresponding constructor agent

template. Instantiating a symbol instantiates the constructor agent.

We attach behaviours to those agents, such as Brownian motion, or

binding rules that connect two molecular-agent species.

In our neuromuscular synapse case study (Section 9.2), we imple-

mented simple, finite swarm grammar rules for generating protein

networks. For example, laminin is a protein with a distinctive and

flexible cross structure (Figure 5.15).

Figure 5.14: The swarm grammar for laminin. 4× LSeg is shorthand for
LSeg, LSeg, LSeg, LSeg.

• Lam = LG, 10× LSeg, LStar, 4× LSeg, LN

• LStar = LArm, LArm

• LArm = 4× LSeg, LN
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To generate laminin, we use the swarm grammar in Figure 5.14. In

that figure, we also attach attributes to the symbols; for example, the

LStar symbol expands its string by spawning LArm perpendicular to

the filament. The constructor agents link previously generated agents

together with distance constraint edge-objects and mesh filament

edge-objects (that generates a mesh between two agents). We use

our generative brushes to synthesize seed constructor agents to grow

large protein filament networks rapidly. LifeBrush also has swarm

grammar brushes for expanding swarm grammars along the brush

path (Chapter 7).

LStar

LSeg

LG
LN

Figure 5.15: A laminin filament generated with our laminin swarm grammar
(Figure 5.14). The agents instantiated by the grammar are laid over its 3D
structure, and the symbol that generated the agents are labelled and colour
coded.

5.10 discussion

We use our GECS to simulate large-scale ABMs on the CPU and GPU

that we could not previously achieve with our previous mesoscale

simulations [54]. In Chapter 9, we use it to simulate systems with

thousands of agents, in realtime. Our graph topology is useful; for ex-

ample, we use it to build complex aggregate agents (see the ribosomes

in Chapter 9.4.2). We also use our graph topology to represent the

protein filament networks in our neuromuscular synapse case study
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(see Chapter 9.2). Our implementation of swarm grammars gives

us a tool that, in addition to our discrete element texture synthesis

system we use to synthesize networks of interconnected proteins in

our illustrative mesoscale simulations. In Chapter 7, we describe our

sketch-based tools to paint LifeBrush illustrative simulations.
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M O L E C U L A R B U I L D I N G B L O C K S — M O D E L L I N G

M A C R O M O L E C U L A R A S S E M B LY

How do large-scale biomolecular structures, like actin filaments, mi-

crotubules and even viral capsids form (Figure 6.1a)? These structures

possess an incredible property: they form without external templates.

Macromolecular structures form when small subunits interact accord-

ing to specific geometric rules. In a sense, the subunits of macromolec-

ular assembly are like toy building blocks, that we interconnect and

lock together in specific orientations to build toy houses, cars and

spaceships. Without a human to piece them together, molecular build-

ing blocks use Brownian motion to jostle into position on a growing

structure. When they randomly reach the exact position and orienta-

tion necessary, they interact more strongly with their neighbours to

hold themselves in place. Just like with toy building blocks, molecules

interact when they are positioned and arranged correctly —we can’t

stick the pointy ends of two toy building blocks together and expect

them to fit.

Many of Goodsell’s [67] illustrations contain macromolecular struc-

tures, like microtubules, actin filaments, intermediate filaments, and

virus capsids. Interactively generating, modelling and simulating these

structures is an essential component for illustrating the mesoscale.

Problem How can we model and simulate macromolecular assembly, and

how can we define the assembly rules? Our system is interactive and

spatial, so is there a spatial, visual and interactive way to program

the geometric rules for actin self-assembly, and other self-assembling

structures, without writing any code?

Challenges

1. Realtime simulation How can we use our spatial rules to com-

pute interactions between macromolecular subunits in a realtime

interactive simulation? Molecular dynamics is a bottom-up so-

101
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lution for computing macromolecular interactions, but it is too

expensive for a realtime simulation. We must use model abstrac-

tion to simplify the problem. Can we leverage techniques from

computer graphics for realtime macromolecular simulation?

2. Constructing interactive spatial rules How can we embed 3D

rules for macromolecular self-assembly in our LifeBrush envi-

ronment? We want to build interactive tools, so writing code to

define self-assembly rules is too complicated. Instead, can we

create a small piece of a macromolecular structure and use that

as a rule for self-assembly interactions between subunits?

Methodology Our idea is a MBB system. We interactively define small

3D rule arrangements that describe a small component of a larger

macromolecular structure in a rule palette—for example, the rule for

actin filaments contains three components (Figure 6.1). The rule palette

is a subset of the element-arrangement palette in our LifeBrush system,

and it utilizes the same user interface and tools. Our optimization

component applies the rules to each molecular-agent in the system to

align and position its neighbours. Rules match on molecular species—

an actin assembly rule does not affect microtubule dimers, for example.

Rules also match on position and orientation; when molecular-agents

are facing the wrong direction, or they are too far apart, we do not

apply the rule.

There are three steps components to our algorithm: step 1) find appli-

cable rule arrangements for each agent, 2) apply the applicable rules to

each agent to optimize the position of neighbouring agents, 3) do the

same for orientations. The optimization component of this problem is

nearly identical to the optimization from our discrete element texture

synthesis system (Chapter 4). Rules are similar to example agent ar-

rangements, and the optimizer relaxes neighbouring agents based on

predictions derived from the example agent arrangement (identical

to Chapter 4.3.2). Where the system is different is how we generate

the predictions, two molecular species only interact when we find

mutually compatible rule arrangements. Mutually compatible rules

occur when we find the correct combination of orientation, relative

position and molecular species.
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Seed (three actin monomers)Actin monomer

(a) A self assembling actin filament.

(b) Side view. (c) Perspective view.

Figure 6.1: We model and simulate macromolecular self assembly with a
sptial rule system. (a) Actin momoners self-assembly into actin filaments
according to spatial rules. (b and c) The MBB rule for actin filament assembly
contains three rule elements. Two elements are aligned on the plain, the other
is tilted off axis by 30

◦[173]. The tilted rule causes the actin filament to wind
around the axis of the filament.

Our system consists of two separate domains. The agents in the simu-

lation are one domain; the second domain consists of rule elements.

Rule-elements, like discrete elements, have a position and orientation.

They also have a molecular species identifier. A rule is a set of grouped

rule elements.

This chapter builds on our publication for our discrete element texture

synthesis system [38]. However, we have not yet published results

for this chapter. In Chapter 7 we introduce a novel tool, based on

the generation step in our discrete element texture synthesis system

(Section 4.8b), for growing molecular-agents along the brush path by
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Alignment target

(a) Rule (b) Simulation
agents Possible alignments

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 6.2: We apply the rule from (a) to the alignment target in (b). The
target has two neighbours. There are three configurations to apply the rule
(c-e). A black line connects paired rule-elements and agents. Rule (e) is the
only rule fully paired, and so we keep its pairings while discarding the pairs
from (c) and (d).

applying MBB rules. We demonstrate our system by growing and

simulating actin filaments and microtubules (Chapter 9.4).

6.1 interaction pairs

The goal of discrete element texture synthesis is to synthesize output

arrangements so that the neighbourhoods around elements are similar

to element positions in the example. With MBB, the goal is nearly

the same, except we place additional, discrete constraints on what

constitutes a similar example neighbourhood. There are two steps to

this process: 1) We align a rule with an agent in the simulation and

check whether the neighbouring agents align with paired rule-elements

(Figure 6.2). We discard rules when their rule-elements do not pair

with agents in the simulation. 2) Among the rules that leftover from

step 1, we find the rule with rule-elements that form the most similar

pairs to the agents in the simulation.

Our neighbourhood similarity measure for discrete element texture

synthesis (Equation 4.1) aligns an example neighbourhood to the

output on position alone. With MBB, we align rule element neigh-

bourhoods based on position and orientation. Each rule-element in

a rule is the origin of the rule. Therefore, there are several configura-

tions to evaluate for each rule. A rule configuration sets one of the

rule-elements as the origin of the rule and aligns the neighbouring

rule elements to the alignment target agent in the simulation. We

align the neighbourhood positionally and also align its orientation
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(relative to the current rule origin) with the agent in the simulation.

Then, as with discrete element texture synthesis (Section 4.2), we find

the pairings between neighbouring agents in the simulation and the

aligned rule-elements (see the black lines in Figure 6.2). However, we

do not use a greedy pair assignment algorithm.

Let S im be the set of agents in our simulation and a ∈ S im is one of

our agents. The neighbourhood of surrounding agents in some radius

of a is n(a). Let Ri be a rule, and r ∈ Ri a rule-element in the rule.

Let qa be the orientation of our agent, and pa be its position. To find

pairings between agents and rule-elements, we use Hungarian pair

assignment [117]. The pair assignment finds the optimal assignment

of rule-elements in n(r) to agents in n(a) so that the rotations and

positions have a minimum difference. We measure positional differ-

ence using the l2-norm, and we measure rotation difference by finding

the minimum angular distance between two orientations. We assign

an infinite cost to pairings between incompatible molecular species,

and we assign a significant discount to pairings we found in previ-

ous simulation steps. Discounting previous assignments increases the

temporal stability, without, rule applications can oscillate violently

(tearing actin filaments apart).

Next, we filter unreciprocated rules, that is if we are going to apply a

rule from one agent to another, the receiving agent must also have a

rule to apply to the other agent. Without this filter, we got a meaning-

less network of interactions that never converges on a low energy state

(like an actin filament). The reciprocation filter essentially requires our

interaction networks to be bidirectional, rather than directional. It also

enforces the requirement that agents interact just when they are in the

correct position and orientation relative to each other.

Actin monomers interact strongly with other monomers when there

are neighbouring monomers in the correct configuration; otherwise,

they weakly interact with other actin monomers. Just two actin monomers

weakly interact, unlikely to form a filament until a third monomer

comes along to form a seed on which additional monomers can grow.

We model this aspect of molecular assembly with rule element at-

tributes. We have three attributes. Occupied: the rule positions must be

occupied, or the rule is filtered. Optional: the rule position does not
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have to be occupied when applying the rule, but if it is, the occupying

agent must reciprocate with a compatible rule. Empty: the rule posi-

tion must be empty for the whole rule to be applied to neighbouring

agents. With these rules, we can model actin filament formation, with

a rule with three occupied rule-elements. We model end-capping—

when a protein caps the end of an actin filament to prevent further

growth–with an empty rule position. To model other molecular species

interacting with actin filaments, the optional rule specifies that the rule

should be applied if available; otherwise, we do not filter the rule.

6.2 optimization

From the previous step, we now have a set of interaction pairs the

agents in our simulation. We use the interaction pairs to predict

positions and orientations that our optimizer will use to update the

agent positions (Figure 6.3). The set of interaction pairs for neighbours

a′ ∈ n(a) and rule elements in the neighbourhood r′ ∈ n(r) is {(r′, a′)}.
We turn these interaction pairs in predicted prediction vectors. The

predicted position for an agent a′ ∈ n(a) is p′a′ = pa + qaq̇−1
r (̇pr′ − pr).

To find the new particle positions, we feed the predictions into our

optimizer (Section 4.3.2). We generate rotational predictions in the

same manner, except we optimize their position using Quaternion

averaging [146].

We do not directly apply the optimized positions and orientations.

Instead, we use the difference between the original agent positions

and the new agent positions—and angular velocities—to apply force

and torque to the agents. However, this is a limitation of our current

method. We discretely apply rules, so from one frame to the next,

which rule we apply to two agents can suddenly change. Hence, the

forces also suddenly change, which manifests as molecular-agents

stuttering between two applicable rules.
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(a) Rule

(b) Predicted positions and orientations.

(c) Relaxed positions and orientations.

Figure 6.3: We previously found the interaction pairs for each MBB agent in
the simulation by pair assignment and filtering of the rules (a). (b) We use
those pairs to creates predicted positions and orientations for the agents. (c)
The relaxed positions and orientations produced by our optimization step.
We use the relaxed positions and orientations to calculate acceleration and
torque that nudge the agents into their resting positions.

6.3 discussion

With our discrete element texture synthesis system, we generate struc-

tured and stochastic agent arrangements. However, this system is not

sufficient for generating macromolecular structures. With MBB, we

simulate and model macromolecular self-assembly. We design spatial

assembly rules visually and interactively, and our optimization system

applies them to the agents in our simulation. Our user interface for

MBB utilizes the same one constructing molecular agent arrangements

(Section 7.2.1). The performance of our current MBB system is limited

to a few hundred agents in realtime. Future work will improve this

by stable interactions between molecular-agents, so we don’t have

to search for and apply rules from the entire ruleset. On their own,

actin-monomer agents self assemble into actin-filaments. However,

our system is for illustration, and we want to keep the human in

the loop. Therefore, we added a sketch-based brush that uses MBB

rules to generate agents along the brush path (Chapter 7.4). We apply

our system for sketching actin filaments in a neuromuscular synapse

(Section 9.2).
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S K E T C H - B A S E D C O N S T R U C T I O N I N T H E

L I F E B R U S H S Y S T E M

Manually placing individual agents is tedious and time-consuming [54,

233]. Fully automatic processes pack molecules into dense biomolec-

ular scenes [108, 149]. However, these processes remove the human

from the loop, making it difficult to finely and interactively control

element placement. Our goal is to achieve the best of both worlds with

interactive construction.

Inspired by physical pencil-and-paper interactions, sketch-based inter-

faces are used extensively for 3D modelling [163]. A challenge with

2D sketch-based interfaces is how to embed what is fundamentally

a 2D curve created by a 2D input device (mouse and keyboard or a

digital pen) into a 3D environment. Recent commodity hand-held VR

controllers track 3D position and orientation. Google’s Tilt Brush uses

VR devices to paint 3D curves directly in space [74]. Can we use VR

headsets and input devices to immerse the simulation designer in an

interactive 3D simulation canvas?

The protein data bank1 contains structural information for a vast array

of proteins and biomolecules [12]. However, it is incomplete, and the

structural information for many proteins and protein conformations

in larger structures is missing. How can we handle missing structural

information in our illustrative simulations?

Specifications Our interactive system keeps the human in the loop

to synthesize agent arrangements. Our generative tools must be fast,

interactive, and realtime.

Challenges The challenges for interactively constructing dense and

expansive scenes in LifeBrush are:

1. Interactive molecular-arrangement synthesis How to fill sim-

ulations with densely packed molecular arrangements while

1 https://www.rcsb.org/
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keeping the illustrator in the loop? How can we connect that sys-

tem with our simulation framework to synthesize and configure

large scale agent-based scenes like our mitochondrion?

2. Interactive sculpting How to interactively construct mesoscale

biostructures? How can we interactively sculpt molecular sur-

faces for biomolecules and states for which we don’t have struc-

tural information? How can we interactively construct the large

scale structures in our scenes, such as the inner mitochondrial

membrane?

The results in this chapter are published in [39]. The sketch-based

integration with our discrete element texture synthesis system is

published in [38]. Our MBB generative brush (Section 7.4) and swarm

grammar brush (Section 7.5) are unpublished results.

7.1 methodology

Our solution is an interactive and immersive 3D simulation canvas

based on our simulation framework (see Chapter 5). We design exam-

ple agent arrangements on-the-fly in a palette and paint them into the

simulation canvas with generative tools.

Generative tools Our 3D generative brushes interact with our discrete

element texture synthesis system (see Chapter 4) to synthesize element

arrangements. The generative tools track the position of VR input

devices, and we synthesize agent arrangements along the brush path.

Example palette The example-palette is a virtual metaphor for the

artist’s paint palette. It is a space within our 3D simulation canvas

where the user places agents to create element arrangements. We

utilize the Unreal property editor to configure the agents.

Sculpting tool Our interactive VR sculpting tool acts on “virtual clay”.

We use it to sculpt molecular structures and mesoscale ultrastructures

(like membranes). Our virtual clay is a scalar field of density values,

and we use implicit surface construction [15, 228], based on manifold

dual-marching cubes, to extract 3D geometry [192]. We break the

scalar field into small chunks that are efficient to process with cached

memory architectures.
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(a) Menu.

Generation brush
radius

Top click
Bottom click

(b) Generation brush.

Selection sphere

(c) Selection brush.

Figure 7.1: VR controller operation. (a) To switch between tools and manipulate settings, the user
points their controller at a menu in VR. The VR controller’s analogue trigger controls the size of the
generation brush (b) and selection brush (c). (b) Clicking the top or bottom of the trackpad toggles
different tool modes.

7.2 generative brushes in virtual reality

In LifeBrush, the tip of the VR hand-held controllers is used for sketch-

based interactions, navigation and VR menu interaction (Figure 7.1).

We switch between tools and modes using the VR menu. We support

room-scale VR navigation (Figure 1.2) and navigation gestures. Like

an astronaut pulling his or her way through a space station, we pull

ourselves through the world with the grab gesture.

The generative-brush is our mechanism for guiding molecular-agent

synthesis within our simulation canvas. As the user moves the con-

troller through space, to define the brush-path, we synthesize elements

along the path in realtime. The generative-brush path B is composed

of a set of spheres which have a position and a radius (bpi, bri) (Figure

7.2a). We sample the 3D position of the brush and the status of the

analogue trigger each frame. We filter points, as the user sketches the

path so that points are only added to B when they are some constant

radius from the other points in the path (this is a system parameter).

The depression of the VR controller’s analogue trigger sets the radius

of the brush points.

The set of spheres in the brush-path B defines a region to generate

elements in, and we do not generate elements outside the region. We

seed the first point in the path by copying a small patch of elements
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Brush-stroke

Synthesize along path

(a) Generative-Brush We synthesize new molecular-agents within the brush-
path B. We add new brush-points to the brush path as the user creates the
brush stroke, and we synthesize elements dynamically at the same time.

Fill-point

(b) Filler Tool We fill the empty region from the fill-point until there is no
more space to add new molecular-agents.

Brush-stroke

(c) Eraser Removing elements along the brush stroke (orange dashed-line).

Figure 7.2: Our sketch-based tools applied to a planar surface in VR.
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from the example. We synthesize new elements along the brush path,

each frame, wherever there is room to do so. Therefore, our generative-

brush gives immediate and interactive feedback. When the brush path

B overlaps previously synthesized elements, their attribute vectors

and positions are updated relative to the example. There are useful

applications for this; for example, we use the generative brush to

retroactively add ATP synthase behaviour to agents (Figure 9.10b).

With the filler tool, (Figure 7.2b) the user identifies a fill point where

there are no elements, then we synthesize elements from that point

until there is no more room to do so. The eraser (Figure 7.2c) removes

elements within a certain distance of the brush path. The selection

brush selects agents in a radius around the brush.

In our original discrete element texture synthesis system, we use

mouse and keyboard interaction [38]. As the mouse moves across

the screen, we ray-trace against the scene geometry to find surface

positions directly beneath the mouse cursor. Those positions form the

brush path B, instead of the VR controller positions.

In Figure 7.3, we demonstrate a sketch-based 3D modeling and texture

synthesis application of our system with a stretch-tool. The stretch

tool deforms the underlying geometry and removes affected elements.

Next, we synthesize new elements to fill the affected region. We

use 2-ring neighbourhoods and achieve about 2,100 elements/s. In

this example, we also demonstrate example-palette design using the

generative brush.

7.2.1 Assembling agents and designing examples in the palette

The example palette is a space where the user designs arrangements

of agents and configures their behaviour and other properties (Figure

1.2). To sketch agents into the simulation, we select agents from the

palette, and our example-based synthesis algorithm (Chapter 4) uses

the example to create agents along the brush path.

To create new example arrangements, or to modify existing arrange-

ments, the user grabs agents with a VR controller to move the agents

around. We similarly duplicate agents. To create a new agent, the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) Coral bunny (g) Geometry editing (h) Regenerate elements
automatically

(i) Sketch new
elements

stre
tch

Figure 7.3: Example-palette design. (a) Manually placing elements. (b) Sketching a more complicated
texture using the example (a). (c) Creating another purple example. (d) Filling in gaps with the purple
elements. (e) Using an element arrangement to create a new element arrangement, and setting the new
colour to white in the property editor. (f) Using the fill tool to cover the bunny in coral. (g) Stretching
the bunny ear with the geometry tool removes elements affected by the stretch. (h) We regenerate the
removed elements after the stretch operation. (i) We select the white element arrangement and paint
inside the ear, changing the colour of the elements to white.

user drags a mesh from the mesh library into the palette (Figure 7.4).

The meshes are created with our sculpting tool (Section 7.3) or in

an external 3D modelling program like Maya [7]. We configure the

newly created agent with a property editor interface in VR. To add

behaviours to an agent, we select the behaviour from a behaviour com-

ponent class library using a drop-down list. Some parameters, such

as numbers, are difficult to modify with the VR interface, in which

case we fall back to Unreal Engine’s 2D mouse and keyboard interface.

To move an agent, we grab it with a VR controller (by pulling the

analogue trigger), to resize we pull it apart with two hands. Another

button allows us to duplicate an agent.

Another possibility enabled by our system is to design the example-

palette textures using our sketch-based tools and textures in the palette

(we used this in Figures 7.3a-e).
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Agent property editor

Mesh library

Choosing an ATP Synthase
behaviour component

Selected agent

Behaviour component
class library

Figure 7.4: Editing agent behaviour. In this screenshot, we created an ATP synthase agent by dragging
it from the mesh library to the right. We select an ATP Synthase behaviour from a library of behaviour
component classes to give it that behaviour. We configure the properties of the agent, including the
newly added ATP synthase component in a property editor.

Sculpting tool

Brush path

(a) (b)

Figure 7.5: Sculpting an ATP synthase molecule in VR. (left) New material is added along the brush
path. (right) The completed ATP synthase mesh.

7.3 implicit surface modeling in virtual reality

The sculpting tool allows us to create the 3D geometry for molecular

agents (Figure 7.5) and the simulation geometry (Figure 9.4). As we

paint, the sculpting tool modifies a 3D scalar field of density values,

from which a surface reconstruction algorithm (Lorensen and Cline

[140]) converts the scalar field into a 3D mesh. We control the size
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Scalar field Updated chunks

Brush area

(a) Scalar field (b) Chunked mesh (c) Merged mesh

Figure 7.6: (a) We break the scalar field into small chunks, typically 323. We flag chunks touched
by the brush. (b) We rapidly construct new meshes for the flagged chunks using manifold dual
marching-cubes [192]. (c) In the final step, we merge chunk meshes into a single mesh.

(a) Cristae widget. (b) Cristae widget. (c) Proton pump. (d) ATP Synthase.

Figure 7.7: Sculpted molecular agents. These are some molecules that we created with our sculpting
tool. The purple proteins are widgets whose function is to fill the visual space of the mitochondrion
(we only simulate their rigid body interaction with other molecules). The green proteins are a proton
pump and an ATP synthase. Figure 9.1b contains an ATP synthase molecular-agent created using
Molecular Maya [43] and the crystal structure of PDB-5are [238].

of the sculpting brush with the analogue trigger button. Thus, it is

possible to create both fine and coarse meshes with our tool.

The scalar field is arbitrarily large. To efficiently construct a 3D mesh

from the field in realtime, we break the field down into chunks (Figure

7.6). Then, for each modified chunk, we efficiently construct a small

mesh using marching cubes [140]. We break the field down into a

sparse collection of chunks. If there are no non-zero values in a chunk,

it does not consume memory. A chunk is a small grid of density

values—for example, a 323 grid of scalar values. The chunks are so

small, that we can construct the chunk meshes in realtime on a 5960x

Intel processor running at 3.0 GHz. Before the user paints elements on

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/5are
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the mesh, we merge the small chunk meshes into one mesh. We also

have an option to trim the mesh to the simulation bounds (Figure 9.4).

The sculpting tool supports two modes, addition or subtraction. We

increment the scalar value of cells overlapping the brush point over

time. Cells closer to the brush point increase in value faster. Let si be

the scalar value at position pi ∈ R3 and let pt be the position of the

sculpting tool point and rt be the current radius of the tool controlled

by the trigger. At each tick of the Unreal Engine [53] the updated

value of the scalar field at pi is s′i = si + δt ∗ (1− |pt − pi|2/rt). If pi is

further than rt from pt we do not update the value of the scalar field

si. Clamping the value of a continuous function, in this manner, does

create artefacts. In hindsight, better implicit functions are available,

such as Soft Objects [227].

This tool is useful for creating smooth blobby objects, like in Goodsell’s

illustrations [67]. With two controllers, it is possible to use this same

technique to paint with capsules instead of spheres. In this mode,

instead of measuring the distance of a cell from the brush point, we

measure the distance of the cell from the line segment between the two

controllers and update the scalar field accordingly (see Figure 9.4). In

the future, we would like to add other tools for flattening the implicit

surfaces and creating sharp geometries. We chose to use Schaefer and

Warren’s [192] dual marching cubes algorithm because it generates

manifold geometry. Our discrete element texture synthesis system

requires manifold geometry to generate its orientation fields using the

method by Crane et al. [34]. Dual marching cubes is not efficient with

the geometry it creates (it creates lots of triangles); it also sometimes

creates small artefacts. However, it is sufficient for our purposes.

The agent-building tool (Section 7.2.1) contains a library of previously

sculpted meshes and meshes imported from external 3D modelling

programs. We generated some of the agent-meshes from x-ray crys-

tallography data available from the protein data bank [12]. Creating

meshes from data in the protein data bank2 is time-consuming. Fur-

thermore, the protein data bank3 is incomplete. Therefore, we found

the sculpting tool useful for quickly sketching protein meshes, which

we later replace with true-to-life versions. For molecules where the

2 https://www.rcsb.org/
3 https://www.rcsb.org/

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
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in-vivo structure is speculative and without structural data in a PDB

file, the sculpting tool is useful for sculpting speculative structures.

For example, we use the sculpting tool to sculpt a speculative 3D

structure for the voltage-gated sodium channel in Figure 9.1b based

on David Goodsell’s illustration [68] and [190]. Figure 7.7 contains

some example proteins that we sketched based on 2D illustrations by

David Goodsell [67]. These structures do have structural entries in

the PDB. Therefore, these examples only illustrate the output possible

with the sculpting tool.

7.4 a generative brush for molecular building blocks

and swarm grammars

We simulate macromolecular self-assembly using our MBB system

(Chapter 6). However, such self-assembly is an autonomous and

stochastic process, where we have little control over the result. Is

there a way to interactively control the growth of macromolecular

structures in our illustrative simulations?

Our idea is to grow macromolecular structures along the path of

an MBB generative brush. Inspired by how we generate element

arrangements with our discrete element texture synthesis system, we

apply a similar region-growing algorithm to generate molecular-agents

using our MBB rules. Our idea is to align the various configurations of

a rule to molecular agents. Then we generate molecular-agents in the

empty slots of the aligned the rule (Figure 7.8). We do this iteratively

until we reach the end of the brush path. We generate new agents in

the empty slots by copying agents from the discrete element example

palette. We find the agent to copy by searching the example palette

for molecular-agents with the molecular species identifier specified by

the unoccupied rule-element.

To synthesize molecular-agents along the brush path, we map the

molecular-agent positions onto a moving coordinate frame over the

brush path. Our brush path is linear—the tangent at a point on the

path points in the direction of the next brush point. At the start of the

brush path, we choose an arbitrary perpendicular normal. We evolve
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(a) Rule (b) Rule

Generate an agent in the unoccupied rule position

Brush path

Previously synthesized agents

Figure 7.8: To synthesize agents along the brush path, we apply MBB rules
to previously synthesized agents. We generate new agents in the unoccupied
position.

(a) Sketch-based generation. (b) Physical interaction.

Figure 7.9: (a) To create this structure, we selected a microtubule agent from the palette and sketched
the thick path. As we sketch, our MBB rules automatically generate the agents as a tube around the
path. We created a thin path by selecting a different agent from the palette and sketching around the
tube. (b) The macromolecular structures generated by our MBB system are fully interactive, here we
are destroying one with our physical interaction tool.

the normal over the brush path to define coordinate frames between

brush segments using a Frennet-Serret moving basis.

With our MBB brush it is now possible to recreate the actin filaments

and microtubules in Goodsell’s [67] mesoscale illustrations within our

LifeBrush system (see our examples in Chapter 9.2). Our MBB brush

and system is flexible; for example, we use it to create and simulate

the structures in Figure 7.9a. The structures are fully interactive; for

example, we use our physical interaction tool to rip a microtubule

apart (Figure 7.9b). To use the MBB brush, we select an agent from

the palette, and then we sketch a path and our MBB system generates

agents along the path. We automatically select the MBB rules to apply

from the palette to match the selected agent type. The agents are

generated in realtime as we sketch the brush path.
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7.5 sketch-based swarm grammars

The other type of macromolecular structure that we generate with our

generative tools are protein filaments. Protein filaments interconnect

with each other, forming networks. We grow these networks automat-

ically with our swarm grammar system (Chapter 5.9). However, to

finely control the growth of the networks, we also use sketch-based

tools.

To synthesize swarm grammars (Chapter 5.9) with our sketch-based

tools, we select a swarm grammar constructor agent from the palette

and create a path through space. We expand the first symbol from

the constructor agent’s string at the start of the path. Symbols have a

segment length attribute. Next, we walk along the path by the segment

length of our previously expanded symbol, and an instantiate the next

symbol when there is room. If there isn’t room along the path yet, we

wait until there is.

7.6 summary

We have three types of generative brushes to synthesize molecular-

agent arrangements. The first brush synthesizes molecular agents

using our discrete element texture synthesis system (Chapter 4). Our

MBB brush synthesizes macromolecular structures by applying MBB

rules to generate macromolecular subunits along the path. Our swarm

grammar brush instantiates swarm grammars along the brush to create

networks of protein filaments. We use our sculpting tool to create

speculative molecular structures (for structures not in the protein

data bank4). We also use our sculpting tool to sculpt the environment

of our illustrative mesoscale simulations. In Chapter 9, we use our

sketch-based tools to construct case studies for the mitochondrion, a

neuromuscular synapse and a cytoskeletal illustration.

4 https://www.rcsb.org/

https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
https://www.rcsb.org/
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S PAT I O T E M P O R A L V I S UA L I Z AT I O N F O R C R O W D E D

A N D B U S Y A G E N T- B A S E D S I M U L AT I O N S

In crowded and busy illustrative simulations, like our neuromuscu-

lar synapse (Chapter 9.2), sequences of molecular interactions are

separated in time and space. For example, the neuromuscular action

potential is an emergent property of a complex system. It arises from

local interactions between neurotransmitters, membrane receptors, and

voltage-gated ion channels—and this is not even the whole picture,

there are other molecular agents and interactions in our simulation

that affect the action potential.

Problem How can we communicate sequences of molecular interactions in

dense and crowded environments with tens of thousands of molecular agents?

Our system is interactive and spatial, therefore, can we create interac-

tive tools for querying and understanding molecular interactions in

our illustrative simulations?

Challenges

1. Spatiotemporal history Molecules at the mesoscale move by

Brownian motion. Understanding the spatiotemporal history

of molecular-agents is important in understanding how those

molecular-agents interact within the larger system. How can

we communicate the spatiotemporal history of our molecular-

agents?

2. Sptiotemporal interaction networks Systems like the neuro-

muscular synapse are complex emergent systems. Sequences of

molecular interactions between many molecular species evolve

the emergent state of the system. Therefore, it is critical to un-

derstand the networks of molecular interactions that give rise

to system-level behaviour. How can we understand and probe

these spatiotemporal interaction networks?

120
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Methodology

Our idea is to trace molecular interaction events back through the simu-

lation history to reconstruct the network of molecular-interactions that

give rise to emergent system-level behaviour (addressing Challenge 2).

We visualize these interaction networks with pathline visualizations

that show the spatiotemporal histories of the molecular agents in-

volved in the interaction network (addressing Challenge 1). The nodes

of the network are interaction events, points in space and time where

a molecular-interaction event occurred. We store the spatiotemporal

history of molecular agents and their interactions in a timeline data

structure. To interact with the spatiotemporal simulation history, we

created an interactive tool for selecting molecular interaction events in

the simulation canvas, and for querying the spatiotemporal history of

sets of molecular-agents. We published the results of this Chapter in

[39].

8.1 iteractive visualization with simulation timelines

The timeline data structure is a historical record of interaction events

and the state of the simulation at different points in time. Whenever an

agent triggers an interaction event, such as an ATP-synthase molecule

creating an ATP molecule, we record the event in the timeline. The

event stores the time of the interaction, the agent that triggered the

interaction and the other interacting agents. The timeline also records

the position of the agents every k seconds (the default value for k

is 0.25s). We have developed two interactive visualizations. Agent

pathlines show the path take by agents. Event-traces visualize agent

interaction networks.

8.1.1 Agent pathlines

Pathlines in scientific visualization trace the flow of virtual particles

seeded from a starting position through an unsteady vector field [210].

We visualize the paths of molecular-agents as they course their way

through the simulation (Figure 8.1). An underlying vector field does
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Query

(a)

Query

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.1: Pathlines reveal the course taken by molecular agents. (c) The initial state of a mitochondrial
simulation, with hydrogen agents concentrated in the central region. After a few seconds, we paused
the simulation. (a) Querying the agents at the top (white dotted line), we see that the hydrogen agents
moved from the central region to the top. There is a notable bias of left originating hydrogen agents.
(b) With nowhere to go, the molecular-agents at the bottom followed a meandering path.

not drive the agent trajectory. Instead, the trajectory of the agents is

implicit to the interactions between agents.

Agent pathlines twist and weave their way through the simulation space

where other molecular-agents occlude them from view. To solve this

problem, we hide occluding molecular-agents that lie between the

user’s eyes and the pathlines. We raycast, from the VR eye position in

the direction of each agent in the scene. A bounding-volume hierarchy

efficiently detects rays that hit occluding molecular-agents [105]. To
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ADP

Start of ADP path

ADP tunnelling through mesh

Figure 8.2: Debugging with pathlines. We did not configure ADP-agents to
tunnel through the collision geometry like the one in this pathline visual-
ization. We fixed this issue by modifying the collision parameters for the
mesh.

make pathlines easier to see in VR, we desaturate the appearance of

unselected molecular-agents.

We interact with the pathline visualization by querying a set of

molecular-agents with a selection brush. In Figure 8.1, we query the

simulation after it has run for a few seconds. The pathline visualiza-

tion reveals some interesting observations: 1) the central region was

under pressure, that pushed the hydrogen agents (traces in red) to a

region of lower pressure (the top in Figure 8.1a), and 2) there was a

bias in the physics simulation that pushed agents from the left towards

the top, instead of uniformly from either side of the central region. We

are unsure where this bias comes from, but perhaps it is a property of

the physics library that we are using [159].

We found that the visualization tool had unexpected utility for de-

bugging. For example, we did not notice when we were building our

simulations that some molecular-agents were tunnelling through the

collision geometry, into regions they did not belong (Figure 8.2). We

corrected the problem by modifying particle-surface collision proper-

ties. In another simulation, we observed molecular-agents teleporting

across the simulation (Figure 8.3). The teleportation bug was due to

incorrect neighbourhood information.
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Start

End

Hydrogen path

Figure 8.3: Debugging with event traces. While visualizing proton pump
behaviour, we noticed that hydrogen was teleporting across the simulation
at random intervals. This visualization helped us notice and track down the
bug in our code.

8.1.2 Interactive event traces

When an event occurs, we place a 3D glyph (a coloured cube) at the

location of the event. We interact with the event trace visualization by

selecting event glyphs with the VR controller.

For each selected event glyph, we trace forwards and backwards in

the timeline from when the event occurred, looking for other events

that reference the agents affected by the event. We do this recursively,

up to a certain depth, and collate those events. Then we visualize the

location of each collated event and produce a pathline visualization

for the involved agents.

In Figure 8.4, we query an ATP synthesis event. The event trace visual-

ization tells a story, where a hydrogen agent (red pathline) was driven

through the ATP synthase molecule, giving it the energy to convert

an ADP molecule into ATP, later that hydrogen agent was pumped

back into the cristae (the central region of Figure 8.4a). Querying

multiple events reveals the network of molecular-agent interactions in

our mitochondrion (Figure 8.4c).

Event traces take a 4D dataset (spatiotemporal positions) and present

it as a pathline. With the simulation paused, we take our time and
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Figure c

Figure b

(a)

ATP synthase spin event

Proton pump

ATP

ADP path ATP Synthase
ATP synthesis event

Proton pump event

Hydrogen

(b)

Proton pump event
Hydrogen

ATP Synthase

(c)

Figure 8.4: Event trace visualizations reveal sequences of molecular-agent interactions. (a) The user
selects event glyphs (the coloured cubes embedded in the simulation) with a brush tool, in the regions
indicated by the white dashed lines. (b) A molecular storey unfolds as we zoom into the central region.
Hydrogen, pushed by a proton gradient, is driven through ATP synthase, giving it mechanical energy
to convert ADP into ATP, which moves away. Meanwhile, the hydrogen agent wanders into a proton
pump and is pushed back into the central region to maintain a proton gradient. (c) Our event trace
visualization reveals the network of molecular-agent interactions over our mitochondrial membrane.

explore a series of molecular interactions. Event traces tell a story, and

in Chapter, 9 we use our visualizations to explore other mesoscale

systems.

3D animations like Harvard’s Biovisions project [83] use scripted and

carefully animated video sequences to tell a story. Telling such a story

with simulation can be challenging because we have to wait for just

the right sequence of interactions, that fit the story, to occur. Le Muzic

et al. [125] reduce the wait between events with random interpolation.

However, with pathlines, we visualize the time between events, while

also visualizing past and subsequent interactions. Without editing the

screenshots in an image editor (other than to add annotations), we use

our visualization to explain mesoscale system dynamics in Chapter 9.
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R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

In this chapter, we explore LifeBrush through a series of case studies in-

spired by illustrations in David Goodsell’s The Machinery of Life book

[67]. In our mitochondrion case study (Section 9.3.1), we interactively

construct an illustrative simulation for ATP synthesis. In our neuro-

muscular synapse (Section 9.2), we reproduce the structural features in

Goodsell’s neuromuscular illustration and implement molecular-agent

behaviours and interactions that give rise to an emergent system-

level neuromuscular action potential. In our cytoskeleton case study,

we use our MBB brush to sketch and simulate actin filaments and

microtubules, based on Goodsell’s [67] cytoskeleton illustration.

Our case studies are prototypes. We designed them to show what

might be accomplished in future work with more accurate and com-

plete scientific simulations. We have not yet modelled all aspects of

these systems.

9.1 general methodology

Our general methodology for creating our case studies starts with

a review of Goodsell’s [67] book, where we plan what features and

system behaviours to include in our illustrative simulations. Goodsell

published several in-depth reports on the scientific bases of his illus-

trations [68, 69, 70]. These reports include an exhaustive listing of the

Protein Data Bank Identifier (PDB-ID)s for the molecules and proteins

in Goodsell’s illustrations. We downloaded the corresponding PDB

files and used Molecular Maya [43] to convert the structural data into

3D surfaces that we imported into Unreal Engine and our LifeBrush

plugin. PDB-IDs entries also contain an associated publication, and

these publications gave us additional insight into the corresponding

molecular structures and their role inside the cell.

126
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(a) (b)

Figure 9.1: Reproducing Goodsell’s [67] neuromusuclar synapse (a) as an interactive illustrative
simulation with our LifeBrush system (b). Our version is not static, it comes to life. We model and
simulate the activation of the muscle (bottom) when the neuron (top) dumps acetycholine (yellow
spheres) from its synaptic vesicles. We use Goodsell’s illustration with permission, Appendix B.

To program our molecular-agents, we consulted cellular biology text-

books, like Pollard et al.’s [174]. We also used Goodsell’s descriptions

in his book and reports [67, 68, 69, 70]. To create our MBB rules, we

consulted stuctural information in the RCSB Protein Data Bank and bi-

ology textbooks [174]. For example, our MBB rules for actin are based

on PDB-3G37 [157], and descriptions and illustrations by Pollard [173].

Finally, we interactively paint a LifeBrush illustrative simulation and

save the simulation state within the Unreal Engine for future sessions.

9.2 case study : a neuromuscular synapse

In this case study we use LifeBrush to recreate Goodsell’s [67] illus-

tration of the neuromuscular synapse (Figure 9.1). This section has

https://www.pdb.org
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/3G37
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a corresponding video1 that shows us painting the neuromuscular

synapse and later simulating and visualizing a neuromuscular action

potential.

Nerve cells are the mechanism by which the body communicates

messages to its components. Nerves communicate with electrical and

chemical signals. The electrical signals flash down the axon. At the

ends of the axon, the neuron releases chemical neurotransmitters to

convey the messages to the next cell. When a neuron connects to a

muscle cell, the junction is called a neuromuscular synapse.

Synaptic vesicles are sacks containing neurotransmitter that concen-

trate near synapses. When an electrical signal arrives, the vesicles meld

with the presynaptic membrane and release neurotransmitters into the

synaptic cleft (Figure 9.3). In Figure 9.1 the species of neurotransmitter

molecule is acetylcholine. The acetylcholine diffuses across the cleft

and binds with nicotinic acetylcholine receptors on the postsynaptic

muscle cell, where they open channels for sodium ions to diffuse

through. A high concentration of sodium ions is maintained outside

the muscle cell, relative to its interior. The influx of sodium ions (posi-

tively charged ions) causes the voltage across the muscle membrane

to rise. Voltage-gated sodium channels detect this sudden increase

in voltage and open, greatly increasing the membrane permeability

to sodium ions. This strong signal unleashes a cascade of processes

within the muscle cell leading to its activation.

The neuromuscular synapse contains a staggering amount of structural

detail. We labelled the proteins, regions and macromolecular structures

in our illustrative simulation in Figure 9.2. The network of proteins in

the synaptic cleft glue the neuron to the muscle cell. On the presynaptic

membrane, an array of molecular structures recognize the arrival of

the electrical signal and bring synaptic vesicles to the active site to

dump their neurotransmitters. On the postsynaptic muscle side, the

muscle cytoskeleton is composed of actin filaments, and the colossal

utrophin molecule links the postsynaptic membrane structures to it.

Goodsell based his neuromuscular illustration on numerous scien-

tific resources [68]. The ultrastructure of the illustration is based on

an electron micrograph study of the neuromuscular synapse that

1 https://youtu.be/bUnTEI9QZPE

https://youtu.be/bUnTEI9QZPE
https://youtu.be/bUnTEI9QZPE
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ACh

Neuron

Synaptic cleft

Muscle cell

CH1 sodium-coupled
transporter

AChE

V-gated C+ channel

LAR

Perlecan

Entactin

Laminin

Collagen IV

Agrin
Dystroglycan

Rapsyn

Integrin

Utrophin

Actin filament

AChR
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V-NaC

Widget protein
Sodium-potassium
pump

CAST complex

Rab3A
Syntaxin

Synaptobrevin

Synaptic vesicle

Figure 9.2: The neuromuscular synapse is composed of a neuron attached to a muscle cell. The
synaptic cleft is the space between the two cells. In this figure, we label the molecular species and
macromolecular structures in our illustrative simulation.
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(1) ACh diffuses from the synaptic
vesicle into the synapse.

ACh path

Choline path

AChE

Na+ path

AChR

V-NaC

(2) AChE catalyzes some ACh
molecules into choline...
while other ACh molecules escape
an encounter with AChE.

(3a) Two ACh molecules bind to
receptor sites on AChR opening a
channel for Na+ to flow
bidirectionally across the membrane.

(3b) The CH1 sodium-coupled
transporter uses the Na+ gradient to
transport a coupled pair of Na+ and
choline into the neuron

(4) Voltage gated sodium channels
(V-NaC) respond to the decrease in
voltage as more Na+ enters the
presynaptic muscle, opening their
bidirectional gates to Na+.

Figure 9.3: Activation in the neuromuscular synapse. (1) Our story starts after an action potential
reaches the presynaptic neuron and triggers synaptic vesicles to bind to the presynaptic membrane
dumping their contents of Acetylcholine (ACh) into the synaptic cleft. This figure is a screenshot taken
directly from within LifeBrush, using our event-trace visualization. We did not modify the screenshot
except to add captions and annotations (in white). We automatically hide molecular-agents near the
coloured pathlines to increase visibility.
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shows synaptic vesicles and large clefts along the postsynaptic mus-

cle cell membrane [86]. The RCSB Protein Data Bank is the source

for most of the molecular structures depicted. However, some struc-

tures are still missing from the database. For those missing structures,

Goodsell bases his illustrations on genetic sequence data and electron

microscopy studies. Likewise, in our reproduction of Goodsell’s illus-

tration, we use the hrefhttps://www.pdb.orgRCSB Protein Data Bank

as the structural source for building 3D molecular surface models

using Molecular Maya [43]. Goodsell uses blobby structures to reduce

distracting detail and to make the task of painting molecular structures

tractable (molecular structures are incredibly complex). Likewise, we

favour parameters that produce blobby structures. We sculpt specula-

tive structures within our sculpting environment, whereas Goodsell

would paint them. The mesoscale is virtually colourless, so we fol-

low Goodsell’s colouring scheme. For most structures, we followed

Goodsell’s bibliography [68] for source information and include the

essential references in the following sections and tables.

9.2.1 Painting actin-filaments

A particularly difficult challenge in creating this illustrative simulation

with LifeBrush was the network of protein filaments in the synaptic

cleft and the actin-filaments on the pre and postsynaptic sides. Actin

monomers self assemble following geometric rules into actin filaments

PDB-3g37 [161] . They combine end-to-end and laterally at an offset. A monomer is the

basic unit of a

polymer, like actin

filaments.

Furthermore, the filaments twist around around each other (Figure

9.16). We model actin filaments using our molecular building blocks

(MBB) system and a simple three-element rule (Figure 9.17a). Ripping

out actin monomer tears an actin filament in half, likewise, reinserting

the monomer restores the filament. To construct the filaments within

the scene, we use our MBB-brush, that synthesizes actin monomers

along the brush path according to our three-element actin MBB-rule

(Figure 9.17a).

https://www.pdb.org
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/3g37
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Agrin Agrin binds to laminin and dystroglycan.
Collagen One end of collagen binds as a tetramer with

four other collagens, and end-to-end, to collagen
on the other end.

ColQ-AChE The ColQ swarm grammar rule creates three
filaments on either end of the main filament.
AChE tetramers attach to the head filaments.

Entactin Entactin binds to LAR and the laminin
cross-segment.

Laminin The long tail of laminin binds end-to-end to
other laminin tails. The long tail also binds to
the voltage-gated calcium channels on the
presynaptic membrane and integrin.

Perlecan Perlecan grows three very long filaments from a
single head filament.

Synaptobrevin Synaptobrevin grows from anchors in the
presynaptic membrane and on synaptic vesicles.

Utrophin Utrophin interacts with Rapsyn and
actin-filaments.

Table 9.1: We implemented the following swarm grammar growth rules and
binding rules in our illustrative synapse simulation.

9.2.2 Painting protein networks

To construct the network of protein filaments in Goodsell’s [68] we

use our swarm grammars tools (Section 7.5). For example, we grow

large utrophin molecules with a grammar that constructs a utrophin

head, several utrophin segments, and a utrophin tail. We instantiate

the grammar by synthesizing the utrophin heads with our generative

brushes, or by using our swarm grammar brushes to sketch a path for

the utrophin to grow along. Once instantiated, the head of the utrophin

filament binds to rapsyn when it is near [8]. Utrophin segments attach

to actin filaments when they are near.

Laminin is a cross-like protein found in the synaptic cleft. Its ends bind

with itself, other protein filaments and membrane-bound proteins (like

voltage-gated Ca2+ channels) sticking out of the pre and postsynaptic

membranes. The grammar for this protein contains a branching rule

that spawns the arms of laminin’s cross. As with utrophin, we instan-

tiate the laminin grammar by placing seeds or by tracing a brush path

for the grammar to grow along.
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Table 9.1 lists the binding and swarm grammar growth rules for the

proteins in our illustrative simulation. Our binding rules are trivial;

they activate when two agents of the required type are within some

parameterized distance of each other. Upon activation, we create a

distance-constraint edge-object between the agents in the simulation

graph-registry (Chapter 5.6). The distance-constraint holds the bodies

together at some distance during the rigid-body physics calculations.

9.2.3 Painting the synapse

To create our illustrative synapse simulation, we placed a screenshot

of Goodsell’s mitochondrion and schematic for reference (Figure 9.5b).

We used our sculpting tool to create the membrane surface and cov-

ered them with lipid meshes (Figure 9.4). The lipid meshes are low

polygon meshes composed of approximately 20 lipids in a bilayer. We

created and configured the agents, swarm grammars and MBB rules

in the example palette (Figure 9.5a). Next, we created our illustrative

simulation in stages.

1. We painted the surface of the membranes with molecular-arrangements

and placed key proteins in positions that match Goodsell’s illus-

tration (Figure 9.6a).

2. We sketched the actin filaments with our MBB tool. Then we

sketched utrophin from the binding sites on dystroglycan along

nearby actin filaments. When the simulation starts, the utrophin

binds to the dystroglycan (Figure 9.6b).

3. We created the protein filament network, composed of laminin,

agrin, collagen, entactin, the ColQ-AChE complexes, and per-

lecan (Figure 9.6c).

4. We added widget molecular-agents to fill the empty spaces and

filled the vesicles with ACh (Figure 9.6d).
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(a) (b)

Figure 9.4: Sculpting the neuromuscular membranes. (a) We sculpt the mem-
brane regions in our simulation by tracing over the illustration in the back-
ground. (b) Next, we clip the membrane surface to the simulation bounds
and paint a lipid-bilayer over it.

Molecular-agent arrangements Individual molecular-agents

Swarm grammar rules

MBB actin rule

(a) A neurmuscular palette, with molecular-agent arrangements, swarm
grammar rules, and an MBB rule for actin filaments.

(b) We trace over Goodsell’s synapse illustration [67] with our LifeBrush tools.

Figure 9.5: The setup that we used to construct our neuromuscular synapse
illustrative simulation.
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(a) Painting membrane proteins. (b) Painting actin filaments with MBB.

(c) Sketching protein filaments with our swarm
grammar brush.

(d) Filling the vesicle with ACh and adding widget
proteins.

Figure 9.6: Tracing over Goodsell’s [67] neuromuscular synapse in LifeBrush to create an 3D immersive
illustrative simulation.
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9.2.4 An agent-based model of postsynaptic activation

Our neuromuscular synapse is a living simulation. We poke and prod

the synapse, the protein networks move and shudder, pulling on an

actin filament too hard rips it apart, and actin monomers realistically

self assemble into actin filaments. However, the synapse is an emergent

system, and to understand it, we must understand how its components

work together to activate a postsynaptic muscle cell. We have chosen to

model one particular aspect of this process, the release and binding of

ACh to Acetylcholine Receptor (AChR) on the postsynaptic membrane,

and the subsequent activation of Voltage-gated sodium channels (V-

NaC)—see Figure 9.3.

ACh (red spheres in our illustrative simulation) diffuses through-

out the synaptic cleft. Sometimes, it encounters acetylcholinesterase

(AChE), an enzyme that breaks acetylcholine down into choline and

acetic acid. AChE modulates and cleans up after a synaptic activation

by catalyzing ACh into choline. In our simulation, the CH1 sodium-

coupled transporter complex PDB-2qei [198] uses a Na+ gradient to

drive a pair of Na+ and choline across the presynaptic membrane

into the neuron, where it is eventually converted back into ACh and

transported into a new synaptic vesicle (we do not model the con-

version back into ACh). When there are too many AChEs, activation

of the postsynaptic membrane is inhibited (see Section 9.2.5). AChE

in Goodsell’s illustration appears as a tetramer (a complex of four

AChEs), attached to three polyproline II tails of a ColQ complex. Our

AChE tetramer is derived from PDB-1c20 [18] and the attachment

point to a polyproline II tail with PDB-1vzj [47].

When ACh makes it past AChE, it eventually diffuses into an AChR.

AChR has two binding sites for ACh on its extracellular protrusion.

When ACh occupies those sites, the conformation of AChR changes

and opens a pore that allows Na+ to flow across (bidirectionally) the

postsynaptic membrane. We model transport across the receptor chan-

nel by searching for nearby Na+ agents, and if their velocity is towards

the channel, we teleport it to the other side. We teleport particles be-

cause it is too expensive to modify the underlying collision geometry

on the GPU every time we want to open a hole in it. Furthermore, the

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/2qei
https://www.rcsb.org/3d-view/1C2O/1
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1VZJ
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(a) The initial setup for our synapse
experiment, with Na+ ion agents.

ACh probe

Synaptic cleft Na+ probe

Muscle Na+ probe

(b) Probe locations.

Figure 9.7: Neuromuscular synapse experimental setup. The probes measure
the number of agents in a given coloured region every 1s (simulation time).
The light blue region is not sampled.
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distance we transport particles is minimal, approximately the radius

of the rigid body particle representing the molecular-agent.

So many ACh molecules make it to the postsynaptic membrane that a

cascade of Na+ agents flood into the muscle, causing the voltage across

the membrane to drop (Figure 9.3). We measure voltage around V-NaC

agents by counting the Na+ agents on either side of the membrane. The

ratio of up and down agents triggers state changes in the V-NaC agents.

V-NaC agents have three states [174]: open, closed, and inactivated. We

model this as a state machine. When the Na+ ratio drops, we open the

channel, when it drops toward equilibrium, we inactivate the channel,

and when the ratio rises past a threshold, we close the channel. While

closed or inactivated, the channel is impermeable to Na+ agents.

Takamori et al. [204] estimate a synaptic vesicle contains approximately

1,790 AChs. We represent small molecules like ACh and Na+ with

large molecular agents, that represent a whole group of individual

molecules.

9.2.5 Experiments with a neuromuscular synapse illustrative simulation

In this section, we show the functionality of our neuromuscular activa-

tion agent-based model with an experiment. Dumping ACh into the

synaptic cleft initiates a sequence of events that lead to neuromuscular

activation. In a real-world neuromuscular system, we would expect

to see a sudden increase in voltage across the muscle membrane, as

a result of ACh binding to AChR receptors, and letting Na+ into the

muscle cell.

In our experiment, we observe the effect that increased numbers of

AChE have on postsynaptic activation. Recall that AChE converts ACh

into choline, which will not bind to AChR receptors. Therefore, if there

are too many AChE, we expect not to see postsynaptic activation.

We have two scenarios, one scenario has two-ColQ-AChE complexes

while the other has six-ColQ-AChE complexes (See Figure 9.7a). The

simulation starts with a synaptic vesicle dumping ACh into the synap-

tic cleft.
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(a) This graph shows the number V-NaCs in the open, inactivated and closed state for the two-ColQ-
AChE scenario.
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(b) The number of molecular species in the two-ColQ-AChE scenario.
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(c) The number of molecular species in our six-ColQ-AChE scenario.

Figure 9.8: Graphs showing the effect of different concentrations of AChE on postsynaptic muscle
activation in our neuromuscular illustrative simulation. We see that with too much AChE the six-
ColQ-AChE scenario never activates the postsynaptic muscle cell. (a) shows the Voltage-gated sodium
channel activations for the two-ColQ-AChE scenario. In the six-ColQ-AChE scenario, the gates never
opened, so the chart is not included here. (b and c) The number of Na2+ agents at the synaptic-ridge
probe and the muscle probe (see the probe locations in Figure 9.7b) and the number of Acetylcholine
agents at the synapse probe. The x-axis is the simulation times (s). The y-axis shows the number of
agents overlapping the probes.
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With the two-ColQ-AChE scenario, we see some AChs diffuse past

AChE and make it to to the AChRs around 25s into the simulation

(Figure 9.8). In the meantime, we see the number of ACh agents

dropping precipitously and converted into choline agents. Some of

the AChs bind to AChRs and Na+ agents flow into the muscle cell.

After approximately 60s, the concentration of Na+ agents inside the

muscle cell has increased, while the concentration of Na+ agents on

the other side of the postsynaptic membrane have decreased; This

triggers the V-NaCs to open. The opening of the V-NaC gates triggers

a flood of Na+ agents diffusing through the postsynaptic membrane

into the muscle. At about 100s, the ratio of Na+ agents on either side

of the postsynaptic membrane approach equilibrium and the V-NaCs

enter their inactivation state. Henceforth, the Na+ pumps start moving

Na+ out of the postsynaptic cell into the synaptic cleft, restoring the

Na+ gradient.

In the six-ColQ-AChE scenario, a different scenario unfolds. This time

we see a slow rise in Na+ agents within the postsynaptic muscle cell,

but not enough to open a V-NaC agent. Furthermore, we see a rapid

drop in ACh, and by 50s (when the previous scenario started opening

V-NaCs) there are almost none left.

To generate the charts in Figure 9.8 we placed probes within the simu-

lation to count the number of agents around those points (Figure 9.7b).

We place a probe above and below the V-NaCs to measure rapidly

changing Na+ agent concentrations in those regions. A large probe

covers the synaptic cleft to measure the approximate total number of

ACh agents left—it doesn’t have to cover the area around the other

probes, because there are no AChRs nearby.
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Figure 9.9: The mitochondrion is an organelle in Eukaryotic cells. (c) Our mitochondrion illustrative
simulation. (a) Embedded in the membrane of the cristae ATP synthase synthesizes ATP from ADP.
(b) Protons pumps in the citric acid cycle drive protons into the cristae to create the proton gradient
that drives ATP synthase operation. We created this illustrative simulation in LifeBrush, and it contains
10,000 molecular-agents.

9.3 case study : a mitochondrion

Goodsell’s [67] illustration of the mitochondrion inspired us to create

our illustrative simulation that shows its major structural components

and the production of ATP by ATP synthase. This section has a corre-

https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI
https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI
https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI
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sponding video2 that shows us painting, simulating and visualizing

an illustrative mitochondrion simulation.

The mitochondrion is an organelle in Eukaryotic cells (Figure 9.9). It

generates most of the cell’s ATP, a source of chemical energy. The mito-

chondrion is compartmentalized, with three regions: a region between

the inner and out mitochondrial membrane, the region inside the inner

mitochondrial membrane (called matrix space), and cristae. Cristae are

balloon-like folds in the inner mitochondrial membrane [241]. Folding

the inner mitochondrial membrane increases the internal surface area

of the mitochondrion available for ATP synthesis. A proton gradient

between the matrix space and cristae drives protons (in red) through

ATP synthase enzymes (in green) in the inner mitochondrial mem-

brane, causing the enzymes to spin. ATP synthase uses its kinetic

energy to combine phosphate and adenosine diphosphate (ADP, in

cyan) to produce ATP (green spheres). Hydrogen pumping proteins

(in green) in the inner membrane move hydrogen from the matrix

space to the cristae.

In our first version of the mitochondrion [37], we tried to reproduce

David Goodsell’s blobby artistic style for representing molecular sur-

faces (Figure 9.11a). We modelled ATP synthase and the other proteins

in the mitochondrion simulation based on his sketches, using a combi-

nation of Maya 3D [7] and structures derived from the RCSB protein

databank. In another version of our mitochondrion, we used LifeBrush

to sculpt molecular structures directly within VR. For our neuromuscu-

lar synapse illustration, we decided to be more scientifically accurate

and use structural data from the PDB directly to create surface models

with Molecular Maya [43]. With this, we have covered a spectrum of

possibilities with our system.

We model four molecular species within our illustrative mitochondrion

simulation: ATP, ADP, ATP synthase and a proton pump. Agents

interact according to the swarm behaviours in Chapter 5.4. The proton

pump is an abstraction of the whole electron transport chain. The

electron transport chain is a series of complexes that transfer electrons

between members of the chain, via redox reactions, to drive protons

from matrix space into the cristae. Yet, with only four molecular-agent

2 https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI

https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI
https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI
https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI
https://www.pdb.org
https://www.pdb.org
https://youtu.be/i0WU_LiCxKI
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species, we show one of the fundamental emergent properties of the

mitochondrion, the production of ATP.

The mesoscale is a chaotic and densely packed space. Our illustrative

simulation needs something to fill that space. We were not able to

generate the structures found in Goodsell’s mitochondrion when we

created this simulation for our journal article [39]. Therefore, we made

a compromise and filled the space with widget molecular-agents.

Widget agents represent abstract and arbitrary molecular structures,

and they only have one behaviour, a random walk coupled with rigid-

body physics interactions with other agents. However, we can now

achieve all the structural aspects of Goodsell’s [69] using our MBB

and swarm grammar tools (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.5), and we plan

to revisit this simulation in the future.

9.3.1 Painting an illustrative mitochondrion simulation

In this section we describe an example LifeBrush session (Figure 9.10).

We highlight three aspects of our system: 1) interactive design of

the molecular-agent arrangements in the example palette, 2) paint-

ing molecular agents into the scene, and 3) modifying an example

arrangement with new behaviour and painting that behaviour over

previously synthesized molecular arrangements. Throughout this ex-

ample, we pause the simulation to paint molecular agents and start

the simulation to observe the results.

When we paint new molecular behaviours over previously synthe-

sized molecular agents (such as adding ATP synthase behaviour to

the agents in Figure 9.10b), our element synthesis system searches

the exemplar for similar molecular-agents to the already synthesized

molecular-agent arrangements (Section 5.13). The cost function (Equa-

tion 5.1) compares two elements based on their appearance and a

unique integer for the agent’s combination of behaviours. Therefore,

the synthesis algorithm finds molecular-agents in the example selec-

tion with similar appearance, but different behaviours, and modify

the simulation’s molecular-agent behaviours to match the example

palette. In our example scenario, we paint proton pumps without

proton-pump behaviour. The proton gradient equalizes. We add pro-
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sketch

exampe palette

simulate

brush path

random-walks

(a) Here, we are sketching the initial state
of the mitochondrion. At this point, the
molecular-agents only have random-walk be-
haviour.

exampe palette

add ATP synthase
behavior

add ADP agents

sketch simulate

brush paths

no proton gradient

no ATP synthesis

(b) We add ATP synthase behaviour to the
palette then we brush over the old ATP syn-
thase agents in the simulation to add the new
behaviour. We also paint ADP into the simu-
lation. When we simulate, ADP binds to ATP
synthase, however, without a proton gradient
ATP is not synthesized.

add proton agents

exampe palette

sketch simulate

brush path

proton gradient

ATP synthesis

spin

(c) Painting proton agents into the cristae to
create a proton gradient. The proton gradient
drives protons through ATP synthase, causing
it to spin and produce ATP.

add proton
pump behavior

exampe palette

simulatesketch

spin

restored proton gradientno proton gradient

paint proton
pump behavior

proton pumpingATP synthesis

(d) The proton gradient equalizes, and ATP
synthase stops producing ATP. Therefore we
add a proton pump behaviour to the agents in
the palette and paint that new behaviour onto
the old agents in the simulation. Starting the
simulation, the proton gradient returns and
ATP synthesis starts.

Figure 9.10: A LifeBrush mitochondrial design session. In (b and c) we show example palette design
and modifying existing molecular-arrangements in the illustrative simulation using our generative
brushes (See the Video).

https://youtu.be/HYLvN2qijeA
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(a) A mitochondrion with one cristae
region.

(b) The mitochondrion with addi-
tional cristae regions.

Figure 9.11: Adding additional cristae to the mitochondrion increases its
internal surface area and the rate of ATP synthesis.
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Figure 9.12: The effect of increased surface area on ATP production. The
y-axis is the number of ATP agents in the simulation at a given time. This
data is from the simulations in Figure 9.11.

ton pumping behaviour to the agents in the palette, select the proton

pump arrangement, and paint the new behaviour onto the pumps in

our simulation. We resume the simulation, and the proton gradient is

restored (Figure 9.10d)

9.3.2 The effect of increased surface area on adenosine triphosphate produc-

tion

The inner membrane surrounding the cristae contains embedded ATP

synthases enzymes. Increasing the number of cristae in the mitochon-

drion increases the ATP synthase available for ATP production. In

Figure 9.11a, we create a mitochondrion with a single cristae, and
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in Figure 9.11b we use the sculpting tool to create additional cristae

regions (Figure 9.13). Once we prime the cristae with a hydrogen

gradient, we see increased ATP synthesis in the mitochondrion with

additional cristae (Figure 9.11). Surprisingly, the multiple cristae simu-

lation contains much more ATP synthases (59) versus less (38) in the

single cristae figure (about 55% more). We expect that the multiple

cristae simulation should produce 55% more ATP synthesis. In Figure

9.11b we see why. The ATP synthases compete for ADP in the regions

with adjacent cristae. Furthermore, the ATP synthase on the left is up

against the simulation bounds, with less access to ADP.

Mesh created in Maya

Capsule brush

Sculpted mesh

(a) Sculpting with the capsule brush. (b) Completed illustration.

Figure 9.13: Sculpting the mitochondrial environment. (a) We use the capsule
brush to sculpt new cristae regions between the two controllers. The scene
also contains a mesh that we designed in Maya. (b) We trim the sculpted
meshes to the simulation bounds and paint lipids and molecular-agents into
the scene. The mitochondrion now has more internal surface area for ATP
synthesis than in Figure 9.9. In Chapter 7.3, where we also sculpt molecular
geometry.

We used Maya 3D [7] to create the inner mitochondrial membrane in

Figure 9.11a. To create the additional cristae regions (Figure 9.11b),

we used the sculpting tool in LifeBrush to create the cristae geometry.

Finally, we save the mesh, trimming the geometry to the bounds of

the simulation.

9.3.3 Limitations and discussion

David Goodsell’s illustration of the mitochondrion [67] inspired us to

create our own illustrative mitochondrion simulation. The mitochon-
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drion was the first illustrative simulation that we built with our system

[39]. However, we were not able to reproduce many of the structural

details in Goodsell’s illustration, like actin filaments or long strands of

DNA. With our MBB system and swarm brush, we would like to re-

visit this illustration, to construct a more scientifically accurate version.

In a future version, we would replace our hand-made meshes with

meshes processed from molecular structure data (like we did with the

neuromuscular synapse). We would also like to model the citric acid

cycle. Finally, our ATP synthase does not spin accurately; in the future,

we would like to animate full rotation cycles of ATP synthase based

on the conformational states found by Zhou et al. [238].
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(a) (b)
In this

Figure 9.14: Reproducing Goodsell’s illustration of cytoskeletal structure (a) as a LifeBrush illustrative
simulation (b). (6) A microtubule. (9) An actin filament. (b) An illustrative simulation that we traced
over Goodsell’s illustration. It includes actin filaments and microtubules structures and ribosomes
(purple) translating mRNA (pink filaments) into proteins. Goodsell’s [68] illustration is used with
permission B.

9.4 case study - cytoskeletal macromolecular

self-assembly

In this case study we use LifeBrush to recreate portions of Goodsell’s

[70] illustration of cytoskeletal structures (see Figure 9.14 and its key,

Figure 9.15). This section has a corresponding video3 that shows us

painting painting, simulating and visualizing our illustrative cytoskele-

tal simulation.

The cytoskeleton gives the cell its shape, holds organelles in place,

anchors large protein complexes where they are needed, and serves

as a scaffold for transporting entities around the cell. Our illustrative

simulation models two behaviours of this system, the geometric rules

that hold the actin filaments and microtubules together and the ri-

bosomes translating mRNA into polypeptide chains. Goodsell based

his illustration on numerous scientific sources [70]. LifeBrush cannot

yet simulate large dynamic meshes. Therefore we do not include the

3 https://youtu.be/6CsxADBpal0

https://youtu.be/6CsxADBpal0
https://youtu.be/6CsxADBpal0
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Figure 9.15: The labelled components of our cytoskelal illustrative simulation.
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vesicle (the sphere) or kinesin motor protein transporting it along the

microtubule.

Goodsell’s illustration (Figure 9.14a) contrasts two mechanisms for

assembling biomolecular structures: templated assembly and self-

assembly. Ribosomes assemble structures by templated-assembly, they

interact with mRNA (messenger ribonucleic acid), latching onto the

filaments to march along them. As they march, they use mRNA as a

template for assembling amino acids into a polypeptide. The polypep-

tides fold into proteins, with the help of other proteins and enzymes.

In contrast, subunits assemble stochastically to form actin-filaments

and microtubules. The subunits interact with each other, according to

specific geometries, such that their minimum energy configuration is

the massive structures that we see inside biological cells.

9.4.1 Assembling actin filaments and microtubules

Actin monomers assemble to form actin filaments, with two long-pitch

helices (Figure 9.16). Actin monomers assemble end-to-end with an

approximately 30
◦ twist [174]. Actin monomers assemble around a

nucleation core, a protein trimer with three actin monomers. Thermo-

dynamically, actin dimers (two monomers) and trimers are energet-

ically unfavourable, with trimers being better than dimers [194]. In

our simulation, we do not include a rule for dimer formation (since

they are rare and short-lasting), we instead include a rule for actin

trimers. To apply the actin trimer rule to our molecular-agents, all

three rule-element positions must be occupied (Figure 9.17a). With this

rule, we model two critical aspect of actin filament growth, nucleation

cores and filament growth. To initialize our simulation, we use our

MBB brush to trace actin filaments over Goodsell’s illustration (Figure

9.14). We base our actin structure and MBB rules on a cryo-electron

microscopic study of actin structure PDB-3g37 [157].

Tubulin dimers stack side-by-side, and end-to-end, to form a cylinder

(Figure 9.16). We model the microtubule macromolecular assembly

with a three-element MBB rule. The rule aligns tubulin dimers in the

same direction and stacks them side-by-side so that they wrap around

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/3g37
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Figure 9.16: Macromolecular structures created with our MBB system and the
rules in Figure 9.17. (top) Actin monomers (left) assemble as two long-pitch
helices, with subunits pointing in the same direction. The “barbed” end of
the filament is to the left. (bottom) Tubulin dimers assemble end-to-end and
side-to-side, spiralling around a central axis to form a microtubule.

the axis of orientation to form a cylinder (Figure 9.17c). A slight offset

in the side stacking component of the rule creates the microtubules

spiral structure. Similar to actin filaments, microtubules are nucle-

ated, they grow from a seed arrangement of tubulin dimers. The actin

filament nucleation core is a small trimer. However, the nucleation

core for microtubules is much larger, and it is improbable for them to

self-assemble without a template to start the formation. Therefore, mi-

crotubules grow from a template on a microtubule-organizing centre

[148]. Once nucleated, tubulin dimers attach to the growing end of the

microtubule, while the other end remains anchored to the organizing

centre. We do not model the organizing centre in our illustration. In-

stead, we use our MBB brush to generate a microtubule along the path.

We based the structure of our tubulin dimers on the crystal structure

of PDB-1jff [141].

With so many molecular-agents held together with MBB rules, our

illustrative simulation runs too slowly for VR. Therefore, we built

two versions of the simulation. One simulation runs slowly, fully

simulating actin and microtubule MBB rules (about 20 FPS). In our

other simulation, we memorize the position and orientations of the

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1jff
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9.17: MBB rules for actin and microtubule self assembly (see Figure
9.16). (a) The MBB rule for actin assembly and (b) the same rule viewed from
the front. We oriented the rule-elements around the axis indicated by the
black dot in (b). (c) The MBB rule for microtubule assembly, and (d) the same
rule viewed from the side.

molecular-agents at the start of the simulation and disable our MBB

system. The memorized positions are soft anchors that apply forces to

push the molecular-agents into their anchored configuration. Future

work will optimize our MBB system to run in realtime, with more effi-

cient rule application, parallelization, and perhaps GPU acceleration.

9.4.2 Modelling mRNA translation with agent-based modelling

The ribosome translates mRNA into polypeptide chains, and it is

composed of two subunits, whose structure was first isolated by

Carter et al. [25]. Ribosomes translate three-letter sequence of mRNA

nucleotides, called codons, into amino acids that are attached to a

growing polypeptide chain. There are 21 amino acids used by biolog-

ical systems. Transfer Ribonucleic Acid (tRNA) carries amino acids

into the ribosome. Inside the ribosome, the tRNA’s anticodon—a com-
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Polypeptide chain

AP
Sites

E

Ejected tRNAwithout
an amino acid

tRNAwith
amino acid

Ribosome

mRNA

Figure 9.18: Our ribosome molecular-agent is translating an mRNA into a
polypeptide chain. tRNA agents carrying an amino acid enter the ribosome
at the A site, causing it to scan to the next codon on the mRNA. As it does,
the amino acid in the current A site attaches to the polypeptide chain and
the tRNA enters the P site. At the same time the ribosome ejects the tRNA at
the current P site through the E site.

plementary sequence of nucleotides to a codon—strong interacts with

the codon currently being read by the ribosome.

We base our ribosome behaviour on Pollard et al.’s [174] textbook

description of ribosome function and our previous agent-based model

of ribosome translation in Prokaryotic cells [54]. Ribosomes contain

three sites to hold tRNA, a structural channel for mRNA to move

through, and a channel for the polypeptide chain to exit (Figure 9.18).

The A site holds an incoming tRNA and amino acid. The ribosome

scans the next mRNA codon and tRNA at the A site into the P site,

where the amino acid is cleaved from the tRNA and attached to the

growing polypeptide. The previously occupied P site tRNA is moved

to the E site and ejected from the ribosome. The structure of our

assembled ribosome is based on PDB-4v5d [202]. We have not yet

modelled the assembly of ribosomal subunits that initiate translation

along an mRNA filament. EF-Tu carries tRNA into the ribosome.

However, we have not yet included it in our simulation.

Our tRNA molecular agents contain a binding site for amino acids.

When the tRNA molecular-agent encounters a nearby amino acid (2

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4v5d
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(a) tRNA ejected
from ribosome

(b) The meandering
path of the ejected
tRNA

(d) Current position
of the ejected tRNA-
amino acid pair.

(c) tRNA picks up an
amino acid.

Figure 9.19: An event-trace visualization showing the history of a tRNA
agent. (a) The ribosome ejects the tRNA, and it meanders until it encounters
an amino acid (c) and binds to it (with the help of a an enzyme that we do
not simulate or visualize yet). (d) Driven by Brownian motion, the tRNA
follows a non-linear path through the simulation.

simulation units), it binds to it. For the sake of illustration, we only

model two kinds of anticodons and amino acids, the AUG codon and

its associated methionine amino acid, and the AAG codon and its

associated lysine amino acid. However, our model is general, and we

could easily configure additional molecular-agents in the example

palette with other amino acids. We based the 3D model of our tRNA

agent on the crystal structure of yeast tRNA PDB-4tna [85]. Figure

9.19 shows a snapshot of ribosome translation, with a tRNA recently

ejected from the E-site. After diffusing away, it encounters an amino

acid and binds to it.

We model mRNA as a filament of codon agents. We connect the codon

agents with distance constraint edge objects in our GECS (Figure

5.10). In future work, we would like to model more accurate mRNA

geometry.

9.5 discussion

We used LifeBrush to illustrate two types of macromolecular assembly

in biological cells: templated and macromolecular self-assembly. The

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/4tna
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9.20: (a) Our previous prokaryotic cell simulation included ribosome translation of mRNA into
a polypeptide chain [54]. (b) To fill the dense and chaotic space, we used passive GPU particle system
and billboarding to fill the simulation with molecules. Our simulation contained a few hundred actively
simulated agents. (c) A cytoskeletal scene created with our LifeBrush system features dynamic filaments
painted with our MBB brush, a microtubule and 10 ribosomes translating mRNA into polypeptides.
Our simulation contains more than 5,000 actively simulated entities. The images in (a) and (b) are from
[54].

cell uses macromolecular self-assembly to form actin filaments and

microtubules. Meanwhile, mRNA translation into polypeptides by

ribosomes is an example of templated assembly. We model the former

macromolecular self-assembly using our MBB rules, and the later

templated assembly with an agent-based simulation. Our agent-based

simulation is incomplete, we do not model Ef-Tu carrying tRNA

into the ribosome A-site, and we do not model the formation of

the ribosome complex around mRNA. Our model of tRNA binding

with an amino acid is missing a significant component. The enzyme

aminoacyl tRNA synthetase mediates tRNA and amino acid-binding,

it would be trivial to add this behaviour in a future version of our

simulation.

Our illustrative cytoskeleton simulation reveals two limitations of our

LifeBrush system. We cannot simulate dynamic membrane surfaces

such as the vesicle dragged along the microtubule in Figure 9.14a. We

use the GPU accelerated Flex particle physics library [145] for our

physics calculations, and it supports dynamic soft-body meshes. It may

be possible to use that feature to model dynamic membrane surface

in LifeBrush. With future optimizations to our MBB system, it may be

possible to simulate actin filaments and microtubules in realtime VR

with MBB. Currently, we simulate the illustrative simulation in Figure

9.1b at about 30 fps.
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In future work, we would like to add the hybrid computational model

of our previous work on a prokaryotic cell simulation [54], with ABM

and differential equation modelling, to simulations like the one in

this section or our neuromuscular synapse simulation (Section 9.2).

However, our agent-based simulation improves upon our previous

model of ribosome function [54] (Figure 9.20). One of our goals with

that simulation was to communicate the chaos and densely packed

nature of the mesoscale. With our new simulation, we come one step

closer to that goal. In our previous simulation, we filled the space

with passive particle systems and billboards that did not interact with

each other. In our new cytoskeletal simulation, every molecular agent

is fully dynamic and interacts with other molecular-agents. We also

model tRNA interaction with amino acids. Our new simulation also

adds structural components, like actin filaments, though the prokary-

otic E. coli cell does not have microtubules. We could not control

the placement of mRNA in our previous simulation. In our LifeBrush

environment, we can now paint mRNA. Our prokaryotic simulation

contained only a hundred actively simulated agents. Our new simula-

tion contains more than 5,000 actively simulated agents. Finally, our

prokaryotic simulation used a mouse and keyboard interface, while

our new simulation immerses the user in a VR environment.
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C O N C L U S I O N A N D F U T U R E W O R K

LifeBrush is an interactive illustrative simulation canvas for bringing

crowded and busy environments, like the mesoscale, to life. We use

interactive construction to create our scenes. Interactive construction

combines automatic content generation with sketch-based interfaces,

to give fine-grained human control over construction. With LifeBrush,

we immerse ourselves in our creations within an interactive VR envi-

ronment.

Our goal has been to bring Goodsell’s [67] static illustrations of the

mesoscale to life as interactive illustrative simulations. We solved two

main challenges: 1) recreating the structural features of these illustra-

tions, and 2) bringing them to life as interactive illustrative simulations

on commodity hardware inside VR. We achieve realtime large-scale

agent-based simulation with our graph entity component system. We

recreate the structural features of Goodsell’s [67] illustrations with

state of the art techniques in computer graphics and procedural con-

struction. Those techniques include our interactive discrete element

texture palette system (Chapter 4), our MBB system for interactive

construction and simulation of macromolecular structures (Chapter

6), our sketch-based swarm grammar tools for creating intricate pro-

tein filament networks (Chapter 7.5), and finally, our interactive 3D

sculpting system for creating environmental and molecular geometry

(Chapter 7.3).

Complex system-level behaviour emerges from local interactions be-

tween large numbers of molecules. Understanding spatiotemporal in-

teractions between molecular species, in crowded and busy mesoscale

environments, is critical to understanding mesoscale systems as a

whole. Therefore, we developed an interactive spatiotemporal visual-

ization to explore the networks of molecular interactions that give rise

to system-level emergent behaviour.

157
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10.1 interactive discrete element texture palettes

Our example-palette enables the interactive sketch-based design and

synthesis of virtual worlds composed of a variety of element arrange-

ments. Our fast region-growing algorithm allows interactive rates of

synthesis suitable for sketch-based modelling. We demonstrate results

that are faster and improve on the quality of previous work (Ma et al.

[143] Ijiri et al. [90], and Roveri et al. [183]). While Ma et al. [143] mea-

sure their results with hundreds of elements per minute, we measure

our results in thousands of elements per second. These speeds are

comparable to other state-of-the-art techniques for statistical synthesis

(Emilien et al. [52]). However, in addition to supporting stochastic

element arrangements, we also support structured textures (such as

the glass tilings in Figure 4.17).

Our generative-brush enables synthesizing new elements but also

relaxing previously synthesized results. However, there are many

more tools that we would like to develop, such as a context-aware

eraser to erase around structures in an element arrangement. We

would also like to add an undo system.

Our system has limitations. For example, our algorithm has difficulty

with significant differences in element size. In future work, we might

take a more systematic multiscale approach to capture multiscale

features in a single example discrete texture.

A limitation with neighbourhood matching is complexity. The more

elements there are in a neighbourhood, the more expensive the com-

putation. We demonstrate up to 3-ring neighbourhoods in Figure 4.17,

but beyond this, our system is too slow. Roveri et al.’s [183] continuous

function representation for neighbourhood comparisons is a promis-

ing alternative to our pair-wise neighbourhood similarity measure.

However, the limitation with Roveri et al.’s [183] method is their use

of gradient descent that gets stuck in local optima. We think there

is promise in improving their gradient descent optimization with

techniques like k-coherence search. In future work, we would like to

explore using continuous function representations within our discrete

element texture synthesis system.
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We applied a local and greedy strategy for generating elements. A

global strategy that considers the entire horizon could avoid some of

the artefacts that we observed in our results.

In theory, we can extend our agent-to-element mapping to other agent-

based systems and discrete element texture synthesis algorithms. For

example, LifeBrush could be useful for painting crowds of characters

in video games, and painting vegetation on landscapes in ecosystem

simulations.

10.2 illustrative simulation for the mesoscale

Previous systems use recipe files to automatically pack molecules into

mesoscale environments [100, 108, 149]. In contrast, we let the user

interactively paint molecular agents into the mesoscale environment.

We also demonstrated bringing that environment to life within the

same session. An exciting interaction is using our sketch-based tools

to experiment with the simulation (Section 9.3.1). With CellPaint [59]

users sketch 3D mesoscale environments in the style of Goodsell’s il-

lustrations [67]. In comparison, lifeBrush implements a greater variety

of generative tools, such as our MBB system for sketching and simu-

lating macromolecular structures. LifeBrush also includes a powerful

GECS for simulating large-scale simulations with tens of thousands of

interacting agents simulated in realtime. We use that system to sim-

ulate ATP synthesis, neuromuscular activation, and macromolecular

assembly.

Generating networks of protein filaments and growing macromolecu-

lar structures is a significant challenge to reproducing Goodsell’s illus-

trations of the neuromuscular synapse [67]. The networks are dense,

organic, and form specific interactions between filament species. Our

answer is MBB, which uses simple interactive spatial rules designed in

a palette to generate and simulate macromolecular structures (Figure

9.16). We built a sketch-based tool with this system to sketch macro-

molecular structures, like actin (Chapter 7.8). We use swarm grammars

[95] to grow networks of protein filaments, and a swarm grammar

brush to interactively grow protein filaments along the brush path

(Chapter 7.5).
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The membranes in our neuromuscular synapse example are static.

However, membranes in biological cells are dynamic and flexible. In

the neuromuscular synapse, synaptic vesicles composed of a lipid-

bilayer fuse with the presynaptic membrane, dumping their contents

into the synaptic cleft (Figure 9.1). In the future, we would like to

make our membranes dynamic, such as with soft-body physics, to

model the fusion of the synaptic vesicles to the presynaptic membrane.

We program molecular-agent behaviours in our GECS with the C++

programming language. It took about two weeks to program and

debug the behaviours for our neuromuscular synapse, while it takes

only twenty minutes to sketch the simulation with our interactive tools.

We need an easier and faster way to define molecular-agent behaviours.

One option is a more robust set of C++ libraries to simplify the

design and specification of molecular-agent rules. However, we would

also like non-expert programmers, such as biologists, to program

behaviours in our system. Swarm-based interaction rules and visual

programming is one option [213, 215]. Another possible solution is

to provide our system with example agent interactions and then

derive automatic rules for those interactions, such as with prototypical

situation-action-pairs [36].

We want to add an interactive timeline, to scrub the simulation state

back and forth through time. Our idea is not to playback a simulation,

as though it were a 3D video; instead, the user would jump into the

simulation at different times, and interactively explore and manipulate

the simulation.

To generate and simulate the results in this thesis, we used an Intel

5960x processor with eight cores running at 3.0 GHz (released in 2014),

16 GB of Random Access Memory (RAM) and an Nvidia GTX 1080

GPU. We used an HTC Vive VR headset and controllers. Our results

run at 90 FPS in VR with about 10,000 agents. In the future, we could

improve performance by multithreading our simulations and using

level-of-detail techniques to reduce GPU overhead.

We use our sculpting tool to prototype molecular structures and

mesoscale surfaces rapidly (Chapter 7.3). However, we would like to

add more fine control, such as with subdivision modelling. We also

create molecular surfaces from PDB-files using the Molecular Maya
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[43] software. However, this is slow and time-consuming. Therefore,

we would like to add a PDB-file importer to make our asset pipeline

faster and easier to use.

Our case studies are prototypes (Chapter 9). In the future, we would

like to improve the fidelity and breadth of behaviour in our prototypes.

For example, we would like to model the citric acid cycle in our

mitochondrion. We would also like to replace our “widget proteins”—

which we use to fill unused space in our simulations—with biologically

appropriate molecules and behaviours. Our prototypes do not yet

accurately model Brownian motion, and it should be more stochastic.

Our prototypes are also too sparse. In the future, we would like to

improve the temporal accuracy of our simulations and match the

concentrations of molecular species to the literature. Furthermore, we

would also like to improve our agent-behaviours based on results from

computational modelling and physical experiments.

An essential problem in computational modelling for biological sys-

tems is creating the initial state of the simulation. Computational

biologists use Johnson et al.’s [100] and Klein et al.’s [108] tools to cre-

ate the initial state of computational models for mesoscale simulations.

We want to explore using our system for computational modelling.

We are excited about the applications of illustrative simulations created

with LifeBrush for education. We imagine future versions of LifeBrush

might include collaborative editing, and playback, and simulation

across a variety of devices, such as tablets, laptop computers and

VR devices. For example, imagine immersing biology students in an

interactive, 3D, living version of Goodsell’s [67] book.

Finally, our LifeBrush source code1 is open source, and we invite the

scientific community to use our system and to contribute to its future

development. Our code repository includes the code, and 3D assets

to compile and run our case studies from Chapter 9. The repository

also includes instructions for using and compiling LifeBrush and links

to instruction videos. Our YouTube Channel2 contains videos for our

case studies and overview videos of the LifeBrush system.

1 https://github.com/timdecode/lifeBrush
2 https://www.youtube.com/user/11011001

https://github.com/timdecode/lifeBrush
https://www.youtube.com/user/11011001
https://github.com/timdecode/lifeBrush
https://www.youtube.com/user/11011001
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A
C E N T R A L P R O C E S S I N G U N I T M E M O RY

A R C H I T E C T U R E

The CPU executes instructions that manipulate data in main memory

through read-write operations. Early CPUs manipulated main mem-

ory directly because both the CPU and main memory operated at

nearly the same frequency. However, contemporary CPUs operate at

frequencies that are orders of magnitude faster than main memory. In

the time it takes for the CPU to execute a memory read request and

the time it takes for the main memory to satisfy the request, the CPU

can waste hundreds of cycles waiting for the memory.

L1 cache 1ns

= 1ns

4ns

100ns

L2 cache

Main memory

Time to fulfil memory read/write

Figure A.1: Memory latencies for L1 cache, L2 cache and main memory. A
reference to L1 cache takes approximately 1ns to fulfil, very close to how long
it takes a CPU to execute an instruction. It takes about 4ns to reference the l2
cache. It takes more than 100ns to reference main memory. These numbers
are from Colin Scott’s website (2019): https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/
~rcs/research/interactive_latency.html.

In multi-core CPUs,

multiple CPUs share

L2 and L3 caches,

and each core usually

gets its L1 cache.

The solution used by contemporary memory architectures is a hier-

archy of progressively lower latency memory caches that sit between

the processor and main memory. In Figure A.1, we see the latency

to L1 cache is about 100 times lower than accessing main memory.

In Intel CPUs, the L1 cache operates at or near the processor fre-

quency. Therefore the CPU is not stalled when reading or writing to

the cache. However, the L1 cache is minuscule. L2 cache is larger and
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CPU L1 Cache L2 Cache Main memory

(a) Read
location 0x1c0

(b) Read
location 0x1c0

(c) Read
location 0x1c0

Values AddressesCache miss: location
0x1c0 is not in the cache

Cache miss: location
0x1c0 is not in the cache

0x1c4

0x1c0

0x1bc

0x1b8

0x1c8

0x1cc

0x1d0

0x1d4

(a) A CPU cache miss. The CPU attempts to read memory location 0x1c0, and the L1 cache does not
contain it. The L1 cache requests 0x1c0 from the L2 cache, and the L2 cache does not contain it. The L2

cache requests location 0x1c0 from main memory. Meanwhile the CPU is wasting cycles waiting for
the value at location 0x1c0.

CPU L1 Cache L2 Cache Main memory

(c) Fulfil 0x1c0
(b) Fill cache-
line with 0x1c0

(a) Fill cache-
line with 0x1c0

Values AddressesStore 0x1c0 in a
cache-line

Store 0x1c0 in a
cache-line

0x1c4

0x1c0

0x1bc

0x1b8

0x1c8

0x1cc

0x1d0

0x1d4

Cache line (address label and 64-byte value)

hello_world00x1c0

hello_world00x1c0

(b) A CPU cache filled from main memory. After some time, main memory returns the value at location
0x1c0 and it is stored in the L2 cache. The value is then copied to the L1 cache, stored, and the request
for the value at 0x1c0 is fulfilled.

Figure A.2: A CPU cache miss and fill, for a hypothetical cached memory hierarchy with an L1 cache,
an L2 cache and main memory. Intel CPUs typically have three cache levels.

has more request latency, and the L3 cache is more substantial and

slower still. CPU caches mirror each other and main memory. The

highest performance is achieved when data is in the fastest cache level.

A cache miss occurs when the CPU requests a memory location not

stored in any of the caches (Figure A.2). Caches store blocks of data

called cache lines, and on Intel CPUs, cache lines are 64 bytes. Retriev- Intel CPUs mitigate

the cost of a cache

miss by executing

other threads of

execution that are

not waiting for a

result from main

memory with a

technique called

hyperthreading.

ing a single byte from main memory fetches all 64 bytes of adjacent

data into a cache line. Data written to the L1 cache eventually makes it

down the cache hierarchy to main memory. When a cache miss occurs,

the requesting CPU core idles until the main memory can fulfil the

request.

Intel CPUs use cache prefetching to avoid cache misses. The idea

is to fetch cache lines from slower memory hierarchies into faster
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memory before it is needed. Intel CPUs use hardware streaming

prefetchers predict data access and stream data into faster memory

ahead of time. A streaming prefetcher monitors memory read requests

(originating from the CPU or faster memory caches), and when it

notices sequential read requests, it automatically executes its fetches

for an additional k blocks of memory (Figure A.3). The prefetcher

streams those additional blocks of memory into the cache to avoid

future cache misses.

Main memory

Values Addresses

0xff240

0xff200

0xff1c0

0xff180

0xff140

64 bytes of data0xff180

64 bytes of data0xff1c0

0xff180

0xff1c0

0xff200

0xff240

L3 Cache

(a) Read and fulfil 0xff180

(c) Read 0xff200

Streaming prefetcher
fulfilment table

Cached values after
operation (b)

(b) Read and fulfil 0xff1c0

(d) Read 0xff240

Figure A.3: Prefetching memory with a hardware streaming prefetcher. The
L2 cache has requested and fulfilled read requests for memory addresses
0xff180 and 0xff1c0 (a and b). These requests are sequential. The stream-
ing prefetcher notices the sequential requests and executes additional read
requests for addresses 0xff200 and 0xff240 (c and d), so that it is ready for
future operations. The fulfilled requests are noted in the table, and we are
still waiting for requests (c) and (d) to be fulfilled.

The CPU achieves maximum performance by prefetching data from

main memory into its fast caches to avoid performance devastating

cache misses. Caches misses are remarkably costly and waste hundreds

of CPU cycles per cache miss. To achieve maximum performance

programs, process data on the CPU in a predictable and orderly

fashion so that hardware prefetchers notice sequential access patterns

and stream data ahead-of-time into faster cache levels.
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to any Lancet figures/tables and they must be reproduced in full.

6. If the permission fee for the requested use of our material is waived in this instance,
please be advised that your future requests for Elsevier materials may attract a fee.

7. Reservation of Rights: Publisher reserves all rights not specifically granted in the
combination of (i) the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this
licensing transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.

8. License Contingent Upon Payment: While you may exercise the rights licensed
immediately upon issuance of the license at the end of the licensing process for the
transaction, provided that you have disclosed complete and accurate details of your proposed
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by publisher or by CCC) as provided in CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.  If
full payment is not received on a timely basis, then any license preliminarily granted shall be
deemed automatically revoked and shall be void as if never granted.  Further, in the event
that you breach any of these terms and conditions or any of CCC's Billing and Payment
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granted.  Use of materials as described in a revoked license, as well as any use of the
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10. Indemnity: You hereby indemnify and agree to hold harmless publisher and CCC, and
their respective officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all
claims arising out of your use of the licensed material other than as specifically authorized
pursuant to this license.

11. No Transfer of License: This license is personal to you and may not be sublicensed,
assigned, or transferred by you to any other person without publisher's written permission.

12. No Amendment Except in Writing: This license may not be amended except in a writing
signed by both parties (or, in the case of publisher, by CCC on publisher's behalf).

13. Objection to Contrary Terms: Publisher hereby objects to any terms contained in any
purchase order, acknowledgment, check endorsement or other writing prepared by you,
which terms are inconsistent with these terms and conditions or CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.  These terms and conditions, together with CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions (which are incorporated herein), comprise the entire agreement
between you and publisher (and CCC) concerning this licensing transaction.  In the event of
any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and conditions and those
established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, these terms and conditions
shall control.

14. Revocation: Elsevier or Copyright Clearance Center may deny the permissions described
in this License at their sole discretion, for any reason or no reason, with a full refund payable
to you.  Notice of such denial will be made using the contact information provided by you. 
Failure to receive such notice will not alter or invalidate the denial.  In no event will Elsevier
or Copyright Clearance Center be responsible or liable for any costs, expenses or damage
incurred by you as a result of a denial of your permission request, other than a refund of the
amount(s) paid by you to Elsevier and/or Copyright Clearance Center for denied
permissions.

LIMITED LICENSE

The following terms and conditions apply only to specific license types:

15. Translation: This permission is granted for non-exclusive world English rights only
unless your license was granted for translation rights. If you licensed translation rights you
may only translate this content into the languages you requested. A professional translator
must perform all translations and reproduce the content word for word preserving the
integrity of the article.

16. Posting licensed content on any Website: The following terms and conditions apply as
follows: Licensing material from an Elsevier journal: All content posted to the web site must
maintain the copyright information line on the bottom of each image; A hyper-text must be
included to the Homepage of the journal from which you are licensing at
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/xxxxx or the Elsevier homepage for books at
http://www.elsevier.com; Central Storage: This license does not include permission for a
scanned version of the material to be stored in a central repository such as that provided by
Heron/XanEdu.

Licensing material from an Elsevier book: A hyper-text link must be included to the Elsevier
homepage at http://www.elsevier.com . All content posted to the web site must maintain the
copyright information line on the bottom of each image.
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clauses are applicable: The web site must be password-protected and made available only to
bona fide students registered on a relevant course. This permission is granted for 1 year only.
You may obtain a new license for future website posting.

17. For journal authors: the following clauses are applicable in addition to the above:

Preprints:

A preprint is an author's own write-up of research results and analysis, it has not been peer-
reviewed, nor has it had any other value added to it by a publisher (such as formatting,
copyright, technical enhancement etc.).

Authors can share their preprints anywhere at any time. Preprints should not be added to or
enhanced in any way in order to appear more like, or to substitute for, the final versions of
articles however authors can update their preprints on arXiv or RePEc with their Accepted
Author Manuscript (see below).

If accepted for publication, we encourage authors to link from the preprint to their formal
publication via its DOI. Millions of researchers have access to the formal publications on
ScienceDirect, and so links will help users to find, access, cite and use the best available
version. Please note that Cell Press, The Lancet and some society-owned have different
preprint policies. Information on these policies is available on the journal homepage.

Accepted Author Manuscripts: An accepted author manuscript is the manuscript of an
article that has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-
incorporated changes suggested during submission, peer review and editor-author
communications.

Authors can share their accepted author manuscript:

immediately
via their non-commercial person homepage or blog
by updating a preprint in arXiv or RePEc with the accepted manuscript
via their research institute or institutional repository for internal institutional
uses or as part of an invitation-only research collaboration work-group
directly by providing copies to their students or to research collaborators for
their personal use
for private scholarly sharing as part of an invitation-only work group on
commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement

After the embargo period
via non-commercial hosting platforms such as their institutional repository
via commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement

In all cases accepted manuscripts should:

link to the formal publication via its DOI
bear a CC-BY-NC-ND license - this is easy to do
if aggregated with other manuscripts, for example in a repository or other site, be
shared in alignment with our hosting policy not be added to or enhanced in any way to
appear more like, or to substitute for, the published journal article.

Published journal article (JPA): A published journal article (PJA) is the definitive final
record of published research that appears or will appear in the journal and embodies all
value-adding publishing activities including peer review co-ordination, copy-editing,
formatting, (if relevant) pagination and online enrichment.
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Policies for sharing publishing journal articles differ for subscription and gold open access
articles:

Subscription Articles: If you are an author, please share a link to your article rather than the
full-text. Millions of researchers have access to the formal publications on ScienceDirect,
and so links will help your users to find, access, cite, and use the best available version.

Theses and dissertations which contain embedded PJAs as part of the formal submission can
be posted publicly by the awarding institution with DOI links back to the formal
publications on ScienceDirect.

If you are affiliated with a library that subscribes to ScienceDirect you have additional
private sharing rights for others' research accessed under that agreement. This includes use
for classroom teaching and internal training at the institution (including use in course packs
and courseware programs), and inclusion of the article for grant funding purposes.

Gold Open Access Articles: May be shared according to the author-selected end-user
license and should contain a CrossMark logo, the end user license, and a DOI link to the
formal publication on ScienceDirect.

Please refer to Elsevier's posting policy for further information.

18. For book authors the following clauses are applicable in addition to the above:  
Authors are permitted to place a brief summary of their work online only. You are not
allowed to download and post the published electronic version of your chapter, nor may you
scan the printed edition to create an electronic version. Posting to a repository: Authors are
permitted to post a summary of their chapter only in their institution's repository.

19. Thesis/Dissertation: If your license is for use in a thesis/dissertation your thesis may be
submitted to your institution in either print or electronic form. Should your thesis be
published commercially, please reapply for permission. These requirements include
permission for the Library and Archives of Canada to supply single copies, on demand, of
the complete thesis and include permission for Proquest/UMI to supply single copies, on
demand, of the complete thesis. Should your thesis be published commercially, please
reapply for permission. Theses and dissertations which contain embedded PJAs as part of
the formal submission can be posted publicly by the awarding institution with DOI links
back to the formal publications on ScienceDirect.

 

Elsevier Open Access Terms and Conditions

You can publish open access with Elsevier in hundreds of open access journals or in nearly
2000 established subscription journals that support open access publishing. Permitted third
party re-use of these open access articles is defined by the author's choice of Creative
Commons user license. See our open access license policy for more information.

Terms & Conditions applicable to all Open Access articles published with Elsevier:

Any reuse of the article must not represent the author as endorsing the adaptation of the
article nor should the article be modified in such a way as to damage the author's honour or
reputation. If any changes have been made, such changes must be clearly indicated.

The author(s) must be appropriately credited and we ask that you include the end user
license and a DOI link to the formal publication on ScienceDirect.
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If any part of the material to be used (for example, figures) has appeared in our publication
with credit or acknowledgement to another source it is the responsibility of the user to
ensure their reuse complies with the terms and conditions determined by the rights holder.

Additional Terms & Conditions applicable to each Creative Commons user license:

CC BY: The CC-BY license allows users to copy, to create extracts, abstracts and new
works from the Article, to alter and revise the Article and to make commercial use of the
Article (including reuse and/or resale of the Article by commercial entities), provided the
user gives appropriate credit (with a link to the formal publication through the relevant
DOI), provides a link to the license, indicates if changes were made and the licensor is not
represented as endorsing the use made of the work. The full details of the license are
available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0.

CC BY NC SA: The CC BY-NC-SA license allows users to copy, to create extracts,
abstracts and new works from the Article, to alter and revise the Article, provided this is not
done for commercial purposes, and that the user gives appropriate credit (with a link to the
formal publication through the relevant DOI), provides a link to the license, indicates if
changes were made and the licensor is not represented as endorsing the use made of the
work. Further, any new works must be made available on the same conditions. The full
details of the license are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0.

CC BY NC ND: The CC BY-NC-ND license allows users to copy and distribute the Article,
provided this is not done for commercial purposes and further does not permit distribution of
the Article if it is changed or edited in any way, and provided the user gives appropriate
credit (with a link to the formal publication through the relevant DOI), provides a link to the
license, and that the licensor is not represented as endorsing the use made of the work. The
full details of the license are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0.
Any commercial reuse of Open Access articles published with a CC BY NC SA or CC BY
NC ND license requires permission from Elsevier and will be subject to a fee.

Commercial reuse includes:

Associating advertising with the full text of the Article
Charging fees for document delivery or access
Article aggregation
Systematic distribution via e-mail lists or share buttons

Posting or linking by commercial companies for use by customers of those companies.
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Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
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ScienceDirect, and so links will help users to find, access, cite and use the best available
version. Please note that Cell Press, The Lancet and some society-owned have different
preprint policies. Information on these policies is available on the journal homepage.

Accepted Author Manuscripts: An accepted author manuscript is the manuscript of an
article that has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-
incorporated changes suggested during submission, peer review and editor-author
communications.

Authors can share their accepted author manuscript:

immediately
via their non-commercial person homepage or blog
by updating a preprint in arXiv or RePEc with the accepted manuscript
via their research institute or institutional repository for internal institutional
uses or as part of an invitation-only research collaboration work-group
directly by providing copies to their students or to research collaborators for
their personal use
for private scholarly sharing as part of an invitation-only work group on
commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement

After the embargo period
via non-commercial hosting platforms such as their institutional repository
via commercial sites with which Elsevier has an agreement

In all cases accepted manuscripts should:

link to the formal publication via its DOI
bear a CC-BY-NC-ND license - this is easy to do
if aggregated with other manuscripts, for example in a repository or other site, be
shared in alignment with our hosting policy not be added to or enhanced in any way to
appear more like, or to substitute for, the published journal article.

Published journal article (JPA): A published journal article (PJA) is the definitive final
record of published research that appears or will appear in the journal and embodies all
value-adding publishing activities including peer review co-ordination, copy-editing,
formatting, (if relevant) pagination and online enrichment.
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Subscription Articles: If you are an author, please share a link to your article rather than the
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and so links will help your users to find, access, cite, and use the best available version.
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private sharing rights for others' research accessed under that agreement. This includes use
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Please refer to Elsevier's posting policy for further information.
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Authors are permitted to place a brief summary of their work online only. You are not
allowed to download and post the published electronic version of your chapter, nor may you
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Licensed Content Author Graham T Johnson et al
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High-res required no
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Circulation/distribution 100 - 199

Author of this Springer
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Title LifeBrush: an illustrative simulation canvas for the biological
mesoscale

Institution name University of Calgary

Expected presentation date Dec 2019

Portions Figure 1.

Requestor Location

University of Calgary
OCLC Headquarters, 6565 Kilgour Place

Dublin, OH 43017
United States
Attn: University of Calgary

Total 0.00 USD

Terms and Conditions

Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH
Terms and Conditions

This agreement sets out the terms and conditions of the licence (the Licence) between you
and Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH (the Licensor). By clicking
'accept' and completing the transaction for the material (Licensed Material), you also
confirm your acceptance of these terms and conditions.

1. Grant of License

1. 1. The Licensor grants you a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable, world-wide
licence to reproduce the Licensed Material for the purpose specified in your order
only. Licences are granted for the specific use requested in the order and for no other
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use, subject to the conditions below.

1. 2. The Licensor warrants that it has, to the best of its knowledge, the rights to
license reuse of the Licensed Material. However, you should ensure that the material
you are requesting is original to the Licensor and does not carry the copyright of
another entity (as credited in the published version).

1. 3. If the credit line on any part of the material you have requested indicates that it
was reprinted or adapted with permission from another source, then you should also
seek permission from that source to reuse the material.

2. Scope of Licence

2. 1. You may only use the Licensed Content in the manner and to the extent permitted
by these Ts&Cs and any applicable laws.

2. 2. A separate licence may be required for any additional use of the Licensed
Material, e.g. where a licence has been purchased for print only use, separate
permission must be obtained for electronic re-use. Similarly, a licence is only valid in
the language selected and does not apply for editions in other languages unless
additional translation rights have been granted separately in the licence. Any content
owned by third parties are expressly excluded from the licence.

2. 3. Similarly, rights for additional components such as custom editions and
derivatives require additional permission and may be subject to an additional fee.
Please apply to
Journalpermissions@springernature.com/bookpermissions@springernature.com for
these rights.

2. 4. Where permission has been granted free of charge for material in print,
permission may also be granted for any electronic version of that work, provided that
the material is incidental to your work as a whole and that the electronic version is
essentially equivalent to, or substitutes for, the print version.

2. 5. An alternative scope of licence may apply to signatories of the STM Permissions
Guidelines, as amended from time to time.

3. Duration of Licence

3. 1. A licence for is valid from the date of purchase ('Licence Date') at the end of the
relevant period in the below table:

Scope of Licence Duration of Licence
Post on a website 12 months
Presentations 12 months
Books and journals Lifetime of the edition in the language purchased

4. Acknowledgement
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4. 1. The Licensor's permission must be acknowledged next to the Licenced Material in
print. In electronic form, this acknowledgement must be visible at the same time as the
figures/tables/illustrations or abstract, and must be hyperlinked to the journal/book's
homepage. Our required acknowledgement format is in the Appendix below.

5. Restrictions on use

5. 1. Use of the Licensed Material may be permitted for incidental promotional use and
minor editing privileges e.g. minor adaptations of single figures, changes of format,
colour and/or style where the adaptation is credited as set out in Appendix 1 below. Any
other changes including but not limited to, cropping, adapting, omitting material that
affect the meaning, intention or moral rights of the author are strictly prohibited. 

5. 2. You must not use any Licensed Material as part of any design or trademark. 

5. 3. Licensed Material may be used in Open Access Publications (OAP) before
publication by Springer Nature, but any Licensed Material must be removed from OAP
sites prior to final publication.

6. Ownership of Rights 

6. 1. Licensed Material remains the property of either Licensor or the relevant third party
and any rights not explicitly granted herein are expressly reserved. 

7. Warranty 

IN NO EVENT SHALL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY OTHER PARTY OR
ANY OTHER PERSON OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL
OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, VIEWING OR USE OF THE
MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER FOR BREACH
OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT
OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON
LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF
THIRD PARTIES), AND
WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN. 

8. Limitations

8. 1. BOOKS ONLY:Where 'reuse in a dissertation/thesis' has been selected the
following terms apply: Print rights of the final author's accepted manuscript (for clarity,
NOT the published version) for up to 100 copies, electronic rights for use only on a
personal website or institutional repository as defined by the Sherpa guideline
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(www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/).

9. Termination and Cancellation

9. 1. Licences will expire after the period shown in Clause 3 (above).

9. 2. Licensee reserves the right to terminate the Licence in the event that payment is not
received in full or if there has been a breach of this agreement by you. 

Appendix 1 — Acknowledgements:

For Journal Content:
Reprinted by permission from [the Licensor]: [Journal Publisher (e.g.
Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION
(Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year of publication)

For Advance Online Publication papers:
Reprinted by permission from [the Licensor]: [Journal Publisher (e.g.
Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION
(Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year of publication), advance
online publication, day month year (doi: 10.1038/sj.[JOURNAL ACRONYM].)

For Adaptations/Translations:
Adapted/Translated by permission from [the Licensor]: [Journal Publisher (e.g.
Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION
(Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year of publication)

Note: For any republication from the British Journal of Cancer, the following
credit line style applies:

Reprinted/adapted/translated by permission from [the Licensor]: on behalf of Cancer
Research UK: : [Journal Publisher (e.g. Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL
NAME] [REFERENCE CITATION (Article name, Author(s) Name),
[COPYRIGHT] (year of publication)

For Advance Online Publication papers:
Reprinted by permission from The [the Licensor]: on behalf of Cancer Research UK:
[Journal Publisher (e.g. Nature/Springer/Palgrave)] [JOURNAL NAME]
[REFERENCE CITATION (Article name, Author(s) Name), [COPYRIGHT] (year
of publication), advance online publication, day month year (doi: 10.1038/sj.
[JOURNAL ACRONYM])

For Book content:
Reprinted/adapted by permission from [the Licensor]: [Book Publisher (e.g.
Palgrave Macmillan, Springer etc) [Book Title] by [Book author(s)]
[COPYRIGHT] (year of publication)

Other Conditions:
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Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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Terms and Conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This copyrighted material is owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or
one of its group companies (each a"Wiley Company") or handled on behalf of a society with
which a Wiley Company has exclusive publishing rights in relation to a particular work
(collectively "WILEY"). By clicking "accept" in connection with completing this licensing
transaction, you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this transaction
(along with the billing and payment terms and conditions established by the Copyright
Clearance Center Inc., ("CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions"), at the time that
you opened your RightsLink account (these are available at any time at
http://myaccount.copyright.com).
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Terms and Conditions

The materials you have requested permission to reproduce or reuse (the "Wiley
Materials") are protected by copyright. 

You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sub licensable (on a stand-
alone basis), non-transferable, worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Wiley
Materials for the purpose specified in the licensing process. This license, and any
CONTENT (PDF or image file) purchased as part of your order, is for a one-time
use only and limited to any maximum distribution number specified in the license. The
first instance of republication or reuse granted by this license must be completed
within two years of the date of the grant of this license (although copies prepared
before the end date may be distributed thereafter). The Wiley Materials shall not be
used in any other manner or for any other purpose, beyond what is granted in the
license. Permission is granted subject to an appropriate acknowledgement given to the
author, title of the material/book/journal and the publisher. You shall also duplicate the
copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication in your use of the Wiley
Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in the text is a
previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Wiley Material. Any
third party content is expressly excluded from this permission.

With respect to the Wiley Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly
granted by the terms of the license, no part of the Wiley Materials may be copied,
modified, adapted (except for minor reformatting required by the new Publication),
translated, reproduced, transferred or distributed, in any form or by any means, and no
derivative works may be made based on the Wiley Materials without the prior
permission of the respective copyright owner.For STM Signatory Publishers
clearing permission under the terms of the STM Permissions Guidelines only, the
terms of the license are extended to include subsequent editions and for editions
in other languages, provided such editions are for the work as a whole in situ and
does not involve the separate exploitation of the permitted figures or extracts,
You may not alter, remove or suppress in any manner any copyright, trademark or
other notices displayed by the Wiley Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan,
lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or assign the Wiley Materials on a stand-alone
basis, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to any other person.

The Wiley Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times
remain the exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc, the Wiley Companies, or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of
and the right to reproduce the Wiley Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the
continuance of this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or
to the Wiley Materials or any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have
no rights hereunder other than the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right,
license or interest to any trademark, trade name, service mark or other branding
("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted hereunder, and you agree that you
shall not assert any such right, license or interest with respect thereto

NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY,
EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS
OR THE ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE
MATERIALS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY
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QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY,
INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES
ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS LICENSORS AND WAIVED
BY YOU. 

WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of
this Agreement by you.

You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their
respective directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or
threatened claims, demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach
of this Agreement by you.

IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR
ANY OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR
USE OF THE MATERIALS REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION,
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE,
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD PARTIES), AND WHETHER
OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED
HEREIN. 

Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction
to be illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to
achieve as nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and
the legality, validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement
shall not be affected or impaired thereby. 

The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition
of this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or
excused by either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party
granting such waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of
any provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or
consent to any other or subsequent breach by such other party. 

This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent.

Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days
from receipt by the CCC.

These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes
all prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement
may not be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be
binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives,
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and authorized assigns. 

In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions,
these terms and conditions shall prevail.

WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i)
the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing
transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms
and conditions.

This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor
Type was misrepresented during the licensing process.

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of
the State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any
legal action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions
or the breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New
York County in the State of New York in the United States of America and each party
hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any
objection to venue in such court and consents to service of process by registered or
certified mail, return receipt requested, at the last known address of such party.

WILEY OPEN ACCESS TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Wiley Publishes Open Access Articles in fully Open Access Journals and in Subscription
journals offering Online Open. Although most of the fully Open Access journals publish
open access articles under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) License
only, the subscription journals and a few of the Open Access Journals offer a choice of
Creative Commons Licenses. The license type is clearly identified on the article.

The Creative Commons Attribution License

The Creative Commons Attribution License (CC-BY) allows users to copy, distribute and
transmit an article, adapt the article and make commercial use of the article. The CC-BY
license permits commercial and non-

Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial (CC-BY-NC)License permits use,
distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited
and is not used for commercial purposes.(see below)

Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License

The Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial-NoDerivs License (CC-BY-NC-ND)
permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited, is not used for commercial purposes and no modifications or adaptations are
made. (see below)

Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
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Use of Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or marketing purposes
requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be subject to a fee.

Further details can be found on Wiley Online Library
http://olabout.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-410895.html

Other Terms and Conditions:

v1.10 Last updated September 2015

Questions? customercare@copyright.com or +1-855-239-3415 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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Circulation/distribution 1 - 29

Author of this Springer Nature
content no
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Institution name University of Calgary

Expected presentation date Dec 2019
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Requestor Location
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Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH
Terms and Conditions

This agreement sets out the terms and conditions of the licence (the Licence) between you
and Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH (the Licensor). By clicking
'accept' and completing the transaction for the material (Licensed Material), you also
confirm your acceptance of these terms and conditions.

1. Grant of License

1. 1. The Licensor grants you a personal, non-exclusive, non-transferable, world-wide
licence to reproduce the Licensed Material for the purpose specified in your order
only. Licences are granted for the specific use requested in the order and for no other
use, subject to the conditions below.

1. 2. The Licensor warrants that it has, to the best of its knowledge, the rights to
license reuse of the Licensed Material. However, you should ensure that the material
you are requesting is original to the Licensor and does not carry the copyright of
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another entity (as credited in the published version).

1. 3. If the credit line on any part of the material you have requested indicates that it
was reprinted or adapted with permission from another source, then you should also
seek permission from that source to reuse the material.

2. Scope of Licence

2. 1. You may only use the Licensed Content in the manner and to the extent permitted
by these Ts&Cs and any applicable laws.

2. 2. A separate licence may be required for any additional use of the Licensed
Material, e.g. where a licence has been purchased for print only use, separate
permission must be obtained for electronic re-use. Similarly, a licence is only valid in
the language selected and does not apply for editions in other languages unless
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